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Defender Sailed Over the Course
Alone Yesterday.
VALKYRIE

LIAE

AND THEN WITHDREW.

STUPID FRAUDS
i

Dunraven

ON

Beware of cheap, worthless,
and often dangerous “ gingers,”
which are persistently urged,
even forced, upon would-be pur“
chasers of SANFORD’S as our
“
as
Sanor
own make,”
good
“
Santhan
ford’s,” or
cheaper

ford’s,”
etc., by

or

Sanford’s,”

same as

dealers, not
in the interest of health, but for
mercenary

few cents’ extra profit.
No respectable druggist or
grocer is ever guilty of such
practices. Avoid all others.
a

Containing among its ingredients the purest
French brandy and the best of
imported ginger, it is vastly superior to the
cheap, worthless, and often dangerous gingers
urged as substitutes. Ask for SANFORD’S
of medicinal

GINGER and look for owl trade mark on the
wrapper. Sold everywhere. Potter Drug and

Chem. Cokp., Sole Proprietors, Boston.
NOTICES.

SPECIAL.

NEW

GOODS

In the piece or in small lots, that are
liable to shrink or spot by dampness, can be

the

Failure

Changed to Avoid Crowd of Spectators—
Britisher Realized He Was Beaten

and

Preferred Not to Race.

New York, September 12.—The America’s
cup races ended today In a fiasco.
Lord Dunraven withdrew the Valkyrie
immediately after the start, and tho
Defender sailed
over the course alone.
The America’s cup committee notified
C. O. Iselin the three races and the cup
awarded the Defender,
and the
crowds cheered the boat that defended
thelcup and’the men who sailed her. Another iyear the international trophy
is
ours, and in all probability it will be
were

many years before a British yacht again
challenges for the cup. In withdrawing
-uuru

rjunraven

aoes

not

cnarge

any

special unfairness to his boat, but bases
his action

interference with
upon the
both yachts by the large excursion fleet.
The trouble was not caused today, for
the course was clear at the start when the

British boat withdraw. The objections
raised by the owner of the Valkyrie was
based upon thelconduct of the attendant
fleet Saturday and^Tuesday. Lord Dunraven sent the America’s cup committee a

strongly worded letter complaining about
the action of the steamboats and tugs,
stating he was not willing to continue
racing the Valkyrie unless a clear course
was provided. He added the course should
be distant from any large city.
Up to
the

time for

SPONGED

FOSTER’S
FOREST

the race.
and
Defender
When
the Valkyrie
CITY DYE
left their anchorages off Bay
Kidge
this
13 Preble St. opp Preble House. at eight
o’olock
morning
a
brisk
wind coming
there
was
Kid Gloves Cleansed Every Day.
in from a little southwest.
Telephone connection
They were
towed through the Narrows and part way
The Defender ha d
down the lower bay.
Both to live and to paint for the true brother- a new topmast and a new spreader up in
hood of man.
of
those
broken
by the fouling of
place
the Valkyrie Tuesday. Tho Valkyrie sat
higher out of the water after the removal
On the Defender
of the extra ballast.
C. Oliver Iselin, VV. K. Vanderbilt,
were
478 1-2 Congress St., Portland.
Herbert
ex-Commodore E D. Morgan.
C. Leeds, Woodbury
Kane, Newberry
Mrs.
C.
Thome. W. Butler Duncan, Jr.,
David
Oliver Iselin and
Henderson,
representative of Lord Dunraven.
On the Valkyrie with Lord Dunraven
$10 a month, Antique Class.
Maitland Kersey,
were Arthur Glennie,
$13 a month. Portrait Class.
Studio
25
week.
Sailmaker
per
cents
Evening class,
Batsey and Latham A. Fisk,
open all day. For full particulars write to 478% of the America’s Cup committee, repreCongress St., or apply after Oct. 1st. Day and senting the New York Yacht club.
evening classes reopen Monday,' Oct. 14th.
Hoffman
island
the Defender
Off
A new collection of 300 photograyhs has been
dropped her tow and sailed before a fair
added to the resources of the studio for a more wind to
The
Sandy Hook lightship.
au31 eod2m
comprehensive study of art.
Valkyrie held to the tug until near Sandy
her
and
sailed
to
Hook, where she left
the rendezvous.
The fleet of excursion steamers, stea m
*
F
iv’
yachts and tugs at the starting point was
\
not so large as on Saturday or Tuesday,
but every boat seemed to be blaak„with
humanity. The steamboats, yachts and
tugs gave the racers plenty of room.
SAWYER’S
L.
A.
MISS
Patrol vessels sourried about and notified
the
of other crafts to keep at a
SCHOOL OF SHORTHAND AND TYPEWRITING goodcaptains
distance, as Lord, Dunraven had
A4so. Headquarters for Shorthand Work notified the committee he would not race
Tho steamunless the course was clear.
and Typewriting.
boats all moved away from the windward
side of the line and there was a mile of
clear water to the west and south, and
the course to thejeastward was perfectly

HOUSE,

FOX STUDIO,

Drawing, Painting and Modelling in
Clay.

vV

j

to

Not

the start for
today’s race
Lord Dunraven had received no reply to
process and retain the his communication. It was his intention
of NEW. This class oi to start if he received a reply, but none
done at short notice at coming to him he merely crossed the'line
to give the other boat a chance to make

STEAM
by machine
appearance
work can be

That

Start Was Because the Course Was

SANFORD’S GINGER

“

Claimed

sail and jib only, with the staysail in
stops. Her club topsail was not visible,
and no preparation to set itjwere observed.
which
At 10.30 the committee’s boat,
had taken her position to the north of the
lightship set the letter C, meaning that
the course would bo fifteen miies'straight
Several minutes later
away and return.
she set the compass signals, reading the
course would be east by south.
^As the
race to
wind was blowing this meant a
the outer mark would bo run before the
wind, and return a beat to the windward.
The outer mark was to be turned to starboard. The Vaklyrie was away down to
the southeast of the line, and kept on her
course and
paid no attention to the
signals. At 10.55 a preparatory signal
was given, but no activity could be seen
on the Valkyrie’s deck.
The wind which
had dropped to six knots began to freshen
and the Defender dashed through the
OF
water in fine style. She cruised along to A
the westward of the lino and Captain
Haff got his spinnaker polo out for the
ROCKS AND LAY A.
race down tho wind.
fired.
was
At 11.10 the starting signal
The Defender was standing in among the
She
excursion fleet on the port tack,
went about and stood back toward the
The
tack.
line on the starboard
Valkyrie
eased her sheets and stood farther away.
It was then evident that she did not intend to start.
There was absolutely no
excuse for her behavior, as the attendant
fleet was well back of the line and the
space for manoeuvring was ample. Finally the Valkyrie came about on the port
At
tack and stood up toward the line.
11.13 she broke out her staysail, but made
no attempt to set her topsail or
get her
spinnaker ready for a run to leeward. FLOODS OF MOLTEN LAVA SPREAD
towards
down
well
The Defender sailed
RUIN.
the line without starting sheets and then
headed up toward the westward and lay
Then she broke
to for a short
whilo.
line.
away once more and stood for the
as was
near
as
She
it
approached
desirable and then luffed up again, at
11.18, and ran her spinnaker boom out to The Shock Lasted for Several Kaye—Many
starboard. As soon as it was out *the
cninnolron
cot i», at.nnC »Tlfl PA.eiTIO’ flfF
Killed by the Eruptions—At
Cattle
her main sheets she started for the lino.
Alone 153 Bodies Have Been
Yetaban
Meanwhile
the Valkyrie was coming
She
along slowly under three sails.
Recovered.
passed to the south of the mark with
boom to port, ran woll to the line and
Teucigalpa, Honduras, September 12.—
then jibed and made for the line in a
A courier arrived yesterday from Yetapan
move
leisurely way without making any
It was evident she and announced the most terrible earthto set another sail.
The Defender quake ever known in t hat section. The
did not intend to race.
was well timed and made a beautiful loss to life and property is
enormous.
was
start. The signal
given at 11.SO and
hundred people are said to have
she crossed at 11.20.24. As she did so she Three
The Valkyrie perished. The shooks commenced Sunbroko out her spinnakor.
was a minute and a half behind, crossing day, occurring all day and night at interthe
before
Just
at 11.21.50.
gun denoting
causing much damage and the
that the time'had elapsed was fired, her vals,
of
boom was swung off to port and immedi- greatest fear among the inhabitants
By Monday
ately after crossing sho hauled in her the oity and neighborhood.
slieots, rounded under the stern of the the city was unea Dy an addition or eoiw
lightship and run up to windward ofjthe
from ‘the mountains and and
A few minutes people
line where she lay to.
later she took in her sails and was taken valleys. During Monday night sheets of
in tow by a tug heading baok for Bay flame appeared at different points to the
Ridge. The committee boat was imme- northwest, rising to immense heights.
diately surrounded by the press tugs, and
the shooks ceased and
reporters were told to ask Lord Dunraven Tuesday morning
why he went back, as the committee did quiet was restored and the people lett
not know. The tugs started after the town for their
homes.
At nine that
Valkyrie. Part of the excursion fleet night, however, heavy rumbling noises
The Defender kopt on hor
followed.
Soon after were heard shortly after followed by the
course with all sails set.
line she took in her staysail reappearance of the flames in the mounthe
crossing
and shortly afterward took in the spintains, which shot up several hundred feet.
naker, so as to ease the mast of the
flocked to
strain. Sho had already set her balloon The frightened people again
jibtopsaiL The first leg was run to lee- town and at midnight the church tower
ward along the Long Island shore, and fell, carrying with it the roofs of three
the Defender held steadily on her course
Nine people v ere killed and
of inci- houses.
and the run was almost devoid
dent. By one jho wind had freshened a eighteen wounded, The jumbling which
trifle, and veered more to the southward. sounded like the heavy cannonading,
of
As sho moved to the turn tho fleet
commenced and lasted over an hour and
patol boats formed a line well back of tho a
half, the people rushing madly through
stake and to leeward, and none of the exJust
cursion steamers were allowed to ap- the streets praying and crying.
before daylight another prolonged shook
proach nearer than half a mile. All wore
She
of
the
course.
to
leeward
kept
have
to
which is variously calculated
finished at 4.04.15, having covered the
three
course in four hours, forty-three minutes lasted from two and a quarter to
and fifty-one seconds. The corrected time minutes, rooked the whole town as if a
As she had no opponent she
was 4.43.43.
cradle. Many fleeing people were killed
The Defender
took things very easily.
fell in a perfect shower
arrived off Bay Ridge at six o’clock In by rocks which
Smoke from the
tow. Three large American flags flew like a hail storm.
from the topmast and spreader shrouds, mountains to the northwest rose to an
and a short piece of broom was attached
followed shortly after
On her deck were a enormous height,
to the jibboom.
of flames from the mounhappy party. All tho way up the bay the by the bursting
yacht "was serenaded and her people tain sides and the throwing out of rocks
towed
was
She
cheered.
past the and lava. Shortly after streams of molten
Valkyrie before she came to anchor. The lava set fire to a number of bouses on the
deck
to look
on
came
out
British people
Cattle grazing near by
at the Defender as she passed, but not mountain side.
a
hat at fled and were killed. They were engulfed
one of them cheered or waved
When
tho crew of the winning boat.
in the lava, which continued flowing in
Defender
tho
anchored, Iselin said:
It is reported at
After the decision on Tuesday’s race, I immense streams.
offered to Lord Dunraven to sail the race. Yetapan that 71 houses wore destroyed.
I received his declination this morning. 1 One hundred and fifty-three dead bodies
regret we could not have had a race in- were recovered there and many more are
H. C.
stead of winding up as we did.”
missing. At Covajuanca thirty-seven
Leeds said Dunraven’s conduct is an in
destroyed and ninety-five
suit to the American nation.
Captain houses were recovered.
At
Cayuscat
Haffsaid: ‘‘No one could complain of bodies were
were destroyed and
houses
the fleet at the start or during the race twenty-nine
eleven
bodies
recovered.
and
one
hundred
today. The wind was all right, and no It is
impossible yet to give a full account
one could complain of not being
given a
small settlements
fair show. It looks as if some one was of the disaster. Many
The shock
to be destroyed.
afraid to race. I would be willing to put are believed
whole
the
over
extended
Yetapan range.
in *500 of my savings to help make up a
The shooks have not ceased, but smoke is
pool of *5000 that we can beat the
discernable at different points in the
Valkyrie in a beat of fifteen or twenty still
of soldiers which
miles to windward, and return.”
Capt. mountains. A company
of bandits from Yetapan
Haff said the Defender would be towed left in pursuit
to the coast have not beenlheard of and it
to New Roohelle tomorrow forenoon.
all killed.
“I am is feared that they are
Dunraven said this

Terrible

THE

CROSSED

MAINE, ERIPAY MORNING, SEPTEMBER 13,

300 KILLED.

Clip WILL STAY.

___

Earthquake

De-

Honduras.

vastated

SHOWER

DEADLY

Flames Burst From the Mountain to
Great

Height.

moe

As the time for the preparatory signal
approached, and there were only plain
lower sails visible on the British boat,
every eye was on her to see why she did
not send up a club topsail and get ready
for the start. The Defender was ready at
10.40, and was cruising about in the clear
space around the committee boat, and
lightship. The Valkyrie stood away to
the southward and kept well away from
the Amerlcoan boat. When it was seen
that Dunraven was not preparing to
start >he patrol boats made another trip
fleet moved
around and the excursion
still further away.
evening:
off
New
At 10.50 the time when the preparatory quite satisfied that I cannot
the York sail a race for the
America’s cup
have been
sounded,
gun should
1 lie
Valyrie still showed no signs o£ prepar- unuer satisraci urv cunuiLiujua.
ing for the race. The regatta committee situation is this: I do not believe that I
I do not believe I
held a consultation and decided to give have a superior boat.
the Englishman more time. A look over should be subjected to insult from the
and regatta committee of any yacht club
or
the expanse of water to windward
around the startling line failed to disclose from representatives of any challenging
not
There
wan
It
was
I
was
reason
for
not
my
starting.
way,
syndicate.
any
ample room for the maneouvering that forced to it. Tliero is no difference of
precedes the start. The wind was blow- opinion aboard our boat. It is a simple
ing almost due from the west and at a matter of refusing to sail under existing
I know I cannot
velooity of more than eight miles an hour. conditions and rules.
The water was
comparatively smooth got a show. I saw Haff put up his helm,
was
I
I
have no |critioism
or thought
with a slight ground swell. The sky
sawjjit.
He turned out a
clear with only a few light fleecy clouds to make upon Watson.
She crossed
the
Atlantio
here and there and the horizon was hung good boat.
with a misty haze.
ocean, and if she could not win it is not
Watson is not reThe two racers were cruising about at the fault of Watson.
The sponsible for my actions.”
a good distance
from each other.
Defender was well to the northeast of the
Says Pilot Boat Did Not Interfere.
club topline. She carried a mainsail
Scotland Lightship, September 12.—
A half mile or
sail, staysail and jib.
southeast Pilot Burnett of the Mary A. Williams,
more away and down to the
was the Valyrie.
She was under main- No. 19, says he did not intorfero with the
Valkyrie as his boat was much to windward, also that the Valkyrie had no club
topsail set,no spinnaker ready and passed
under the stern of 19 sevoral boat lengths.
There was ample timo to get out of the
way if the Valkyrie intended to start.
■
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THE WEATHER.
Fair and

Cooler.

BostoD, September 12.—Local forecast
northwest
for Friday:
Fair; cooler;
winds.

Washington,

September

12.—Forecast

Maine:
Generally fair;
winds; cooler in the extreme

for Friday or

northerly
•Mlthern portion.
WEATHER CONDITIONS.

AtThe barometer has fallen on the
lantic and Gulf coasts and in the Rocky
Mountain districts, and has risen in the
Lake region and upper Mississippi valley
It is lowest
aud on the Pacific coast.
northeast of New England and highest
north of Minnesota. Showers are reported
from New England and the Lake region
and
Gulf
Atlantic
and on the South
coasts. General rains are reported on the
Pacific coast, north of San Francisco and
north of Montana.
Local Weather

Report.

Portland, Me., September 12.—The local
Weather Bureau office records as to the
Weather the following:
8 a. m.—Barometer, 29.694; thermometer. 70.5; dewpoint, 66; humidity 86;
wind, SW; velocity, 2; weather, ioloudy.
8 p. m.—Barometer, 29.619; thermometer. 72.0; dew point, 68; humidity, 86;
wind, W, velocity, 4; weather, clear.
Mean daily thermometer, 70.0; maximum thermometer, 78,0; minimum ther62.0
maximum velocity of
mometer,
wind, 16, SW; total precipitation, 24.
Red Men in

Convention.

Providence, R. I., September 12.—At
this morning’s session of the Great Council of the Improved^Order of Red Men,
tha business was chiefly of routine character consisting almost entirely of the
committee reports that have
on
action
In the contest for
but little interest.
Minneapolis had the
the next meeting
Tenn. A resoNashville.
victory over
lution appropriating $1500 a year to meet
the expenses of the Great Incohonee in
the work of propagating the order was

IMsed without opposition._

May Kace Again Off Marblehead.
Globe tomorrow will say: Gen. Charles H; Taylor,
editor of the Globe, has telegraphed G.
O. Iseliu 'and Lord Dunraven as.follows:
“Owing to the unsatisfactory conditions
which seem to exist off New York for
as you
a contest
of such| magnitude
a
SfulJOU
are
engaged in, I hereby offer
sailed
be
to
international challenge cup
III
the
Valkyrie
for by the Defender and
off Marblehead, the cup to be called the
In case of ac“Massachusetts Bay Cup.
be arrange at
ceptance the conditions can

Boston, September 12.—The

THE GREAT

SKIN CD
Works wonders in

cur-

ing torturing, disfiguring diseases of the skin,
scalp, and blood, and especially baby humours.
Cotictba Rbubdebs are sold throughout the world.
British depot: F. Nbwbbby ft Sobs. London. Point*
Boarivi U. 8. A.
J)rdo * Cuu. CM*.. Sole

1

PRESS.

DAILY

PORTLAND

The course off Sandy Hook has disgusted everybody who sailed over it, largely
flock
beoaus tho fleet of tugs and steamers
there from New York an.l disregard everynot only to
thing in the way of courtesy
each other, but to the contesting yachts
was taken
offer
At 10 last evening the
the New York
under consideration by
at the same
Yacht Club committee and
contime Lord Dunraven was seriously
sidering the proposition.

Two Cars

Telescoped.

Providence, K. L, September 12.—The
train, bound for New London
Boston
and New Yorjt which left|Boston at 6.30
his morning, ran into the rear end of
Biackstone train at Smith stroet
the
bridge at.8 o’clock and did ^considerable
To the Biackstone train were
damage.
attached two Now England cars,in which
of passengers
from
were a number
Franklin and way stations. This train
to
answer
signals, when the
stopped in
Boston train crashed ipto the rear,telescoping the two New England cars. It is
considered remarkable that no one was
killed or seriously injured. The passengers in both trains were'badly shaken
up. Those in the New England coaches
The
rescued through windows.
were
affair will be investigated.

1895.

two mile, standing start, from
4.65 3-5 to 4.50, breaking ..Iso, incidentally, the record for the flying start, of
4.51 1-5.

paced

4th Maine

Regiment

Unioffitoday,

held in

Many

whom
may be included the colonel of
the regiment, Elisha Walker of SomThe
erville.
following officers were
elected: George F.‘Thomas of Rockland,
James Turner of

president;

Rockland,

secretary and treasurer; L. D. Carver of
Rockland and C. D. Jones of Rockland,
vice presidents, representing tho regiment and battery
respectively Secretaries were appointed from each compaCo. A,
ny in the f regiments as follows
Leweliyn Lincoln; B, John W. Tittus;
C, Oliver J. Conant; D, Edward Hall;
E, Almon Hull; F, Win. C. Rowe; G,
Zealor W. Young; H, John H. Thomas;
I, Clifford Witham; K, Adelbert A.
The next reunion will be held
Daily.
in Rockland.
Close of the Hancock

County Fair-

ing position. He was still climbing along
right behind Pembroke when they swung
into the turn for the final and then he
lost his gait and made'a break, giving

Premiums Awarded at County
Fair

about 000 vete-

being present. Dinner was provided
by the ladies Relief Corps and citizens,
and was served in Grand Army hall, afthere was post prandial re- A
ter which
marks by prominent comrades, among
rans

CENTS.

little the best of it, withJChina*Boy in
second place.
In fact, the youth of the
Celestial empire_had[in one or two spurts
shown a speed which showed that he
had not given up
his claim on the lead-

CROWD CANE EARLY.

Reunion.

Rockland, ^September 13.—Tho annual
reunion of the Fourth Maine Regiment
and 20th Maine
Battery Association
was

THREE

_{EliPSZxiVEgSl}_PRICE

Yesterday.

Foarnaught
Boy’s burst

Prince
his place. China
of speed left it still in doubt
and there were those in the crowd watchthe contest who looked upon him as the
PRIZE
THE
OF
CAVALCADE
probable winner of the next heat.
WINNERS A FEATURE.
But it was not China Boy after all for
the Oriental made a skip at the start
and fell back to third place where he
staid.
Pembroke won the heat and the

The Radies'

Competition

Feature—The Winner
Horse in Ress

Than

Proved

a

Taking race,

Harnessed
a

but It was no walkover, for Fearnaught Prince collared the Bangor horse
and travelled right along with him. Once
or twice it looked
as if the gelding

Her

Minute—Good

Racing in Spite of the Shower.

to

was

be

beaten

out after all by the

People commenced early to go to Nar- stallion, and so another heat added to
ragansett Park yesterday, and by 10 the contest. It was a fighting finish to
o’clock there was a crowd big enough to a
fighting race, one where driver shout
make a good afternoon attendance. The that
peculiar and long drawn “Hi-yah,
forenoon train from Portland brought and
whips play over the sweat-moistened
six heavily loaded cars and at that time flanks of the
rushing flyers whose short,
the Gorham people were arriving on foot hard
breathing can be heard as they go
There was a large group
and in barges.
around the enclosure where the pulling
oxen were
playing leap frog; the grand
stand was three-quarters filled and the

under the wire, to be drowned in the
sharp treble of the hand-clapping and
the deep bass of men’s voices in the
stand.

Tt.

was

nnhndv’s

rn.n«

until

t.h«

business.
13.— The fourth midway was doing a thriving
wire was reached, although it began to
afternoon was a large
in
the
The
crowd
CounHancock
of
the
annual exhibition
be evident as the leaders sped down the
although may were kept away by stretch that the Prince was quitting
ty Fair Association closed today, having one,
weather.
lasted three
notwithstanding the persuasive power
days. Exhibits in cattle, the threatening

Eilsworth,

September

fruit and garden products were good,
THE WOMEN’S CONTEST.
and over $2000 in premiums were awardDid you ever see a woman harness a
The racing and other special feaed.
in less than a minute? Probably
horse
successful. The total
tures were very
saw a man do it, unless it
The trotting you never
attendance was about 9000.
the house of fire engine company
in
was
3.37
class,
afternoon
resulted:
this
Yet at the county fair yesterday, a wompurse $100, seven starters, G. W. Reed,
harnessed a horse to a buggy in just
an
North Bucksport, Harry L, first; W. C.
51 1-3 seconds. It was'in the ladies’ harbest
Duster,
second;
Bates, Brooklin,
contest which toot
2.35 class, purse nessing and driving
In the
time 2.32 1-3.
noon on the track in front of the
at
place
$125, six starters, N. G. Gould, Oldtown,
stand. There were five contestants,
Bee P, first; D. E. Clement, Levant, grand
Mrs. Z. H. Hawkes of Windham Centre.
Mildred H, second; best time, 2.1 1-4.
Annie Gilman of Scarboro, Miss
Miss
The attendance was about 3000.
Kate Lamb of North Windham, Mrs. T.
nasiuru aiar

vrXAUU.

vun|noi.

Biddeford, September 13.—At the evening session of tho Grand Chapter of the
order of the Eastern Star, these officers
Grand
matron, Mrs.
were installed:
Rockland; associate
Jennie Stewart,
grand matron, Mrs. Annie G. Eaton,
Harmony grand patron, R. H. Burnham,
Rockland; associate grand patron, A. H.
Roak, Auburn; grand secretary, Mrs.
grand
Anneti H. Hooper, Biddeford;
treasurer, Mrs. Rose B. Emery, Augusta;
B.
Mrs. E.
conductoress,
grand
Douglass, Lisbon Falls; associate grand
conductoress, Mrs. Fannie M. Jones,
Waterville. It was voted to hold the next
After
annual session at Lisbon Falls.
the installation addresses wero given by
Mrs. Lorraine J. Pitkin, Chicago, Right
Worthy Grand Secretary, and Mrs. Mary
E. Patridge of California, Most Worthy

the whip in Jenkins’s hand. Pembroke also felt the touch of the. lash, responding to it eagerly and winning by a
out under the
Gertie B was
length.
rules, but came in fourth when the purse

of

was

|

The summary:

awarded.

8.38 CLASS,

TROTTING, PURSE 1250.
(Concluded.)

Pembroke, b s, by Jay
Bird, (Wheelden),
Fearnaught Prince, ch

g, (Jenkins),
China Boy, b s,

(Rey-

nolds),

Gertie B, b m, (Chute),
Slide, ch g, The Seer,

M. Douglass of Newhall and Mrs. C. W.
(Hutchins),
Hasty of Windham.
Winthrop Pilot, br s,
(Ramsdell),
They came along two at a time, except Charlie Startle, b g,
Miss Gilman, who had tho track all to
(Anthoine),

3

3

1

3

1

1

3

3

1

1

3

3

5
3

4
3

1
6

3
5

3
3
4 ro.

4

5

4

4

dr.

7

6

5

6

dr

6 dis.

Hawkes drove a gray
Miss
herself.
horse attached to a buggy and Miss Lamb
over a brown horse harheld the reins
nessed in a light road wagon.
The ladies unharness tho horses and

Time—3.35 1-4,3.35 3-4, 3.37 1-3, 3.35 3-4,
3.26 3-4, 2.26

Next came Mrs.
Hasty, who drove a
under Gen. Melo.
The battle is said to have lasted forty- pretty
black horse in a natural wood
eight hours and the Spaniards wore re- buggy, and Mrs. Douglass, driviDg a
pulsed with a heavy loss, leaving over brown horse. They do the trick in 3.22 1-2
fifty killed and wounded on the field.
Rolloff’s band has been active during and 3.02 1-2 respectively. Miss Gilman,
the last week having blown up a troop the last to try, finishes in 3.52 1-2, but
train by dynamite near Santiago de Cuba
'she gives them all a point in unharnessand a bridge near Sagua.
The Snaniards admit that the train was ing, as girths, breast plate'and ^bridle,
after the straps have been unbuckled,
deftly swept over the horse’s head togethXVVI. »
uguii J
first prize, Mrs.
a hundred soldiers were mangled
by the er. Miss Lamb gets
third
explosion.
Douglass second, Mrs. Hawkes
of Havana is almost de- and
The harbor
fourth.
Miss^Hasty
serted. When the Mascotte loft for this
came the time when
At about noon
port yesterday not a ship of any kind
made the
animals
the
to
could be seen save those
prize-winning
belonging
round of the track, and these wearers of
Spain and they were fow.
the blue and red ribbons seemed to feel
Grand Army Goings.
which thoy had earned.
the distinction
J Louisville, September 12.—St. Paul was The horses made it lively for the grooms,
selected on the second ballot us the place
time with the
for holding the |G. A. K. L encampment dragging them along in
Biliind the band
next year.
musio of the band.
officers were elected:
The following
Charles Fairfield drove his big blackboard
Commander-in-chief, Gen. I. N. Waller,
President Vinton and a
senior
commander-in- and in it rode
Indianapolis;
chief, G. N. Hobson of Greensburg, Ky. ; party of officials and friends. Then came
junior commander, S. J. Grove of Wash- the
line of horses and cattle, con-

into the bunch. The Portland horse was
running when they turned into the
stretch and there was almost a tangle
there, for Reynolds sent Philos in on
an
the pole in
attempt to pass Billy

Grand Matron of the United States.
Patriotic Shawmut.

Shawmut,

Me., September 13.—Shaw-

mut is alive and patriotic. The presentation of the new flag to the Shawmut
S. of A.
grammar school by the P. O.
occurred tonight. Tho procession started
and was as follows:
from Main street

Waterville military band, P. O. S. of A.,
followed by the school children. Arriving
at the school house prayer was offered by
Rev. N. T. Dutton of Fairfield, and the
wore introduced by
following speakers
Hatch of the P. O. S. of A.;
Rev. N. T. Dutton and
Bert Ladd. While the band played “The
Star Spangled Banner,” old glory was
unfurled to the breeze by Rev. N T.
President
Dr.

Farnham,

Dutton

and

was

greeted

with loud and

long cheers.
Spaniards Repulsed With Heavy Loifc
Key W’est, Fla., September 13.—Pasarriving by tho steamship
sengers
Mascotte report that a big battle has been
near
Camaguey botween tho infought
surgents under Maximo Gomoz and the

Spaniards

iv-on

ivuviivu

uviu

ouuuvr

uuuu

to the afternoon proWhen it came
gramme it looked so gloomy overhead
wet under foot that the judges
and so
carefully arrange the harnesses on two were in doubt what to do, but there
Then
men who obligingly act as pegs.
were so many people on the ground that
each woman puts,’ her hands on the har- rather than disappoint them it was dewaits. The horses cided to trot at least the first race. Then
ness of her horse and
stand by the wagons with a man at the the sun struggled out, and so the other
head of each to keep him in place. “Are races were
The first event on
called.
ready,” asks Mr. Pompilly, and the card was the 3.27 pace with six startyou
“clang” goes theibell. * Miss Lamb takes ers. Nelson was there with Sarah Fulin
her
her horse’s harness someway
ler and^the Portland stallion Billy Crockhands, and waves her right arm around er was in the field with Noyes holding
like a pitcher throwing a ball, dropping the ribbons.
Then there were Dimple
the breeching and girths tinto place. Two P., Grendale, brought
over by C. K.
stall
and
head
or three quick movements
Richards, Philos and Gen. Mac. The
breast plate are on. Then Miss Gorham track is as dry as a Roosevelt
and
Lamb picks up the shafts, her fingers
Sunday in Gotham after the sun has
fly as she fastens traces and breeching shown
on it an hour or two, and so as
and buckle girths. Th ere is a dash for the tun progressed it soon got back into
the carriage; she is in and off In 51 1-3 first-class
The first heat of the
shape.
Mrs. Hawkes has been doing 2.37
seconds.
pace was a rattler with three horses
the same thing in about the same way, in a bunch, but on the second round
but is not quite as’fast about it and goes
Billy Crocker pushed ahead and passed
away many lengths behind Miss Lamb. the field at the three-quarters polo, winBut Mrs. Hawkes is driving a grey
ning by about a length. It was a 9.97
and cuts down her ’rival’s lead race in
pacer
reality, for the heat was paced
steadily. Miss Lamb finishes her half in 3.27 flat.
T>M1_.
n_7__„44V.n
fkn
track in two
the
mile drive around
minutes>nd 49 seconds.3 There is a burst start in the second heat and staid ‘there
of applause from thejstand as she finishthrough the mile, but it was not exaotly
es with something wrong'abontj the hara cake^walkffor him. the field being at his
horse’s
ness, for the shafts are up over the
heels, nevertheless he finished without
That does not affeot the result,
back.
being pushed. Glendale and Sarah FulMiss Lamb jumps out of the ler were
however.
again second and third horses,
carriage and does not get down with the although Sarah had gone up into the
is
The
harness
the step either.
aid of
air in a way which seemed to imperil
off and hung on the'men again in a jiffy her chances.
and the time is just 3.58. Mrs. Hawkes,
Glendale collared Billy Crocker ijj ths
despite the uacer, is not quite so fast, the next heat, and then Billy lost his feel
time being 3.31.
back
and was the leader no

longer, going

Crocker.

The sulky wheels were dangerfor a second, but
let the other by.

near the gutter
ously
Noyes pulled out and

Meanwhile Glendale had been steadily
pushing ahead and paoed the wire with
Philos next,
trial between Billy
It was another
Crocker and Glendale in the next heat
Nearly every horse in the field broki
the
mile, but the'.two leader!

during

neither lost nor gained byjthat perform
At the end of the first half, the
two were neck and neck. Then Glendale
pulled away again and held the lead, but
ance.

a narrow
margin, as Billy was
at his heels in the stretch.
The last heat was a gamey one so fai
They
as the leaders were concerned.
of it as if they were in
trotted much
double harness. In this way they went
the wire at the end of the first
under
half and kept it up until the turn wheD

only by

long
spicuous among them' being the stallion,
Burned a Barn.
Westland, Emma Westland and six or sevBoston, September 12.—The two couples
the descendants of WestWorcesetr, Mass., September 12.—Dur- en othors of
from Rochester, N. H., arrested yesterContinued on Second Page.
the thunder storm last night lightn- land, all in the Barrett string and wearing
court
in
.Jaanti
were
Davis
today.
day,
barn
of
Nowall
struck
the
Winship, ing prizo ribbons.
cobs were fined $15 each for fornication, ing
and set lire
the chargo of adultry against Davis be- a mile west of Barre Centre
THE RACES.
to it. The barn and contonts, including
withdrawn.No
were
charges
ing
preferred two tons of hay and farming tools, were
against the Nichols girls, who were reon the track began
head
of
The
sport
destroyed.
day’s
totally
Thirty-five
leased, and will go back to Rochester cattie were burned.
The loss is heavy ealy in the'day, for there was that fightJacobs and Mary
with their father.
Nichols were married today. The men and partially covered by insurance.
ing race, the^'2.28 trot, to be finished, and
will also return to Rochester.
yesterday’s installments wore as exciting
BRIEFLY TOLD.
An interested
as those of Wedenesday.
Record Breaking at Springfield.
Geo, W. Bishop, the
was Mr.
Fishing schooner Susie Hooper, owned spectator
Springfield, Mass., September 12.—Durin the judges’
ing the closing day of the Springfield bi- by B. F. Allen & Co.. Gloucester, went New; York horse buyer,
cycle tournament, six efforts were n ade ashore Wednesday night on Wylies Point stand. Four of them catne dancingjdown
with help of tugs. She is
at record breaking, four of which were and came oil’
the tracK when Mr. Pompilly rang the
J. H. Gardner broke the
successful.
leaking badly and will goon the ways.
bell.
Slide, the Auburn gelding
class A record for the paced standard
Schooner Alice Bell, Chadwick, Edge- chapel
five
Wiuthrop Pilot were drawn. As
mile, lowering it from 11.56 to water for Scituate, was towed into Scitu- and
11.03 2-5.
ate
yesterday afternoon by tug Juno Pembroke had won the lasCh;afc of the
F. J. Titus, class B, broke the Ameri- with sails blown away and loss of
he was at the pole, with
port
can
record of 29 miles, 139 yards, for an anchor, having encountered a squall on day before,
China Boy in second place, Fearnauglit
hour ride, which he made here last year, the shoals.
Gertie B on the outsido.
increasing it to 27 miles, 118 yards. He
The shaft of tho Osceola mines was Princo next and
failed on account of imperfect pacing
A cream o£ tartar baking powder.
ahead
and the bodies of 2ii of At tlio start Pembroke forged
entered
yesterday
in accomplishing his intention of breakthe miners who were imprisoned in the like a steam engine and led the proces- Highest of all in leavening strength.
world's
640
record
of 28 miles,
ing the
States
Government
United
burning mine were recovered.
sion around the turn, but it was not for _Latest
yards, held by Michael in France. J- F.
Tho
grand jury found a true bill
Starbuck lowered the professional record
Food
Report.
three
closed
speedily
alias H. H. long as the other
ofjl. 18 for the five-mile paced, standing against Herman W. Mudgett
the wire; at
As they passed
Co.
Fred Lougbead of Holmes, charging him with the murder the gap.
Royal Pak&ig Powder
start, to 80.11 1-5.
PietezeL at Philadelphia.
F.
Pembroke
had a
106 w»n st* n. y.
of
lowered
the
end
of
unBenj.
first
the
half,
the
A,
Sarnia, ,Ont.,
class
ington.

They All Go Back

to

Rochester.

THE FIELD OF SPORT.

Horse

Races

Many

on

Maine

PACING KINGS RACE FOR A PURSE
OF $5000.

tlie

National

Gaines Were
National

AT WASHINGTON.

Game—Two

Tie

Played Yesterday in the

League.

State fair.

Mr. Bishop says there is now
good demand for fine horses. The other
day he paid a large price for a pair he
bought of Mr. Pompiliy.
whose
famous horse buyer,
3 The
Continued From first Fage*
customers are the Vanderbilts, and their
Glendale broke and fell several lengths New York friends, told a good story and

CROWD CAIIE EARLY.

a

behind.

_

Louisville, Ky,, September 12 —About
10,000 people attended the Louisville
Driving and Fair Association races this
afternoon. The event ot the day was the
Joe
paeiug race between Robert J.,
Patehen and John B. Gentry.
Although
J.
Robert
Joo Patehen won a
heat,
linished three times ahead of his rivals.
In the fourth heat Geers drove Robert J.,
to his limit and in doing so established a
world’s record for tho fourth heat for
harness horses.
Time, 2.04)4 which was
In the concluding
the best of the race.
heat Joe Patehen was a nose in front
when the word was given, and he led to
within lifty yards of tho wire when he
went off his feet and Robert J., who was
only a neck behind him passed under the
wire a winner of tho heat and race by a

length.

The race

was

for $50C0.

BAD DAY FOR FAVORITES.
Eadly Fooled at the

The Talent

Park

Mystic

Paces.

Medford, Mass., September 12.—The
heavy rain of yesterday left the track at
Mystic park in bad shape. Although
he lost the heat trotted yesterday in the
8.19 class, Azmon was still the favorite
today, but he did not take a heat. Lynne
in the 3.10 trot,
was the favorite
Charles P.
which was not completed.
but he
was the favorite in the 3.15 pace,
and fourth
in the third
broke badly
In the 2.19 class, purse *1000, 11
heats.
starters,
Alcidalia, b m, by Sir Walter,
Jr., dam Comees, sister by Daniel LamBel

bert, (Dore) won in four hoats, ; Lady
Blanche, b m, by Don Carlos, dam Kitty
Giles by Mambrino Prinee, Jr., (Foley),
second; Judge
Keeler, blk h, (Beyer),
third; hest time, 2.16 3-4.
Special race, purse *500 for two-year
old, best two in three, three starters.
dam
Pooh Bah, b, by Ralph Wilkes,
Kenilworth by Riolimond, (Trout), won
In two heats; B. F., (Kevins), second;
Woven Wind, b c, third. ; best time, 2.32.
In the 2.10 class, (unfinished), purse
*1000, six starters. Bouncer, b m, by
by Mambrino
Bummer, dam Muselle
Patohen, (Andrews’) won in two heats;
Lightning,b in,by Alcantara, dam Portia
bv Startle,(Quinton), and Lynn Bol, blk
h, by St/ Bel, dam, Vashti by Bayonne
Prince, (Either), each won one heat; best
time,2.12 3-4 by Bouncer.
In the 3.15 pace, purse *1000, (unfinished, Alcinta, b m,by Alcantara,dam Ballet
by Electioneer. (Carpenter and Golden),
and (Jharlie Peg. by Kelbuck Tow, dam
won two
each
untraced,
(Walcott),
heats; best ttime 2.12 12-, by Charlie P.
North Berwick

Fair.

North Berwick, September 13.—x his
was the closing day of the North Berwick
Association’s third annual
The showers interfered^ with the
The bicycle races came off
attendance
Mile
at eleven aud resulted as follows:

Agricultural
fair.

(3.03 class) Frank F. Davis, Dover, first;
Albert

H.

Clough,

Kennebunkport,

rno
usseuan
Best tune,
i-i'A..
The old centre rush Foster was out, also
Milton C., b g, Constellation
game resulted )n favor of the Murphy Allen, tackle, and Devine and
5 111
Chapman,
(Wheelden)
Balsams.
Score by innings:
Helena
ends.
B., g m, Olympus
M. Balsams. 23033200 0—12
12 2 2
(Haines)
Among the new material, Anderson, Dexter
No. Berwick, 00200030 0— 6
K., oh s, Maine Patriot
of Westnrook
and
seminary,
formally
2 3 4 3
(Kane)
Batter!o3—Woods and Goodhart; Potts
Fisher, a Pennsylvana man, show good Charles A., bl g, Norway Knox
and Tobey,
3 4 3 4
(Woodbury)
The trotting was very good and the form in practicce, and are built well for
Mountain Maid, b m, Major
track record
was broken by Salando.
the game.
Boone (Floyd)
7 5 5 5
The summary:
Elbridge Allan, the composer of the Donald Franklin, gr s, (Hill) 4 6 dr
2.27 GLASS, PURSE *250
Forest City and Portland High School Morman, b s, Epaulette (Traf6 7 dis
ton)
marches, is in training for right guard.
b
by Hermando
g,
Salando,
Time-2.32% 3.31, 3.27% 2.30%
111 He weighs some 175 pounds and is doing
(Taylor)
3 2 2
The 2.50 class for trotters brought out a
Tommy 1L, b r, (Snow)
well.
4 5 2
Ned Allen, ch g, (Jordan)
There were the speedy
field of seven.
back
for
the
is
other
Hussey expected
3 3 5
Eldon, ch g, (Willey)
Jenette
of the Nelson string
Bismarck,
6 4 4 guard.
Eva Wilkes, b m, (Livingston)
Emma Nelson, one of the daughters of
If Sanborn and Buxton play backs with
Time—2.27, 2.27, 2.28.M
the great stallion, Nat J., somewhat of
Sullivan, the only new material to be
Calais Races.
an unknown quantity, and several others.
one
will
be
tackle
and
developed
guard,
Calais
At tho start, Bismarck took the lead and
September 12.—The second a quarter back.
held it to the close, but Daniel made a
day’s meeting at the St. Stephen driving
Wheelden
plucky fight in second place.
park had a fins day and a good track and
Saying Good Bye.
with Dolly B., was third and the unattendance. The summaries;
for
who.
the
Mr. T. B. Sheehan,
past known
quantity, Nat J., finished in
3,28 CLASS,PURSE *250.
18 years has been in business in this city,
fourth place. The second heat was very
2 14 11 recently decided to remove to Boston,
(Trombone, ch s. (Eaton),
much like the first, except that Bismarck
8 6 l 3 2
Rose L, ch m, (McCormick),
and last evening a banquet was tendered
broke at the start and had to made conJerry O’Neill, blk’g, (Murshie), 1 2 5 4 3 him
former
business
associates
by his
0 5 2 2 4
Yickmont, b g, (Conne),
siderable lost distance before he took his
6 4 8 6 6 and his fo mer associates in the city govCurfew, b m, (Eaton),
old place at the head of the procession.
4 8 0 6 6 ernment and other friends. The
D-icnie, blk m, (Lydiard),
banquet
It had looked up to this point like a
Time, 3. S3 1-4, 2.30 3-5, 2.2 8-5, 2.28, was given at the rooms of the Emerald
walkover for Bismarck, but he went lame
2.28 1-4.
attended.
Associates, and was largely
in the second heat and had to be with
The
throe-minute class, purse $200,
Mt. Sheehan was presented with a very
drawn. Emma Nelson also gave out.
was won in straight heats by Minota,
handsome walking slisk and a [valuable
The third heat was taken handily by
b m, by Sir Nutwood; Woodstook second;
was
The occasion
delightfully
pipe.
Daniel, and then tho race was postponed
best time 2.30 3 5
Sheehan
Mr.
the
and
at
close,
informal,
until today. The summary :
with
evident
emotion, returned his
TUe National League.
thanks to all his friends and former as- 2.50 CLASS. TROTTING, PURSE $200.
Following are the results of yesterday’s sociates.
Daniel, b g, Charles M., (,lenkins)3 2 1
6 7 2
Jennette, ch in, Wilkes (Waite)
games in the National League:
4 3 3
M iss Josie Beard, daughter of Mrs. Nat J., br g, Viking (F’armer)
AT NEW YORK.
Ledo
3-4
6
(Wheelden)
Dolly B., bin,
Frances R. Beard, and the viotim of her Marv
Matt, b m, Donald Wilkes
New York, September 12.—The Bostons
at
at
Old
insane attempt
murder,
5 5 4
(Shinnoy)
were beaten
again today through their
b s,
left the Maine General Bismarck,
Bayard Wilkes
He Orchard, recontly,
Inability to bat Rusio’s delivery.
1
I dr
(Richards)
hospital Monday, quite suddenly, for her Emma
Nelson
Nelson, ch m.
pitched great ball, and but for errors by
in Massachusetts. The ugly wound
home
7 6 dr
(Woodbury)
Davis and Fuller in tho ninth after
on her head was said to be virtually
Time—2.33% 2.32% 2.30%
Tucker had singled, they would have
Her rather quiet
healed.
departure,
been shut out, Htivetts was eusy for the
A SEIZURE AT THE FAIR
without seeking an interview with her
home team. Attendance 1500. The score:
The grounds are policed by a force of a
the
was
under
sheriff’s
who
New York,
20011012 x—7 mother,
dozen men. Thoy have little difficulty
00000000 1—1 charge in Alfred, caused some comment.
Boston,
as there are seldom seen
more
orderly
Base hits—New York, 11; Boston, 5.
crowds than the ones which gather hero.
Errors—New Fork, 3; Boston, 5.
Bat- State of Ohio, City of Toledo ]
Lucas county,
j
Nevertheless, the officers have been called
teries—Ituste
and
Farrell;
Wilson,
Frank J. Chenery makes oath that he is upon to make several arrests of men who
Stivetts and Gauzcl.
the senior partner of the firm of F. J. Chenery
& Co., doing business in the city of Toledo. had looked upon fho wine when it is red,
AT BALTIMORE.
County and State aforesaid, and that said meaning whiskey.
Today a couple of
Baltimore, September 13.—The Cham- firm will nay the sum of ONE HUNDRED
DOLLARS for each an
every case of Cat-! officers found in a tent ou thu groudus
at
the
had
a
matinee
exIons
I
hatting
ed by tlie use of
tarrh that cannot b<
quite a jag manufactory, there being a
twirlers today. H ALLS CATARRH CURE
pense of the Brooklyn
J. CHENERY kog which contained some whiskey
and
FRANK
after
Humbert was sent to the bench
m
my two
Sworn to before me and subscribed
big bottles tilled with the same
seven runs had been made oil his dolivory presence,this Gth day of December, A. D. 1880.
liquid. The stock was gathered in.
fared little
in three
and

tmra.

innings,

Abbey

An®

second.
Hondan
fowl—J. L. Roberts, first
CliicUs, J. L. Roberts, first and second.
Barred Plymouth Rock fowl—George
B Jacobs, Stroudwater, first.
Chicks,
George B. Jaoobu, first and second.
Plymouth Rock chicks— F. C. Harding,
Gorham, second.
B.
White Wyandotte chicks—George
Jacobs, first.
S.
American
Donlmiquo fowl—H.
Usher, first and second. Chicks, H. S.
WestLarochelle,
Usher, first; Joseph
brook, second.
Rock fowl—J. L.
White Plymouth
Robinson, first; A. L. Gassett, second.
Chicks—A. L.
first; Ralph
Gassett,
Diger, Lewiston, second.
White crested black Polish fowl—C.
Peterson, Cumberland Mills, first; J. S.
Roberts, second. Chicks, C. Peterson,
first.
South WindGeese—Howard Walker,
ham, first; A. L. Gassett, second.
Ducks—Horace Moserve, South Buxton,
first; Fred Tripp, North Scarboro, second.
Poultry exhibit of one man—C. A.
Gassett, first; J. S. Roberts, second.
White
Sherwood fowl—Joseph Larochelle, first and second. Chicks, Joseph
Larochelle, first; A. S. Riggs, Gorham,
second.
Indian Guinea fowl—A. F. Warren,
Westbrook, first; chicks, A. F. Warren,
first and second.
Guinea hens—J. F. Tapley, South Gorham, first; Edgar Allen, Gorham, second.
Chicks, Cliff Douglass, West Gorham,
first; Mrs. R. L. Thompson, Westbrook,

Up-to-date,

Absolutely

Accurate,
Beautifully Illustrated

Especially prepared to meet the wants of Farmers,
Merchants, Mechanics, Clerks, Students, Women,
and all who desire

a

complete work

at the minimum of cost.

Nearly 70 Comprehensive
Maps. Many of Them
Double

Actual Sise, Open, 14 by 22 inches
Closed, 14 by 11 inches.

Miniature Out of Atlas-.

(SEAI-|

Twelve bits for sixteen bases,
A. \V. GLEASON,
'—-—
\otn nj Public.
three bases on balls, two hit batsmen for
taken
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is
Internally and acts
n total ef seven runs was the record made directly on the blood and mucous surfaces of
tne system. Send for testimonials, free.
against him during the five innings he
F. J.CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
officiated. Attendance 5500. 'The score:
{fg^Sold by Druggists, 75c.

A TALK WITH MR. BISHOP.
Mr.

George
horse buyer,

W. Bishop, the New York
comes here after a tour
which has inoluded the New York State
fair, the New England and the Maine

first;

If special Information regarding any Nation, Province, State, City, Town or Village
is desired, the knowledge is rarely obtainable from a school geography, which necessarily has only a few general facts and the
,
location of important cities.
Railroad maps are notoriously incorrect
and misleading, hence the puzzled truthseeker, where large libraries are inaccessible, is without relief unless he is the
happy owner of a knowledge-satisfying,
pleasure-giving People's Atlas.
All Countries
Shown.

on

the Face of the Earth

are

Rivers and Lakes are Accurately Located.
followAmong the illustrations
The Masonic Temple at Chicago (tallthe
Auditorium
in
the
est building
world),
Building at Chicago (one of the largest
buildings in the world), the Woman’s Temple (the handsomest building in Chicago),
are

the

ing:

Its

Page.

140 New and
lustrations.

I

—

second; Joseph Gray, Dover, third. Time,
partly
Frank
2.48.
Davis,
Mile, 3.53 class,
Sullivan did no play- second place gave him the third money.
men.
Captain
ing
KenneConcord, first; A. F. Clough,
ing, but contented himself in directing 1 he summary:
bnnkport. second; Joseph Gray, Dover, the
play, and coaching the new men. 2.33 CLASS, TROTTING, PURSE $200.

better.

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Chicks,
Roberts, S. Windham, second.
B. A. Bradbury,
H. S. Usher, first;

It looked for a'moment as if the a true one at that about a Maine girl.
Portland horse would win the heat and Mr. Bishop saw her drive a horse at
He
Glendale caught up handily Bangor and make a mile in 2.40.
race, but
settled down
and
to
work sprinting straightway brought the horse for a man
The animal
bases on balls which counted in run- handsomely along in pursuit of Bill.v high in government circles.
weeks
(Jasey pitched good ball. The Crocker, and ho got there too, winning was taken to New York and a few
gettings.
stretch in a whipping finish. afterwards, the buyer visited Mr. Bishop
game was trailed at the end of the seventh in the
and saidBishop, I can’tldri vo thatjhorse
on aocount of darkness.
By arrangement The summary:
in less than three minutes.”
made this afternoon Philadelphia and
2.37 CLASS, PACING, PURSE $350.
“Well, then I took the horse,” said Mr.
New YorktWill play in the
Quaker city
tomorrow.
Brooklyn will come here for Glendale, b s,Glenarm, (Rich- 2 3 111 Bishop “and I couldn’t make a mile
ards),
with
him in Jess than three and a
Attendance 1200.
two gamesttemorrow.
Billy Crocker,b g, (Artemas),
114 3 2 quarter, Then the owner told me to send
The score:
Jr., (Noyes),
for that Maine Girl who drove at Bangor
0 0 0 4 0 1 0— 5 Philos, b m, Piokering, (ReyWashington.
5 6 3 5 3 and offer her
4 2 0 2 5 0 4—17
nolds),
$100 to drive that horse in
Philadelphia,
b
Sarah
Fuller, m, Nelson,
Base hits—Washington, 5; Philadelphia
3 3 6 3 6 a 40 again. She game and we all went up
(Nelson),
13. Errors—Washington, 6; Philadelphia,
to Fleetwood to see the race and by
General Mack, br s, Winthrop
3. Batteries—Boyd, Gilroy,
Mularkey
6 4 3 4 4 George,
Pilot,
(Stewart),
sir, she drove the mile in 2.35J4.
and
and McGuire.; Cursey
Buckley.
Dimplo P, 1) m, i Prescott,
I’ve tried men jockey’s, but now when I
4 5 5 dr
AT LOUISVILLE.
(Trafton-Phinne),
want fast time I’m going to send for a
Time—2.27, 2.26 3-4, 2.39 1-2, 2.30 1-4.
Louisville. September 12—The Chicagos
Maine girl.
and
trot
2.33
Next on the card was the
did not arrive on the field today until
Speaking of horses nowadays naturally
it
which at one
started with a heat
4 15, and darkness came with the score a
Mr. Bichop thinks
to suggests the bicycle.
to
time
and
seemed
another
belong
tie.
The game was a pitchers' battle and
that much of the bicycling by fashionable
stallion
about
half
The
the
field.
grey
the runs that were starred were on errors.
is a fad and will not last.
It has
Donald Franklin from the stable of C. people
Attendance 2500.
The score:
on the second.
not
affected
but
his
business,
A. S. Hill at
Cape Elizabeth, led for
Silver
duok wing bantams—A. L.
0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0—2
Louisville,
market in general, he says, it has certainthen Clark Brothers* Charles
0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0—2 awhile;
Gassett, first; J. L. Robinson, second.
Chicago,
had a great effect.
ly
White bantam—E. G. Libby, Gorham,
Base hits—Louisville, 6; Chicago, 5. A, with Ira Woodbury driving, pushed
Mr. Bishop like all other visitors has first.
Errors—Louisville, 2; Chiago, 2. Bat- for the front and might have staid
Black headed game fowl—N.H. Tenderteries—Cunningham and Warner; Friend there but for a break. Finally Taylor’s only words of praise for the Cumberland son,
first. Chicks, A. F. W arreu, first
and Donahue.
it.“It is a and second.
show.
he
County
As
espressos
Fowl (two pairs) A. L.
grey mare Helen M. got out of the ruck
AT PITTSBU.BG.
Gassett, first and second.
at the end of the first half and established very pretty fair, very pretty.
White
Langshan fowl—C. Peterson,
Pittsburg, September 18.—Pittsburg a lead which she kept all the way around,
TODAY’S EVENTS.
first; J. L. Roberts, second; chicks, C.
and Cincinnati played' ten innings to a
as
trotting with a'movement as smooth
Today is the last of the fair, and it will Peterson, first.
draw
today, the darkness preventing that of a well-oiled
Golden Wyandotte fowl—C. Peterson,
piece of machinery. be a good one with yesterday’s unfinished
further play.
Chicks, C.
first; J. L. Roberts, second.
Hawley had the best of the It was a
cheering finish, the big crowd race and the free-for-all, in which the Peterson, first.
The fieldpitching, but had poor luok.
in the grand stand making it tremble best field ever started on a half mile track
C.
fowl—V.
Red English
Hanson, Newing was sharp and brilliant throughout. with their
Hanson, first
in this state will compete. Haley, Hallie, hall, first. Chick, V. C.
applause.
Umpire Emslie gave Cincinnati two runs
“See that young mare trot,’ said an Mahlon and Silver Streot will be there. and second.
j.vvyxo
uarnaiu
ucuigo
OcaUngllu
in the fourth by bad deoisjons. Attendenthusiast as Helena B. went by the field
This is the programme:
Witham, Westbrook, first Chicks, Ueo.
The score.
ance 800.
in the second heat. She had broken at
9.00 a. m.—Trial of strenght of draft Witham, first; Charles Thompson, WestPittsburg, 201000000 0-3 the start and it was a losing break, send- oxen, six feet, six inches and over. Trial brook, second.
Cincinnati, 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0—3
Buff Plymouth Rock chicks—A. L.
of strength of draft oxen seven feet, two
her back to the rear of the procesinches and under.
Base hits—-Pittsburg, 11; Cincinnati, 8. ing
Knights, North Scarboro, first.
tn
the
when
into
she
but
0.
sion,
shape
10.00
a.
Buff Brahma chicks—A. Ix Knights,
Batgot
m.
second
class
Errors—Pittsburg, 2; Cincinnati,
—Sweepstakes
first.
Foreman second half, she took the outside and oxen under seven feet, two inches.
teries—Hawley and Merritt;
Buff
11.00 a. m.—Beauty contest.
and Vaughn.
Prize $10
Leghorn chicks—John Larry,
passed the other horses as an express in
North Scarboro, first; B. A. Bradbury,
gold.
train passes a freight, all except Milton
second.
1.30
m.—
Fowl, James Meserve, South
p.
Trotting. No. 9, purse $100
National League StandingA. Wheelden’slfast horse who had made a for free for all. No. 10, purse $200 for Buxton, first.
Won.
Lost.
P. C.
Blaok Minorca fowl—J. L.
Robinson,
gain when Helena broke which the mare pacers 3.00 class. No. 11, purse $100 for first
and second.
consolation race for horses not
74
3s
Baltimore,
.654 could not
winning
overcome, although she made
L.
White
chicks—J.
14
45
Minorca
Cleveland
in
.631
3.00.
Robinson,
2.50 and 2.40 olasses.
money
Donald Franklin was
10
47
.535 a
good second.
Philadelphia,
first and second.
The
Premiums.
6.1
53
.547
boston,
Red Pile game—A. Ix Gassett, first.
also
unsteady in this heat and while he
51
64
.556
Brooklyn,
Pekin bantams—A. L. Gassett, first.
The
following are the premiums
63
53
New fork,
.543 finished in fifth place was relegated to
64
54
.543 the rear
Pittsburg,
by the judges for a gaining awarded in addition to those printed
Refused to Pardon.
58
55
.517
Cincinnati,
yesterday:
6i
.535 break.
6J
Chicago,
Augusta,
September 13.—The Governor
35
76
.315
Washington,
The next heat was the prettiest kind of
HORSES.
this
and Council
36
dlC
.305
St. Louis,
morning gave thi
30
.259 a horse race between Milton C., and
86
Louisville.
Stallions for general use. five years old petitioners for the pardon of Stain and
M.
not
Helena
Milton was
F.
headed, but and over—John
Barrett, Deering, Cromwell leave to withdraw, the six
AT NEWPO RT.
the gray mare clung second after sec ond Westland, first; Charles Hanson, Gorham,
J. M. Sawyer, Standish, members of the council present voting foi
Newport, R. I., September 12.—Fall
second;
King,
just behind him and when the last turn J. M. S., third.
dismissal.
River took the second game from Newwas reached made a drivo for the first
Four years old—Patrick Kane, DeeriD
the
Wainwright Cushing, the councillor
four
cornered
league.
port today
Dexter
Bros.
&
a
The
were
on
even
for
two
terms
K., first; Woodbury
ing,
place.
from Piscataquis county, was not present
Sullivan, late of Portland, pitched for
Duck
Prince
Bali,
Pond,
Westland,
second, then the grey lost her feet and was
the home team, and was effective except
second; Freeman Brown,
Westbrook, being in attendance on the national enended.
in seoond place when the mile
Dictator, third.
in the third and eighth. The score:
campment, but it is reported that he does
with Charles A., had seized
Three year olds—J. S. Larrabee, Scar- not
believe that Stain and Cromwell are
0 1 2 0 0 0 1 2 0—6 Woodbury
Fall River,
Lord
first.
boro,
and
Rigby,
third
in
the
heat
place early
00000002 0—2 upon
Newport,
Two year olds—Benjamin L Leighton, guilty of the crime.
Base hits—Fall River, 10; Newport, 7. staid there throughout, the others trailing Westbrook, Ben D., first.
At the request of
interested parties,
Errors—Fall River, 3; Newport, 6.
Bat- along behind. Dexter R, added a little
One year old—B. N. Bickford, Gorham, Councillor Clason, in behalf of the counteries—Stevens, Klobedanze and Rupert diversion by making a heat in which
Spring Boy, first; N. W. Tvvombly. cil on Friday visited the scene of the
Sullivan and Holmes,
head and flank see sawed up and down Westbrook, Morrill Wilkes, second; John
F. Barrett, Deering. Rigby, third.
tragedy and examined the bank building
NEW BEDFORD.
like a child’s rooking horse.
thoroughly.
New Bedford, Mass., September 12.—
If Henlena B. could have trotted the
GELDINGS.
He was accompanied
by the bank
The home team had a picnic with the mile flat, she might have won another
Four years oM and over—John F. Bar- officials and Mr. Pierce, the counsel for
The visitors were heat, but she couldn’t do It despite all rett, Deering, Waveland, first; A. Libby,
Cuban Giants today.
Mrs. Barron.
One of the bank men enBud Parker, second; Mark
The score;
never in the game.
the skill of John
Haines, who was Westbrook, West
tered the vault and placed himself in a
WestLittlofield,
Gorham,
Harry
1
2
6
0
2
1
1
0
2—15
New Bedford,
The two leaders came to the
driving.
similar position to that in which Cashier
land, third.
Cuban Giants, 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0— 3 wire neok and neck on the first
Three year olds—John F, Barrett, Deer- Barron was found and arranged in the
trip
Base hits—New Bedford, 17;
Cuban around and Helena broke.
same manner.
They swung ig, Overland, first.
3.
Errors—New Bedford, 1;
Mr.
Clason also examined the hall
Giants,
FILLIES.
Cuban Giants, 5.
above the doors of the bank and made inBatteries—Day and into the stretch for the finish dose toCharles A.
gether and Helena broke.
Murphy; Selden and Williams.
Four years old and over—George E. quiries among the citizens to learn the
Football Notes.
was in the third place at the end of the Alien,
Windham,
Melody, first; H. sentiment.
This morning he reported to the council
Normal
seoond;
the
first first half, but Dexter K., was there when Hamblen, Portland,
The High school team, for
John F. Barrett, Nelson’s Onward, third. the result of his investigation.
the
mile
ended.
K.
’s
was
Dexter
good
time this
The council unanimously voted not to
season, lined up against a
Three year olds—John
F.
Barrett,
of Deer- luck in the first heat when he captured Emma Westland,
grant the pardons.
second team, consisting
A. E.

Washington, September 12.—PhiladelThree o£
phia had a walkover today.
Washington’s twirlers were used up besides being ineffective. They gave twelve

Tracks.

News of

0 16 1 4 0 3 3 x—18
Baltimore,
10020002 0— 5
Brooklyn.
Base hits—Baltimore, 21; Brooklyn, 8.
Errors—Baltimore, 0; Brooklyn, 3. Batteries—Hoffer and Hobinson; Gumbert,
Abbey and Grim and Burrill.

>

v

Superb

Il-

A Whole Library of Itself,
of vital and absorbing
interest to every member of the household.
of each State
and Territory, of all
Counties of the United
States and of American
Cities with over 5,000
Inhabitants.

Population

:

Bartholdi’s Statue of Liberty, the White
House at Washington, the Great Brooklyn
Bridge, Mirror Lake (Yosemite Valley), El
Capitan (Yosemite Valley), Waterfall and
Cave (New Zealand),Jordan River, MurehiBon Waterfall (Upper Nile), Pilot Knob
(Iron Mountain, Missouri), United States
Signal Service (Pike’s Peak, Colorado),
Giant's Gap (American River Canon, Colorado), Scene in Tropical Florida, Falls of
Mountain
the Rhine, the Matterhorn
(Switzerland), Scenes in and near the City
of Peking (China), Island of Juan Fernandez, State Capitols, State Seals, etc., etc.
All the Large Cities of the World, the
Important Towns and Most of the Villages
of the United States are Given on the

Maps.
It gives a Classified List of All Nations,
With Forms of Government, Geographical
Location, Size and Population.

Special Features Relating to the United
States Are:

The Popular and Electoral Votes for President in 1884,18S8 and 1892 by States. List of
All the Presidents. Agricultural Productions. Mineral Products. Homestead Laws
>and Civil Service Rules. Statistics of Immigration, 1820 to 1891. Public Debt for the
past 100 Years. Gold and Silver Statistics. Number and Value of Farm Animals.
Cultivable Area as Compared with Increase of Population. Postal Information, with
Domestic and Foreign Rates, and Other Information that should be in every Home,
Store, Office and School-room.
Every person who reads the current periodical literature of the day needs a concise,
accurate and comprehensive Atlas of the World, for the purpose of geographically locating the stirring events with which the world teems. We live in an age of intelligence—
an age of multiplied means for acquiring knowledge—an age that condemns ignorance
because of these numerous sources of information so freely and widely diffused. If
you wish to keep abreast of the times, by accurately locating iu your mind every
violent upheaval of the earth, the march of contending armies where war exists, the
progress of scientific explorers in unknown lands, or the happenings and accidents
constantly agitating every part of the world, you should have at hand a copy of the
“People's Atlas of the World," Never before has so valuable an- Atlas been offered at
go low a price.

PRICE

Harmon,

Buxton Centre, Dorothy, second.
Knox County S. S. Convention.
Two year olds—John F. Barrett. Lady
Fogg, first; Henry A. Hewes, Saco, Hy[SPECIAL TO THE PRESS.]
Atto. second: John F. Barrett, Joseland.
Viualhaven, September 11.—The Knox
third.
One year old—John F. Barrett, Eliza- County Sabbath Sohool Convention met
beth Wilkes, first.
arriving on the Gov. Bodwell
Mares and Foals—John
F. Barrett, here'today,
at about 11 o’olock.
There'.wasjabout 60
Josie, first.
Best Sucking Colt—John F
Barrett, in attendance. The morning being dark
General West, first.
and foggy the number was smaller than
Non Standard, Mares and Foals—H. S.
otherwise, though in the afternoon it

30

CENTS.

Mai
The Atlas will be sent postpaid to any address on receiptof 30 cents.
orders will be filled from the office of publication, causing a delay of severa days
of desired by return mail send six cents extra for postage.
Address all orders to
“ATLAS,”
Office of the Daily Press, Portland, Me.

Usher, Bonney Eagle, Jenni# L., first;
M. H. Cressey, Gorham, Lady, second; cleared off nicely.
Fred L. Hambeu, Gorham, Nina, third.
Rev. Mr. Wells of Union, president of
colts—M. H. Cressey, Dr. the association oalled the
Sucking
;
meeting to
Leighton, first; H. S. Usher, Bay Colt, order and conducted the devotional exersecond; Fred L. Hamblen, Lady Doris,

oises. An address of weloome was made
third.
Draft horses double, 1200 pounds and by Rev. W. B. Geskin.
under—Daniel Libby, Sebago Lake, first;
The afternoon session was opened by
Charles A. Thomas, Biddeford, second;
Rev. Mr. Wells. The report of Secretary
C. S. Robinson, Scarboro, third.
that only 34 out of 60
Over 1200 pounds—Charles C. Chaplin, Barstow shows
Sebago Lake, first; C. L.
Robinson, schools sent in a report to the society.
Scarboro, second and third.
Remarks'were then made by Rev. Mrs.
Ponies—Grant Sturgis, Gorham, black
stallion, Imp, first; Grant Sturgis, brown Taylor on the work of the society. Mr.
mare and colt,
Trizie, first; Sturgis and Emery of South Thomaston reported that
Libby, Gorham, Me., first.
the town convention in that town was
SHEEP.
Flock Hampshirodown—N. H. Fendersoil, South Benton, first; buck
Hampshiredown, N. H. Fender on, first. Buck
and
two
Southdown, R. B.
ewes,
Meserve, North Scarboro,
first; same,
grade Leicester, John Johnson, Gorham,
first; five lambs, R. B. Meserve, first.
Grade
B.
buoks
Southdown—R.
Meserve, first Flocks of lambs, Southdown, R. B. Meserve, first; Hamshiredowns, B. R. Meserve, first;
Chester,
John Johnson, first.

What is

success.
A duet was rendered by Mr.
Arthur and Miss Albra Yiual.
The
primary department, a paper, was read
by Miss Clara Hosmer of Warren. Addresses were made by Rev. Mr. Preble of
Camden on “Every Teacher an Evange
list;” Mrs. Khais Allan of Damascus,
Syris. subject,
“My Country and Peo-

a

ple,

The

same

offioers

were

Castoria is Dr. Samuel Pitcher’s prescription for Infants
and Children. It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor
other Narcotic substance. It is a harmless substitute
for Paregoric, Drops, Soothing Syrups, and Castor Oil.
It is Pleasant. Its guarantee is thirty years’ use by
Millions of Mothers. Castoria destroys Worms and allays
feverishness. Castoria prevents vomiting Sour Curd,
Castoria relieves
cures Diarrhoea and Wind Colic.

elected for the

following year, Rev.Mr. Wells, president;
L. E. Barstow, secretary; Mr. Gardiner,

treasurer.
At the evening session the house was
crowded and close attention was given
POULTRY.
to Rev.
Hunnewell of Whitman. Mass.,
Light Brahma fowl—Orando Mayberry, who addressed the au lienee on the secret
Westbrook, first; H. S. Usher, Bonney of Sunday school work. All enjoyed the
Eagle, second. Chicks, T. J. Hooper, day very much, returning on the steamWoodfords, first; E. F. Mayo, Gorham, er at 9 o’clook this morning.
second.
Dark Brahma fowls—J. S.
Roberts,
South Windham, first.
Buff Cochin fowl—J. S. Roberts, first;
CUSTOM HOUSE WHAKF,
Edwin Phiuney, South Gorham, second.
Chicks, T. J. Hooper, first; Fred Watherhouse, South Windham, second.
WEEK DAY TIME
TABLE,
Black Langshan fowl—J. S.
Roberts
Commencing Sunday, Sept. 15, 1895.
first and second.
Chicks, J. S. Roberts, For Forest City and Trefetlien’s Landing
JUi-TV
OSJWV/UVi.
Peak's Islanu, Little and Great Diamond
?
Silver Spangled Hamburg fowl—A. L.
Islands, at 6.30, 6,40, 8 00. *10 30 a m ’’
Gassett, Lewiston, first; George 1L Davis,
2.16,4.20,6.10 p.m.
Ponce Landing, Long Island.
For
West Buxton, second.
8.00.
Chicks, A. L.
*10.30 a. m.. 2.15 p. m.
Gassott, first; Georgtl If. Davis, second.
Island,
6.40,
*10.30
For
a. m., 4.20
Cushing’s
Silver penciled Hamburg fowl—A. L.
*n. in.
Gassett, first.
RETURN.
Chicks, A. L. Gassett,
first and second.
Forest City Landing. 6.20, 7,20, 9 15,
Leave
Golden Spangled Hamburg chicks—A.
*11.45 a. m.. 3.30, 6.00, 0.25 p. m.
L. Gassett. first.
Leave Trefethen's, 6.00, 7.05, 9.00, *11.30 a.
Golden penciled Hamburg fowl-A. L.
in., 3.15 4.45. Q.45 P- ni.
Leave Little Diamond, 6.10, 7.15, 9.10,
Gassett, first and second.
*11.40 a. 111., 3.25, 4.35, 6.35 p. ni.
Black Hamburg fowl—A. L. Gassett,
0.05,
7.10, 9.05.
first and second. Chicks, A. L. Gassett, Leave Great Dlumoi d, 6.40
p. in.
*11.35 a. n>.. 3.20, 4.40.
first.
Leave Ponce's Landing, Long Island, 8.45,
White faced black
*11.15 a. m.. 3.00 p. ill.
Spanish fowl-.T S.
Roberts, first.
Leave Cushing’s Island, 7.25, 11.50 a. m.,
Single comb white
5.05 p. 111.
>wl—.1.
A. Kobinson, ,South Wind! am
SUNDAY TIME TABLE.
first;
chicks, ,1. L. Kobinson, fir
ii. S. For Forest City and Trefetlien’s Landing,
Usher, second.
Peak's Island. Little and Great Diamond
ltoso comb white
Islands. 9.00, 10.30 a. ni., 2.15. 4.20 p. m.
Leghorn fowl—A. L.
Gassett, first; .John Getchell, Soul It Gor- For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, 10.30 a.
m., 2.15, 4.20 p. m.
ham, second; chicks, T. J. Hooper, first;
For Cushing's Island. 10.30 a. m.. 4.20 p. m.
H. =• Usher, second!
C. W. T. GODING, General Manager.
*
auOTn,) krown Leghorn fowl—B.
Not run in stormy or foggy weatner.
A. Bradbury, Buxton Centre, first; G. F.
dtf
septl2

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT CO.,

LeghoiT^

_

_

__

teething troubles, cures constipation and flatulency.
Castoria assimilates the food, regulates the stomach
and bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep. Castoria is the Children’s Panacea—the Mother’s Friend.

Castoria.

Castor ia.

CastoHa is an excellent medicine for children. Mothers have repeatedly told me of its
good effect upon their children."
Da. G. C. Osgood,

Cautoria is so well adapted to children that
I recommend it as superior to any prescription
known to me.”
H. A. Archer, M. D.,

Lowell,
«l

I

Ill

Moss.

best remedy for children of

Castoria
which I am acquainted. I hope the day is not
far distant when mothers will consider the r3al
interest of their children, and use Castoria iugtead of the various quack nostrums which are
destroying their loved ones, by forcing opium,
morphine, soothing syrup and other hurtful
agents down their throats, thereby sending
them to premature graves."
is the

Dr. J. F. Kinchelok,

Conway, Ark.

So. Oxford St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Our physicians in the children's department have spoken highly of their experience in their outside practice with Castorts,

although we only have among our
medical supplies what is known as regular
products, yet we are free to confess that the
merits of Castoria has won us to look with
favor upon it.”
United Hospital and Dispensary,
Boston, Mass.
Ailen C. Smith, Pres.,
and

The Centaur Company, T7 Murray Street, New York City.

MAIJfE EPWORTH LEAGUE.

MISCELLANEOUS.

pills for constipation io^ and 25*. Get the
book at your druggist’s and
go by it.
Beecham’s

Annual sales

mors than

S. Cummings
People Make Mistakes.- Address by Dr.
Parsons.—Officers and Reports.

the weather was not exactly
such as to lnspiro confidence the attendance at Thursday morning’s session of

Although

AT =

NARRAGAXSETT PARK,

the Maine Epworth League was large.
The praise service at 8.30 a. in., was
first on the programme. The testimony
service was led by Rev. Dr. Staokpole,

Jfl, ME.,

Tuesday, Wednesday, Jliursday
aud Friday,Sept. 10, 11, 12 & 13, ’95.

of Augusta.
At 9 o’clock

The Portland and Rochester Railroad

an

U3

.65; Hollis Centre, .75; Centre
Waterboro. .05, South Waterboro, $1.10; Alfred, 1.20; Springvale. 1.40; East Lebanon,
1 60; East Rochester, N. H., (1.75; Rochester,
JN. H.. 1.75.
Trains between Portland and tlio lair
Grounds will run as follows:
a. m.

p.

m.

p.

m.

He

knew of

listened to

with

a

eighty-five

entirely contributed by a very
fraction. The speaker’s assertion

almost

small
that there

would

never

be

general

spiritual power in such a congregation
was loudly applauded. Mr.
Cummings
said he found a number of young people
in his church who never could give a cent
for missions: but he noticed that they
drank a great deal of soda water, and
would take an electric car when ever they
One time
had to go a quarter of a mile.
Mr. Cummings vfiited a family that had

THE

several generations been identified
with Maine Methodism, and the present
members of which were prominent in the
church. He noticed particularly in that
family a lazy, fat old dog, good for nothfor

Agricultural Society
—AT—

ing except to be fed on tenderloin steak.
“We have paid more than $25 for tenderloin steak for the dear old dog,” said
the young lady of the family. “I said |to
myself,” said Mr. Cummings, “that here

Narragansett Pai'lt, Gorham,Me.,

10,11, 12, 13, 1895.

have great bea family that would
nevolenoes lit the ohuroh. And when the
annual report of that church was made
I looked to see the benevolences. If you
will believe me that whole church had
was

Largest and best exhibition ever held.
Trotting purses and premiums §4,500.
Excursion rates on all railroads.
Admissiou, 35 cents; children 15 cents; car
riages 25 cent s, Grand stand extra.
AV. H. VINTON, PRES.
OKAS. H. LEIGHTON, Sec’y

»ug26tpseI3
——-—

only 75 cents more
given only $25.75,
than this one family had put into tenderor

|

loin steak for

The Fire, Insurance

Agencies

-♦ of ♦-

Palmer, Anderson & Co.
AND

==»

Rollins & Adams,
Have been consolidated under the

...

No.

OO.,

.with offices

at.

Exchange

31

of

Adams

Brson,
cfi3

mame

Street.

PORTLAND, ME.,

Representing

»

the

following first class compa
nies:

of Hartford
HARTFORD,
of England
ROYAL,
of New York
CONTINENTAL,
of Hartford
PHtENIX,
FIRE ASSOCIATION, of Philadelphia
of Philadelphia
PENNSYLVANIA,
of Hartford
NATIONAL,
of Philadelphia
FRANKLIN,
SCOTTISH UNION & NATIONAL,
of Fngland
LONDON & LANCASHIRE, of England
of England
PALATINE,
of Hartford
ORIENT,
of England
IMPERIAL,
of England
NORTHERN,
of England
UNION ASSURANCE,
ROCHESTER GERMAN, of Rochester
of Boston
AMERICAN,
of Providence
MERCHANTS,
EMPLOYERS’ LIABILITY, of England
LLOYDS PLATE GLASS, of New York
With this representation of Companies, showing Assets in the UN ITJiD STATES of over

$65,000,000,

our

facilities tor

handling

insur-

and caring for the interests of our custom
and the public ARE UNSURPASSED.

ance

ers

ANDERSON,

ADAMS & GO,

Charles C. Adams.
Horace Anderson.
Thomas J, Little.

sep2__dtf

that

worthless

old

dog. ”

BO. 37 Vhim STREEB.

*

energies are

absorbed in

simply keeping

the machine going without getting any
results. He knew a Y. W. C. T. TJ.
society that did nothing, but run the
social part of the organization without a

of eleven

Sunday school

expended

a

were
teachers
year for every single convert
obtained“in that county.
Mr. Cummings said that too much
machinery, too many organizations, took

away too much force often for the mere
running of the machine. Also the organizations tended to diminish the sense of
personal responsibility and to paralyze
instead of invigorate the church body.
A great deal of work that ought to go
into evangelizing, goes into little reformatories. And the man is beset with this
society that tvants to keep him from

smoking,

and another that wants to

keep

him from this thing, ana anotner irom
that thing; and they plaster the poor
with badges while his
fellow all over
heart may be festering with iniquity.
The Bible study half hour, conducted

nature of the

who uphold thejdivine
Bible. Mr. Frost does not believe, however, in lthe infallibility of the] Bible,
winch was set up by Protestantism to
combat the infallibility claimed by Papal
in the
powor. There are inaccuracies
Bible, like the different {.versions of ;the
commandments in Exodus and Deuter-

men

But these inaccuracies do not
onomy.
affect a single doctrine or teaching of the
Bible. The Bible may still be; the word
of God. It is the joint product of God
man,

The

Miss Carrie E. Miller, of Lewiston, gave
interesting statistics of the condition of
•he Epworth League.
The secretary explained that she had
written to every Methodist church in

Maine, and had received returns from all
but seven. There are ; a few Christian
Endeavor Societies in Methodist churches
Members

Societies

1058
235
744

Lewiston—
24
Epworth Leauo.
Christian Endeavor, 1
12
Junior League,

Augusta—
16
Epworth League.
Christian Endeavor, 2

1,189

6
390

11

833
77
335

20
Enworth League,
( hristian Endeaovr, 2
15
Junior League,

1110
170
556

Junior

Sold by Center & McDowell.

Portland.

Secretary

vices and it was voted that tho society
pay her expenses to the convention.
Mr. Nickerson, tho new president, is
Mayor of Brewer, and as such has closed
up the saloons and stopped the nickel-in-

—

ceived from both
but Rockland was selected | by a vote of
about three to one.
The time of tho convention will be
changed to the last Wednesday and
Thursday of July. This change is made
so
that the schools shall not interfere

Tickets good going Monday. Sept, lotli, and
Wednesday, Sept. 18tli, and to

Return Ror 30 Days,
at tile following Exceedingly Low Kates:
Montreal OR Quebec and return,
SG.oo
To Montreal A N 1 > Quebec and return.
7.50
To St. Anne de Beaupre and return,
6.50
To St. Anne de Beaupre and return, in-1 R „0
)
eluding Montreal,
From intermediate stations to above point3
and return at correspondingly low rates.
L. J. SEARGEANT,
General Manager.
septl2tol8
To

the'rum power. (Applause.) The liquor
traffic exists in Maine today by the votes
of Methodist people who support party
when they should support principle.
I
The motion to table the vote was lost,
and then the resolution came up on the
passage.
Drummond then spoke
Mr. E. R.
against its passage. He said the talk just
made that whatever the ohurch wants it
There are 300
can do, does much harm.

SEPTEMBER

with the attending delegates.
The first address of tho afternoon was
by Rev. W. F. Berry of Watervillo, on

I

nnd

do

gatherings like this

not

like

to

WHITE
MOUNTAINS

see

....Every Day from September....
_10th to October 12th, the....

prejudicing

the
rising generation again st our law. If the
church members would talk
less about
what they are going to do at the polls

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

diligent

about attending the
effective
cauouses, they would do more
“Individual Responsibility.”
work for temperance. The trouble is, the
“Waiting for the Perfect Man,” by ohurch members
go to the prayer meetWesthafter of Bath, came
Rev.
S. T.
on oaucus
nights and leave the
ings
next on the’programme.
saloon element to run the primaries.
Ho was followed by Rev. E. S. StackRev. Mr. Palmer of Saco, had something
pole of Auburn, who spoke on “Christian
to say about the. difficulty Jof carrying
Service.
out such a policy as is proposed. In York
Rev. C. W. Parsons of Portland, who
last year there were two candihad a place on the programme was un- county
an
offloe.
dates for
One] wrote
able to be present. So the roport of the
letters all around pledging himself to encommittee on resolutions was next in
But it was found that that
after thank- force the law.
order. These resolut ions,
man’s
ing Mayor Cutter, Rev. C. C. “Phelan,
railroads, ^Hooper, WORD WAS GQOD FOR NOTHING,
Pendexter
and be more

—will offer—

REDUCED RATES
on

ment.

(Applause).

state.
Resolved, that we regret and condemn
officers of the law whose laxity in
the
so many open
its
enforcement leaves
saloons in our state.
(Applause.)
These resolutions were reported unanimously from the committee and then

"Then began an

HIBITI ON.
Mr. Berry of ‘Waterville said he
The Rewas opposed to the resolution.
publican party of the state did not enforce the prohibitory law; but he did not
Rev.

because it would
favor such a resolution
not amount to anything.
xtev.

Mj.

VA

IT XlCXUIX

Ul

MM V!iUVL\J\JXk.

B.llU

had said that they would
the officers
the people deseize liquors whenever
sired it. And they had shown that they
were telling the truth, as on Wednesday
night on complaint of the citizons they
seized 32 barrels of beer in Westbrook,

League,

Bangor—

Bucksport—
21
Epworth League,
Christian Endeavor, 3
7
J unior League, c
Rockland—
26
Epworth League,
Christian Endeavor, 3
12
Junior Societies,

1240
84

334

have often elected men whom we supposed all right, and have been deceived.
We would better substitute the word “believed” for “known.”
Rev. Mr. Jones of Orono, favored the
resolution.
Mr. E. W. Lord of Ellsworth, said that
members it
as the League had oniy 9000
would be better to keep out of politics.
Wentworth of Skowhegan,
Rev. Mr.
favored tho resolution in order to put on
record the League.
Rev. Mr. Berry of Waterville, said that
no man’ in Maine of the dominant party
who has political ambition, dares to commit himself to the enforcement of the
law. The only way to make these men
act is to unite and act for ourselves. But
the Maine Conference has adopted that
resolution time after time and then has
ho

But
gone out and forgotten it.
ready to stand by principles.
Mr. E. R. Drummond of Waterville,
did not favor the resolution. He believed
in having the
idoal of a man in
was

highest

and in theory this was the right
idea.
But in practice it was a choice beThat was the
tween one of two parties.
alternative, and this being so overy man
cannot havo just the man ho wants in
office. Tho voter must choose what on
each occasion is the best alternative, and
Mr. Drummond, for one, did not believe
in
himself in advance. When the

office;

binding

time came ho

would do his duty

as

Stewartstown.

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.

And in g eneral, the
man who promises is less to be depended
on tho man who do esn’t.
Rev. Mr. Thayer of Gardiner, said that
two-thirds of the members of the
were ladies, he favored some action
Therefore he
that would tako them in.
as

league

r esolution,
would propose a substitute
that all members of the league use their
efforts to procure the attendance at tho

_I

the
amendment was lost, and
resolution was passed by a vote
of seventeen to two.
The large body of
delegates, who were women did not vote,
had left the hall
and a large number
This

original

Peering Center.

Eastern

Smith has

returned from

his

trip.

Another house is going up on Alva
Contractor Goddard will do the
carpenter work.
Mr. D. W.
Hoegg and wife are expected liome from New Brunswiok this
street.

week.
Exchange of Visits.

SUNDAY

A committee has been appointed by Co.
L, Sheridan Rifles, with Capt. M. E.
Conley as chairman. The committee will

well known citizen of
says his wife has for
years been troubled with chronic diarrhoea
and used many remedies with little relief
she tried
until
Chamberlain’s Colic,

EVERY

RUMSELLER

IN MAINE

a

Eugene, Oregon,

Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy, which
Give it a
has cured her sound and well.
trial and you will be surprised at the
prompt relief it affords. 35 and 50 cent
bottles for sale here.
Landors & Bab-

bidge, Druggists, and|C.

B.

Woodman,

Westbrook.

PIMPLES. BLOTCHES
PRICKLY ASH, POKE ROOT
AND POTASSIUM

I

Ely’s Cream Hahn

seems

to do even that. Many
acquaintances have used
it with excellent results.
—Oscar Ostrum, 45 Warren

Ave., Chicago, III.

CATARRH

ELY’S CREAM HALM Opens and cleanses
Hie Nasal Passages, Allays Pain ami Inflammation, Heals the Sores, Protects the Membrane
from colds, Restores the Senses of Taste and
Smell. The Balm is
quickly absorbed and
gives relief at once.

would be glad if that resolution should
1309
be
tabled. The rum power acted together
96
Why
305 whenever they wanted anything.
shouldn’t the Christian people act toTOTALS.
not long ago a man who
A particle is applied into each nostril and is
gether. 1 heard
; Epworth League 133, with membership is said to be in the succession for the agreeable. Price 50 cents at Druggists or by
mail.
of 7345.
of Maine, speak of the
next governorship
ELY BROTHERS, 56 Warren St New York
Christian Endeavor Societies 16, with
M.W&Ffnrm
law as well enforced in a" town because
66S members-

in Blood Poison
Rheumatism
and Scrofula

Jnonths’traatmentattheHot8prlug»»
bottles O. O. D»
fiend

For

■!«—

a

II

>!■ II

111

»

secondary and tertiary

dm

blotches, pimples, old chronic ulcers,
tetter, scald head, bolls, erysipelas,

wF

eczema—we may

aA

^P
*A

\
JA
A

tSp
^
A

0P
wT

/A

&P
ttP
^

In all

blood and

skin diseases, ilka

say, without rear of
contradiction, that 1*. P. P. Is the best
blood purifier in the world, and makes
positive, speedy and permanent cures
In all cases.
Ladles whose syste ms are poisoned
End w hosa blood 13 in an impure con.-ition. duo to menstrual irregularities,
ara peculiarly benefited by the wonderful tonlo and blood cleansing properties of P. P. ?.-Prickly A'b, Poka
Boot and Potassium.

8PFINGFIELD, Mo., Aug. 14th, 1893.
—I can speak in tho highest terms of
your medicine from ray own
Knowledges I was affected with heart
disease, pleurisy and rheumatism i.or
35 years, was treated by tho very be.ifc
physicians ana spent hundreds of ciolfars, tried evory known remedy vritiiout finding relief. I have only taken
one bottle of your P. P. P. e and can
cheerfully soy It has done me more
good than anything I have ever taken.
I can recommend your medicine to ail
sufferers of tho above diseases.
MRS. M. M. YEARY.
Greou County, hlo.

personal

fipringflaid,

three

BospecCfuU^_ourafiEWTON
County, O.

P. P. P. purifies the blood, builds up
the
weak
and
debilitated, gives
strength to weakened nerves, expels
diseases, giving tho patient health and
where
sickness,
gloomy
happinessand lassitude
first prevailed.
feelings
——————

HNS OLD SORES
MM. KiAURia,
KIDNEY TROUBLES
and OYSPEPSU
P.P.P*
Ara entirely remove* by
—prickly Ash. Poko Hoot and Potaron
glum, the greatest blood purifier
earth.
21,1891.
Assedebn, O.. July
Mbscks Lipfman Bros. BavaunaB.
bought a bottle ot
Gal: dearP,Sirs—I
at Hot Sprlnas,Ark. ,and
yourP.P.
It ban done mo more good than three

A

wP

I

I suffered .from catarrh
the. worst kind ever
since I was a boy, and 1
never hoped for cure, but

Wakes
Marvelous Cures

primarv.
■yphilia. tor'blood poisoning, mercurial poison, malaria, dyspepsia, and

(fA

of

a.

m., paper

ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.

These cases of contagious diseases have
since
our last
been reported
report.
44
Holden.
Sept. 9th, Catherine F.

A. M. Bailey,

TRAINS.

train for Brunswick .Augusta, Waterville and Bangor.
For Brunswick. Lisbon Falls,
loop, m
Lewiston, Bath, Augusta, Waterville, Bangor,
aud Bar Harbor.
11.00 p. m.. Night Express with sleeping
ears for all points.
12.55 a. m„ Mt. Desert special for RooKand, Bangor and Bar Harbor
7 20

Contagious Diseases.

scarlet fover; Susan
St.,
Monument
Mathews, rear 19 Myrtle St., Margaret L.
Conley 89 Salem St., Maud Munore,
Federal St., typhoid fever 10th,
338
Annie B. Fobes, 74 Atlantio St., typl oid
fever; John Costello, 7 Cotton St, typhoid
fever; Elizabeth G. Clark, 43 Stone St.
diphtheria; 11th, Wm. Anderson, 69
Washington, and Fred Smith, 73 Wilson
St., typhoid fever.

Raiigeley.

1.30 p, m. For Freeport. Brunswick, Augusta. Bath, Rookland and all stations on
Know & Lincoln division. Waterviile, Skow.liegan, Belfast. Dover and f oxcroft, Bangor
Bueksport, Oldtown and Mattawamkeag.
1 35 p. m. Express for Danville Jc., Poland
Springs station, Lewiston, Winthrop, Oakland,
B,ogham, Waterviile and Skowhegau.
I 25 p. m. Bridgton, Fryeburg, No. Conway.
Fabyans, Lunenburg. St Johnsbury. Newport,
Vt, Lanoaster, Colebrook and Quebec.
Lisbon
For Brunswick. Bath,
5.05 p. in.
Fails, Augusta and Waterviile.
5.10 p. m., For New Gloucester, Danville
Junction, Poland Springs station, Mechanla
Falls, Auburn and Lewiston.
5.55 p. in. For Sebago Lake Bridgton. 1 ryelmrg. North Conway, Fabyans, St Johnsbury,
Montreal and Chicago.
II 00 p m. Night Express, sleeping Cars,for
Bath, Lewiston, Augusta, Waterviile, BanSt.
gor, Bar Harbor. Bueksport, Vanceboro,
Aroostook
all
aud
Stephens, St. John
does
but
County, Halifax aud the Provinces,
not ruu to Belfast, Dexter, Dover and Foxcroft
or beyond Bangor, excepting to Bar Harbor,
Saturday nights.
12.55 a. in., midnight, Mt Desert special, for
Brunswick, Rockland, Augusta, Waterviile,
Bangor and Bar Harbor, connecting at Rockmornland
Wednesday, and Saturday
ings with steamer Frank Jones for Castlne.
Bar Harbor, Macuiasport and all landings on
route.

Mr. Ira Tibbets, who has been seriously ill for the past week is very much
better, with flattering hopes for a speedy
recovery.
A. W.

In
Effect Sept. 16th, 1895.
Trains leave Portland, Union Station, Railway
Square, for stations named below and intermediate points as follows:
7.00 a. m. For Brunswick, Batb, Rockland,
Augusta, Waterviile, Skowlsegan,Lisbon Falls.
Lewiston via Brunswick.
8.30 a.m. For Danville Jc. (Poland Springs)
Mechanic Falls, Rumford Falls,
Lewiston,
Livermore Fails. Farmington, and Philips.
8.45 a. m. For Brldgton, Fabyans, Burlington, Lancaster, St Johnsbury, Sherbrooke,
Montreal, Chicago, St Paul and Minneapolis
and all points west
11.10 a. m. Express for Danville Jo., Poland
Spring station, Lewiston, Winthrop. Waterviile. Moosehead Lake via Foxcroft, Bangor,
Bar Harbor, Oldtown Houlton, Fort Fairtield
and Caribou via B. & A. R. R. aud St Andrews,
St. John and Halifax.
1.00 p. m. Express for Brunswick. Lisbon
Falls. Augusta, Waterviile. Moosehead Lake
via Foxcroft, Bangor, Bar Harbor and Oldtown.
1.05 p. m.. For Danville Jc., Poland Springs
Rumford Falls,
station. Mechanics
Falls,
Lewiston, Farmingtou,
Klngtleld,
Phillips
and

PEERING.

man.

lieved that

3.50

Tickets limited to ten days from date of sale.
PAYSON TUCKER, V. P. & Gen. Man.
F. E. BOOTHBY, G. P. Sc T. A.
dtoctil
sep9

promise anything.

a

Christian
(Applause.)
Rev. Mr. White of Houlton, said he be-

Region.

Ail stations Portland to Hiram Inclusive:
To Mt. Pleasant, Fabyans or Twin
Mountain. 83.00
To Jefferson, Whitefleld or Lancaster,
3,35
To N. Stratford, Colebrook or W.

and that the chances for enforcement
were better with tho man who would not

with the law and its enforcement.
Mr. Drummond said that this resolution did not have the unanimous endorsement of the committee on resolutions.

ANIMATED DEBATE ABOUT PRO-

tickets to points in the.*

White Mountain

Chapter,the

Son & Leighton, the newspapers, etc,
etc., went on as follows:
That while we cordially approve the
great work being done by the Christian
Endeavor Society, and the kind spirit in
which the famous memorial is addressed
to our general conference, we are fully
pure
persuaded that the Epworth League,trainand simple, is the society for the
ing of the young life in our;church, and
our churches
that we urge
upon all
and chaptors the extension of this move-

EXCURSIONS

:

TO THE-

that has just been made that the
prohibitory law is a failure is just the thing
I am for
the rum power likes to hear.

prohibition,

TO

MONTREAL, QUEBEC & ST. ANNE
DE BEAUPRE, and Return.

by Rev. J. M. Frost, of Bangor, came
go to Boston Saturday lor the purposo'of
next. Mr. Frost earnestly condemns the and placed
the dealer^behind the bars.
with one of the companies o£
arranging
idea that the Bible is not wholly inspired
resolution meant nothing and the Ninth Massachusetts
The
Regiment, Col.
and wholly true in all its parts. The bound nobody.
Bogan, for a fraternal exchange of visits.
no
finds
idea of “inspiration in spots”
of
called
Rev. Mr. Stackpole
Auburn,
It is proposed if arrangements can be
favor with him. Men like Ladd, DeWitt, attention to tho fact that the resolution
made for the aheridans to visit Massachu“known”
to be in
Briggs and Gladden, he condemns gas speaks of men
setts this fall and then in the spring to
less safe
excessively intellectual men,
sympathy with the law. How are we go- invite the company to visit Portland.
We
guides than the more eminently spiritua ing to “know” about candidates.

26
Epworth League,
Christian Endeavor, 4
21
Junior League,

Unequaled for beauty, fine workmanship, and wearing qualities. Your choice
of all the popular toes, lasts and fastenings.
Every pair contains a paid-up Accident Insurance Policy for §100, good for
GO days.
Wear Lewis’ Accident Insurance
Shoes, and go insured free.

--FROM

thought of temperance work.
during the debato.
Speaking of real results as compared adopted unanimously by the convention.
The programme for tho evening exerwho
reported cises inoludod
Mr. E. R.‘ Drummond,
with the effort expended, Mr. Cummings
a praise servioe, a
piano
Mr. for the committee on resolutions, also solo by Miss Grace Emery of
collected by Rev
cited statistics
Biddeford,
a song by Carrie E. Muller, of Lewiston,
resolution:
of
this
read
a
Crane,
Congregational clergyman
Young People and
Resolved -.That we will not support any and an address on
in Lincoln county, who found by a careat the ballot box unless Amusements,” by Rev. C. L. Good ell of
or party
man
ful oanvass of that county, that the labors
Boston.
known by us to be in fullest sympathy

District
Portland—

The best §3.00 Men’s Shoes on the
market.
Made from tannery calfskin, dongoia
tops, all leather trimmed, solid leather
Boles with Lewis’ Cork Filled Soles.

support

Resolved, That we, the delegates of the
Convention, not
Mr. Cummings went on to illustrate State Epworth League
deolare our total abstinence prinoi
primaries of voters whowould try to secure
only
how church members create so much mapies, but here record our open hostility to candidates pledged to the enforcement of
chinery tor doing good, that all their the rum traffic, the open saloons of our the law.

REPORT OF THE SECRETARY,

BOOK KP JOB PpIflTEf),

do not

GRAND EXCURSION

this man who believes
only the low down

in shutting up
saloons.
Rev. Mr. Chapman of South Paris, said
Secrotary—Carrie E. Miller, of Lewiston.
he had come from Oregon to bring up his
South
Treasurer—William Wood, of
boys in a state where there was no rum,
Portland.
but he found in Maine the same cringing
of
M.
Vice Presidents—Frank
Strout,
Portland. Mabel Sawyer, of Dexter, Jen- to the rum power that he saw in Oregon.
nie M. Colby, of
Gorham and C. C.
The rum power owned both the leading
Whitten, of Dover.
partios in Maine, from Jieud to
political
Ada
Supt. of Junior Leagues—Mrs.
Mr. Chapman was
and taps.
boots
heel,
ville.
of
Brown
May Pierce,
resolution and of lighting
The
was thanked for her ser- in favor of the

(Loud laughter.)

and

STEPHEN BERRY.

we

RAILWAY."

Ml TRUNK

But
of intoxicating liquors was wrong.
when it comes to the state convention
and that man is nominated for Governor,
we must be told that we lose our vote if

Nickerson, of

F. H.

the-slot gambling machines.
£ Rev. Mr. Thayer, of Gardiner, exhorted
the League to send delegates to the N. E.
District convention at St. Johnsbury in

by

chuoh of 200 members
members do not give a
cent, and where another large contingent
give less than $25 yearly. The $2000 is

where

Cumberland Go.

SEPT.

was

follows:
President—Hon.
Brewer.

RAILROADS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

the low down saloons were closed. This
seemed to that man amply sufficient. Ho
said that of course, the Immoderate use

REV. C. S. CUMMINGS,
Augusta, dealt with some things October.
which the speaker said would bo unpleasBUSINESS OF THE AFTERNOON
ant, but whioh the audienoe greatly enor 400 men in the ohurches at Waterville.
was the choice of a place for the next
joyed. Among other things he spoke of
control that oity, and it is
re- They cannot
were
invitations
the parsimony of some church members. meeting. Urgent
This talk
absurd to say that they can.
Houlton and Rockland

ANNUAL FAIR

OF

“Man’s

of

0.45 12.30 1.10
7.30
Leave Portland.
7.36 0.50 12.3G 1 16
Woodfords,
Westbrook Jot., 7.40 0.54 12.40 1.20
Cumberland Mills, 7.46 10.01 12.46 1.28
7.51 10.05 12.50 1.33
Westbrook.
1.00 1.42
8 00 10.15
Gorham,
Arrive at Fair Grounds, 8.03 10.18 1.03 1.45
Returning trains will leave the Fair Grounds
at 7.57. 10.20 a. m., *fl2.57, *3 40. t5.16, ,6.00
n. m.
Trains leave the Fair grounds for
Rochester and intermediate stations at 1.00
and 6.03 p. m.
*
Westbrook Junction with
Connects at
trains on Maine Central Railroad.
t Connects at Cumberland Mills with trains
on (White Mountain Dlv.) Maine Central R. R.
J. W. PETERS, Superintendent.
sepSdlw

THE 56TH

on

The address on “Wasted Energy,

Saco River.

m.

address

Ability to Believe in Something” was
delivered by Rev. A. F. Chase, principal
of the East Maine Conference Seminary.

ad-

Me.. .70: Woodfords .70; This address, which
,0prom Portland.
Westbrook Jet.. .65; Cumberland! Mills, .65;
Westbrook (Sacea,) .55; Buxton Centre. .55; great interest.

a.

how Church

Tells

Kev. C.

6,000,000 boxes.

will sell special round trip tickets including
mission to tlio I*urk find Hull ut rutcs

at

Westbrook.

CUMBERLAND COUNTY FAIR
0 O 11II A

Thursday

Meetings

Interesting1

Junior Leagues, 78, with 3670 members.
Epworth Heralds taken, 818.
There are no Epworth Guards in the
State.
reRussell next
Treasurer Abel I).
ported receipts of $$49.98 during the year,
than
and $53.48 on hand, three cents less
last year.
Election of officers next resulted as

Aberdeen, Brown
Copt. 3.0. Johnston,
To all whom it may oonctru.-Irere*
propertleB
bv tsocify to the wonderful
I
of P P. P. for eruptions of the skin.
suffered for r.overal years wthanunoa
eirhtly and disagreeable eruption

face!

I tried every known reme,> but fa vain,until P. P. P. waB used,
and am now entirely cnred.
mv
■

0-£Mdby>

Messrs. Ltppman Bros.. Savannao,
01.: Osotlemen-l have tried your P.
P. P, for a disease of the skin, usually
known s skin rancor,of thirty years'
It
standing, and *ound great relief:
ainrpurifies the blood and removes
rltation from the seat of the disease
of
the
and prevents any spreading
I have taken flroor six bottles
acres.
nnd feci confident that another course
XT01 elloco o cure. It has also rehevea
-Vlo from indigestion and etoinaoo
troubles* Yours truly, M.
RUST,
«OAPT. W.
Attorney at Law*
_____

egoK m B!is3 Diseases Moiiea Free.
ALL
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Yanceboro, Bar Harbor.

Waterville and Augusta, 3.50 a. m.
FAYSON TUCKER, V. P. & G. M.
r

F. £. BOOTHBY, G. P. & T-A.
Portland, Sept. 10, 1895.

jel8

_

Portland & Rumford Falls R’y.
In Effect June

MB

W

Skin Cancer Cored.
Testimony fromxhe Mayor of Scquin,Ta&
Cuqcih, TEE., January li, 1898.

From Sebago Lake and Cumberland Mills
7 50 a m.: Montreal and Bridgton 8.25 a. m.;
Lewiston and Mechanics Falls 8.30 a. m.;
Waterville and Augusta. 8.35 a. m. ; Lewiston,
Sunday only, 10.00 a. m.: Kingfleld, Phillips,
Farmington, Rumford halls, Lewiston, 11.40
a
m Skowhegan aud Lewiston 11.50 a. m.:
Matlawamkeag aud Bangor 12.05 (Sundays
12 10) p in.; Quebec, St. Johnsbury, Lancaster and Bridgton 12.15 p. m.; Express Bar
Harbor. Greenville, Bangor, Augusta 1.20 p.
No. Conway,
m.; Lancaster, habyans, Bartlett,
Frvebur'' Sebago Lake 4.55p. in.; Skowhegan,
Rockland 5 25 p. m.; Farmington
and Lewiston, Sundays only. 5.30 c. m.; St.
John Bar Harbor, Caribou and Moosehead
B. & A., Bangor 6.35 p. ni.; Rangeley,
Farmington Rumford Falls, Lewiston 6.46 p.
all White
Chicago and Montreal aud
in
Mountain points. 7.45 p. m.; Mattawamkeag,
a.
1.40
m.:
express
Bar Harbor. Rockland

84, 1835.

DEPARTURES.
8 30 a M St 1.05 P. M. From Union Stat;on
for Polanu, Mechanic Falls. Buckfield, CanDixfieli ana Rumford Falls.
ton
Erom Union
8 30 a. m„ 1.05 and 5.10 p. m.
Poland anl
for Poland Springs,

'station

oniy^rain

leaving Portland 5.10 p.
Saturdays
nn~P. & R. F. R'y runm connects with train
nlna through to Rumford Falls,
Poland
at
Springs Station for
stages connect
AnPoland Springs, and at Rumford rails for
Lakes.
dover and Rangeley

Through passenger coaches between Union
Station, Portland and Rumford Falls.

Through tickets on sale for all point*
on P. & It- F- K’TR C
u
K.

BRADFORD. G. P.
mix

&

T. Agt.
Portland, Maine.

^rLX| SUPerla”d Falls, Maine
LE BSfirS

-——

PROPRIETORS,
BU^poaia’® 33SocSt58av»ianaSi,Ga

FOR EITHER

SEX.

This remedy being applied
directly to the .seat of the
disease requires no change
of diet. Cure guaranteed
ini to 3 days. Small plain
package by mail $1.60.
Sold only by J. H. Hammond,
Cor. Free and Center Sts., and

L. C. Fowler, Cor. Congre«s
Portland
iand Lafayette Sts
Maine

...

— ■—— II

PORTLAND

wmnw^-A-B—■

■■

DAILY PRLSS

—AlN'D—
MAINE STATE PRESS.
Subscripti<wi Kates.

Daily (iu advance) S'- per year; $3 for six
months; $1.00 a quarter; .50 cents a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
Wood fords without extra charge.
Daily (Not in advance),, invariably at th
rate of $7 a year.
Maine State Press, (Weekly) published
for six months;
every Thursday, $2 per year; $1
5o cents a quarter; 25 cents for trial subscription of six weeks.
Persons wishing to leave town for a long or
short periods may have the address of their
os desired.
paper changed as often
Advertising Kates.
first
In Daily Press $1.50 per square,
Three inserweek, 75 cents per week after.
Every other
tions or less, $1.00 per square.
less than these
day advertisements, oue third
ates.

Half square advertisements $1.00 per week
first week; half price each succeeding week.
col“A Square” is a space of the width of a
umn

and one inch long.

Special notices,

on

first page, one-tlnrd ad-

are

Iselin seems to have acted very honorably
in that matter, offering to resail the race,
thus leaving the Valkyrie no just cause
for complaint,) and was the more ready
on

that account to take

plausible

excuse

advantage of any
which might present

itself for withdrawing from further contests. The races had proceeded, however,
far enough to convince everybody that
the Defender was the better boat both in
a light and a moderate’breezo and in both
Their comparaa smooth and rough sea.
tive merits in a strong breeze had not
been tested, but as the Valkyrie’s designer
built her especially for a light breeze it
is altogether probable that she would
to the American
havo proved inferior

Another thing, the races
have pretty well established is that New
York bay is not a proper place for a race
that excites the interest that these interboat in

gale.

a

national contests
been more or less

Both boats have
hampered in every race
do.

ditional.
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per by the
crowding of excursion steamers,
or less,
square each week. Three inactions
and the close proximity of ono of these
$1.50 per square.
and boats is alleged to havo been at the bottom
Reading notices in nonpanel type
15 cents per of the foul of Tuesday, and it may have
classed with other paid notices,
furnished an exouso for the withdrawal of
ine each insertion.
matter tj pe, the Valkyrie yesterday.
Probably the
Pure Reading Notices in reading
steamers did not intentionally interfere,
25 cents per line each insertion.
adver- but the
Wants, To Let, For Sale and similar
great number of them and the
for
tisements, 25 cents per week iu advance,
anxiety of the excursionists to get a good
adver40 words or less, no display. Displayed
view of the race made it practically imtisements under these headlines, and all adveipossible to keep them entirely out of the
he
twill
advance,
not paid 9 lin
tisements
way. Some course remote from a large
charged at regular rates.
will probably have to be selected if
In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square city
for
for first iusertion, and fifty cents per square
any matches are to be sailed in the future.
the end of
these international matches, for the Englishman is an exceedingly persistent individual, and will hardly rest satisfied
until he has carried home the oup or con-

"the press.

vinced himself that he can’t build a boat
fast enough to get it. It will take a good
probably to do either, so a
many years
good many more contests are likely unless

SEPTEMBER

FRIDAY,

13.

The Council refused to overturn the
verdict of the jury, and the decision of
the Supreme Court in the Dexter bank
robbery case and Stain and Cromwell will
be likely to remain in prison until their
terms expire or some evidence is produced

We have

not

probably

each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications relating to sub
scription and advertisements to Portland
Exchange Street.
Publishing Co., 97
Portland. Me.

seen

bad feeling is engendered whioh will render agreement upon raoing conditions

PERSONAL AND

a

second term

as

railroad commis-

sioner.

Mr. John W. Poster, who was China’s
minister in the peace negotiations with oonV.QTM_liicshficf; nflfipA in t,hA Tnriian
Japan, is giving Americans some disa- government. The occasion was 'a rare
greeable reminders auent our complaint one, and the religious and festive cerethat China has not acted promptly enough monies were observed by about 300 Indiin detecting and punishing the Ku Chung ans
During her visit the Indian women
Pos- —the lawmakers—bestowed upon her, in
assailants of the missionaries. Mr.
ter calls attention to certain disagreeable addition to her honored title of chief, the
office of “the leader,” or in Indian lantacts, the truth of which cannot be gainguage, “Put-her-in-front-of-them.” There
dozen
a
half
to
said.
Ho
points
is a large significance in this and the
on
residents
on
Chinese
duties conferred demand a great degree
bloody assaults
of
watchfulness.
the Pacific coast, unprovoked assaults
The leading candidate for Commandertoo, without a single one of the persons
concerned in them being punished and in-Chief at the national encampment is
not a cent
paid by our Colonel Ivan N. Walker, of Indiana. At

indemnity being
government. Even in the case of the
Wyoming massacre not one of the murderers was ,,unished and only after three
years had elapsed wa3 any indemnity
that, and
paid, and accompanying
passed by the same Congress, was a

last September Col. Walker
of an election,
came within eleven votes
and advices from many departments now
unless a
combination
that
indicate
stronger than has been apparent is made
against him the unanimous choice of the
comrades of the Hoosier State
Chinese exclusion act of the most drastic gallant
will this week become the head of the
and insulting character, an act which
great organization of Union veterans in
our owu Supremo Court declared to be which nine-tenths of the soldiers and
iu conflict with our treaty with the sailors of the Civil War are enrolled.
Chinese. Mr. Poster
thinks, in view
STATE TOPICS OF INTEREST.
of these
it does not lie in our

Pittsburg

BUY
need lime.

|S

pretty good

case.

RACES PROBABLY

fli
I

IS

I Your hair
needs

wo

have

seen

the

j

j§5>

sulphur.

£33%<.

£&

I

Your teeth

Your blood

|

needs sodium.

§

0

||

What is best suited
to the body as a
whole is best for
the proper growth
of each individual
member of it.
If you want to

il

you must eat

I

§1

“

|j|

i
§g

ip

|s
p

^
§§

H-OI
1
g£

Be sure and get the package
with the big H-O on the end.

FAIR

Fair

Animal

The 20th
—

■

OF THE

—

SCARBORO AND CAPE ELIZABETH
: :
FARMERS ASSOCIATION, : :
Will be held at their fair grounds

PLEASANT HILL.

SCAKBOKO

Tuesday and Wednesday, Sept. 17, and 18, 1895.

Trotting at 2 and 8.30 each day.
Ladies Contest Tuesday Sept 17 at 10,a. m.
Barges and Buckboards leave Monument
Square at 1 o’clock each day.dlw

^

The /EOLIAN
a special course
The Aeolian does not
The necessary
musical study or practice.
skill is so slight that it may be acquired by anybecome (amionce
one is a lew days.
Having
liar with the manipulation of the various stops,

require

os

THE PERFORMER CAN PLAY
the most difficult compositions artistically,
without previous practice, his
repatory being
limited only by the number of pieces published
for the instrument,! which numbers many

thousand,

and includes

practically

ANY PIECE OF MUSIC EVER
COMPOSED.
daily from 9 to 5.

Call and

GO.,

England Representatives for the
Hardman, ((abler, Bacon, and
other First Class Pianos.
Sole New
Stein way,

fwtefsBest
for shortening pastry? What’s
best for frying things ? What’s
best for every cooking purpose for which lard was formerly used ? What’s best

5

5

]

3
s

i5
]3

for

digestion

Thousands of

3

—

for

women

T. C.

McCOULDRIC.Mgr.
517 Congress Street,
dtf

seplO

HIGH TEST OILS
-AND-

health ?

ailswer:

C0TT01

*E|

GASOLINE.
If you want the best GASOLINE for yot r
stoves tills summer, order from us. We fill any
size package and we loan 5 gallon cans to

GASOLINE

or

OIL CUSTOMERS.

OUR TEAMS CO TO

GRAND

Stroudwater, Cash’s Corner, Pleasantdale,
RAILWAY. Cape Elizabeth and Knightville,

TRUNK

SPECIAL

MONDAY OF EACH WEEK.

Excursion Woodfords and East Deering,

Sunday

gorhamT Berlin,

TUESDAY OF EACH WEEK.

n. h.,

AND RETURN.

Fare

Only $1.00.

And from Intermediate stations and return at
correspondingly low fares.
Leave Grand Trunk Depot SUNDAY. SEPT.
15TH. at 8.30 a. m.. arriving at Berlin Falls
Leave Berlin Falls at 3.30 p. m., ar12 noon
riving at Portland at 7.30 p. m.
L. J. SEARGEANT,
sep!2d3tGeneral Manager.

Holmes & Co.
61 Broadway, New Fork.
Members of the N. Y. Stock Exchange. Receive Accounts and Deposits of Firms, Individuals, etc., and allow interest on daily balances.
Buy and Sell for cash or carry on margin at
lowest rate of interest on the New York. Philadelphia, Boston and Cnicago Stock Exchanges
Stocks, Bonds, Grain, Cotton, etc. Branch office
35 Congress St., Boston, Mass.
sept9eod!3t

GEO. 0.

FOGG,

Railway Broker,
Established
^
A Reliable

MASONIC

*

So. Portland and

Knightville,

THURSDAY OF EACH WEEK.

Woodfords and Morrills,
FRIDAY OF EACH

Drop

us a

Postal

or

S. A.

WEEK.

Telephone, 318-3.

lADDOX,

OIL Dealer,
jly25

Me.

Portland,

St.,

35 Middle

dtt

JAMES L. RICE, Grocer,
Jet.

Congress & Portland Sts.,
SAYS

:

Cash
National
Register bought of you, all you
for
claim
it, and am well
pleased with the system.
1

tliink

my

R. H. JORDAN,
104

Exchange St.,

STATE

Agency.

Willard,

dtt

EXCURSION

tickets soldto all points at Cut Prices.
dim
aug28

educational.

MR. & MRS. JOHN A. BELLOWS’S

Boarding and

We Got ’Em.

FOR

Glasses that will fit yon.
In gold frames,

Day School

GIRLS,

Will Reopen Wednesday, Sept. 18,’95.

SPECIAL DEPARTMENTS FOR
silver frames,
CHILDREN.
steel frames,
Address,
“
fact the finest line of
91 DANFORTH ST.,
glasses you will find in
d2m
aug8
Portland, Maine.
and
Portland
we
fit
them
“

“

no

matter

what

your

Vocal Culture. Home
Studio

trouble

opia

or

Myopia, Hy-promoiropia, Presbyopia, AsthenAstigmatism.

41

HigliSt.

sep9

lw*

MISS ALICE M. FERNALD

E. S. PENDEXTER,
561
Portland,
a»R22

Congress St.

247 Brackett St..

Teacher of Piano
Special attention

Maine.
dti

12.00

Reference:

to

m.

Rockland, Intermediate offices and connections
via Knox and Lincoln railroad—Arrive 12.30
and 6 p. m.; close at 6.00 a. m. and 12.20 p, m.
Skouhcgan, intermediate offices and connections. via Maine Central railroad—Arrive at
12.15 p. m.: close at 12.20 p. m.
Auburn and Lewiston—Arrive 2.00 and 9.00
a. m. ami 12.15 and 6.15 p. m.: close 7.45 a.
m., 12.20, 4.15 and 9,15 p. m.
Bangor—Arrive 2.00 a. m„ 12.30 and 6.15
p. m.i close at 6 a. m„ 12 m., and 9.15 p. m.
Biddeford and Saco—Arrive at 12.30. 6.30
and 8.30 p. m.; close at 6.00, 8.00 a. m. and
11.30 p. m., 2.45 and 6.15 p. m.
Island Bond, Vt., Intermediate offices and
connections, via Grand Trunk Railway—Arrive at 12.16 p. m.; close at 8 a. m. and 1.00

Beginners.

H K.OTZSCHMAR.

seplOdlw

Friday

11.45

m., ana 6.30 p.

m.

Westbrook (Saccarappa)—Arrive at 8.40 a.
m. 1.46 and 6.00 p. m.; close 6.30 and 11.45 a.
m. and 5.30 p. m.
Cape Elisabeth and Enightville—Arrive at
8.00 a. m. and 6 p. m.; close at 6 a. m. and 1.45
p. m.
Bowery Beach—Arrive at 6 p. m.; cioso 1.46
p.

HOLDERS OF

Kansas City, Kansas Water Company
FIKST MORTGAGE

BOUDS,

cent

Dated Nov. II, 1887.
You are liorby notified that in accordance with the terms of the Mortgige
(the Bonds have been subject to redemption since May 1, 1S94) your Bonds
are called in for payment September 1,
1895, at the Central Trust Co., New
York, and that interest will cease on

day.

that

Should you desire us to collect them
for you, please to deposit them with us
at once.

Kesypctfully yours,

Mail Matter.

Classification

of

Classification o]

Domestic

Mail Ma t

is
ter.—Domestic mail matter,—that
mail matter sent in the mails from some
post office within the United States to
some other post office within the same,
is divided into four classes, as follows:
Written matter, namely, letters,
1st class.
postal cards, and all matter wholly or partly in
writing, whether sealed

or

unsealed

(except

manuscript copy accompanying proof sheets or
corrected proof sheets of the same.) All matter sealed or otherwise closed against Inspection

Is also of the first class.
2d class. Periodical publications, namely all
newspapers and other periodical publications
which are issued at stated Intervals and as
frequently as tour times a year, widen bear a
date of issiie, and are numbered consecutively,
are Issued from a known office of publication,
arc formed of priutd paper sheets.without board,
cloth, loather or other substantial binding.
a
of
Information
To be
of
public
character, or devoted to literature, the sciences,
art, or some special industry, and must have a
legitimate list of subscribers, and must not
be designed primarily for advertising purposes,
or for free circulation or circulation at nominal
rates.
3d Class. Books, circulars, periodicals and
other matter wholly In print (not included In
second-class matter), proof-sheets, corrected
proof-sheets and manuscript copy accompanyng the same.
“Printed matter” Is defined by statute to be
"the reproduction upon paper, by any process
except that of handwriting, of any words,
letters, characters, figures or images, or of any
the
combination
having
thereof, not
character of anlactual and personal correspondence.”
A“clrcular” ts defined by statute to be a
printed letter, wnich,according to internal evidence, is being sent in identical terms to several persons,” and does not lose its character as
such by writing therein the date, name of the
addressee or of the sender, or the correction of
mere

typographical

Kates
j?

postage

on

of

Ksiuss

ttou

Postage.

JUttwr.—ialo

u

matter of the first class is as

1.
On letters ana other written matter
except that specially authorized to pass at
third-class rates and on sealed matter or matter
otherwise closed against inspection, two cents
per ounce or fraction thereof.
On postel cards one cent each, the price
foi which they are sold.
3. On “drop letters” two cents per ounce or
fraction thereof when mailed at letter carrier
post offices, and one cent for each ounce or
fraction thereof at offices where free delivery
by carrier is not established.
Matter.
The rate of
On Second-Class
postage on second-class matter when sent by
the publisher thereof, amt from the office of
including samples copies, or when
publication,
sent from a news agency to actual subscribers
other news agents, is one cent per
to
or
thereto,
pound or fraction thereof.
The Irate of postage on newspapers and
of the second-class
periodical publications
when sent by other than tne publisher or news
for
each four ounces or
agent, is one cent
fractional part thereof.on ne
wspapers (excepting
The rate of postage
weeklies) and on periodicals not exceeding two
ounces In

welght,whenithe

same

aredeposited

in

lor
publishers or news agents, lorgeneral or box
lour ounces or
delivery, the rate is one cent
fractional part thereof.
when
deposited by the
Weekly newspapers
in a
publisher or news agents or letter-carrier
otherwise, are
office, for delivery by carriers,
one cent a pound or
subject only to the rate of
fraction the'eof.
All second-class publications, when sent by
the publisher or a news-agent by mail, to a letter-carrier office located either in the county
or elsewhere, are subject to
of publication
postage at the rate of one cent a pound, which
entitles them to delivery bv the carriers.
On Third-Cl a ss Matter.—Ihe rate of postage
on third-cass matter is one cent tor each two
ounces or fractional part thereof.
On Fourth-Class Matter.—The rate of posta g
on fourth-class matter
is cue cent an ounce o
cation thereof.

sale at box office.

Mat. Pricesl

ADA GRAY
SUPPORTED BY-

rr~t:

F. TINGAY

CHAS.

Capable Company
MONDAY AND

of

Players.

WEDNESDAY

EVENINGS,

"

Her Own Popular Version,

THE

EAST

NEW

EYAiYE.
-o-

TUESDAY EVENING,

NEW MAGDALENE.

THE

NOTICE.

Tickets, 75, 50 and 25 cts.
on sale at box office.

Seats

now

HOLDERS OF THE

TO THE

National Water Works Go.
K APTSAS CITY

Consolidated Mortgage 6 Per Gent.

and

to

Harpswell

first class

Shore Dinner at Merryconeag House
ALL FOB ONE DOEEAB.

1883.

August I,

ACUTION

notified that the above decalled for payment and tbe
same together with all unpaid accrued interest
thereon, will be paid on presentation, in New
York City.
Bond should be deposited with us at ouce for
collection.
You are hereby
scribed bonds are

&AOULTON,

WOODBURY

Daily Excursions

Take Harpswell steamers from Portland Pier.
Ask for Dinner Tickets.
je24dtf

BONDS,

Bankers, Portland,

SALES

BAILEY &

O.

Fr

CO.,

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Salesroom 46 Exchange Street.
C. W.

F. O. BAILEY.
mgr 14

Me.

ALLEX
<1t.f

FINANCIAL.

sep3d2w

August 31,1895.

SOUTH

“.I All Seats.

fiildren,

MONDAY, TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY,
Sept. 16,17, and 18th.

aug29dtf

Maine.

PORTLAND,

4’s.
Payable from 1903

PORTLAND TRUST
COMPANY.
$100,000
$100,000
*40,000

Capital Stock paid in.
Stockhol.ers' additional liability,
Surplus and undivided profits,

to 1905.

Assessed Valuation

♦Invested in Government Bonds.

$1,550,000

Interest Paid

Deposits.

on

Depositors are offered every facility which
their halances, business and responsibility

Total Debt including this

warrant.

$40,000

issue,

Choice investment securities, including high
home bouds, constantly on hand.

grade,

&

WOODBURY

MOULTON,

CorresE*ondence Solicited.

OHIOBONDS,

Sts.
dtf

july31

dtf

aug2S

BANKSnS,
Cor. Middle and Exchange

Water

Rockland

TBZI

Company.
5s,

GOLD

and carefully selected

Casco National Bank STREET
-OF-

195 Middle St ft a Box 1108.

Incorporated 1824.
UAPITAX

AND

on

favorable

allowed on Time Deposits.
Correspondence solicited from Individuals, Corporations, Banks, and others deInterest

siring to open accounts, as well as
those wishing to transact Banking

description through

from

NOTICE.

-for sale by-

MASS.,

DATED JUNE 1, 1885.

__

Book,

JOB

Card

PRINTER,

PRINTERS’

notified
of the
for paydate in-

cease.

We are prepared to cash the bonds with accrued interest at any time on presentation.
Having been awarded the new issue of 30
year 4 1-2 per cent gold, first mortgage bonds of
this company, we are prepared to furnish them
to holders of the old bonds upon favorable
terms if applied for at an early dato.

&TBARRETT,

BANKEHS,

dtf

jly 17

-AND-

First Mortgage 6’s,
Holders of above bonds are hereby
that. In accordance with the terms
mortgage, their bonds are called in
ment October 1. 1895, upon which

PAYSON ft CO,
H. HI.BAIOKBRSi
WM. M. MARKS,

WATER CO.

8ep5

City of Springfield, Ohio, 5's.
City of Ashland, Wisconsin, 6's.
Borough of Braddock, Penna., 41-2’s and 5's.
Portland Water Company, 4's and 5's.
Portland & Ogde'nsburg Railway Stock,
Dividends guaranteed by Mains Central Railroad.

busi-

«*tf

jan4

FRAMINGHAM,

INVESTMENTS.
Town of Dexter, Maine, 6's.
Town of Pittsfield, Maine, 4's.
City of Zanesville, Ohio, 4 1-2’s.

this Bank.

STEPHEN R. SMALL. Preslflnl
MARSHALL R. GODINS. Cajh'ai

SWAN

eodtf

SURPLUS

Current Accounts received

terest will

DO.,

53 Exchange Street,
PORTLAND, ME.

terms.

of any

NORTHERN BANKING
jly26

ONE MILLION
DOLLARS.

ness

BDNDS

RAILWAY

INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS.

PORTLAND, MAINE,

is uniform at one cent each; on periodicals
two ounces, two cents
weighing more than
and periodicals
when
de
publishers or news agent in a
posited by
or box
letter-carrier office for geneial
delivery
at the rate ot one
are subject to pay postage
centner pound; when deposited by other than

on

Portland, Me., August 28, 1895.

errors.

4th Clas3 Merchandise, namely all matter
not embraced in the first, second or third
ciasswhlcli is not in its form or nature liable to
destroy, deface or otherwise damage the contents of the mail bag, or harm the person of
any one engaged in tne postal service, andnot
above the weight provided by law
Limit of Weight of Mail Matter.—So package
weighing more titan tour pounas snail be re
beivea for conveyance by mail, except single
cooks weighing in excess of that amount, and
except books and aocuments publisned or
official
circulated by order of Congress, or
of
the
from
matter
emanating
any
Departments of the Government or from
the Smithsonian Institution.
30. Second-class matter mailed in packages
at the pound rate is not subject to the ft. impound limitation.
31. The above limit of weight does not apply to matter in foreign malls regulated by
postals conventions.

l

The most realistic production of a drama
ever shown.
*
Tickets, 75, 50 and 25 cts. Seats now

SWAN & BARRETT,
bantkbh s.

Dated

on

The Great Calico Mill Scene

NOTICE!.

6 per

100

over

Comedy, Heart Interest and Sensat
blended delightfully in one.

»pr3_dtt

m.

South Portland and Willard—Arrive at 8 a.
m., and 2.15 p. in.; close at 8a. m. and 2,00 p.
m.

■

DUNCAN, KING.

F.

TO THE

presented
Boston,

As
i n

COTTON I-cbSR
for

43 Exchange Street.

a. m.

Cumberland Mills—Arrive at 8.40 a. m.. 1.45
6.00 and 8.18 D. m.; close at 6.30 a. m., 11.45

I Ht
1

m.

Suanton, Ft., intermediate offices and connections. via Mountain Division M. C. R. R.—
Arrive at 8.16 p. m.; close at 8.00 a. m.
Bartlett, N. H., Intermediate offices and connections via Mountain Division M. C. R. R.—
Arrive at 9.00 a. m. and 8.15 p. in.; close at
8.00 a. m. and 1.25 p. m.
Duck Bond, Pride’s Corner, Windham, No.
Windham, Raymond and South, Casco—Arrive
at 12.00 m.; close at 1.45 p. m.
Rochester, N. H., Intermediate offices and connections, via Fortland &Rochester railroad—Arrive at 1.46 and 6.00 p. m.; close at 6.30 and

W. A. BRADY’S

and
Interest by the Maine
Central R. R. Co.

Guaranteed Principal

GEO.

Saturday Eve’gs.

and

SAT.—MATINEE—SAT.

THIRTY YEAR 5’s,

Should you wish to make reinvestment we shall be glad to correspond or
confer with you upon the subject.
p. m.
We regret that we have been unable
offices
and
Intermediate
cont
Gorham, N. H.,
this call,
to give you earlier notice of
neotions, via Grand Trunk railroad—Arrive a
8.40 a. m. and 12.15 p. m.; close at 8 a. m.,
but the notice only reached us today.
1.00 and 4.30 p.

-•-

SEPTERBER 13 & 14,

KNOX & LINCOLN R’Y.

m.

Augusta,, intermediate offices and connections
via Maine Central railroad—Arrive at 2.00 and
9.00 a. m. 12.30 and 6.15 p. m.; close at 6,00 a.
m„ 12,00 m„ 4.15 ana 9.15 p. m.
Farmington, intermediate offices and connections. via Maine Central Railroad—Arrive at
12.15 and 6.15 p. m.; close at 7.45 a m., and

"^Newspapers
the

FLORENCE N. GARDNER.

FREE OF CHARGE

last of the
for this year,

p.

G. E. LOT1IKOP, Lessee and Manager.

DUE 1912.

MAILS.

follows:

AGENT.

sep7

OF

Boston, Southern and Western, Intermediate
offices and connections via Boston & Maine
railroad, (Eastern division)—Arrive at 12.30,
б, and 11.30 p. m.; close 8 a. m. and 11.30
a. m. 12.60, 6.15 and
9.15
p. m.; Sunday,
arrive 1.25 p. m.; close 4.30 and 8.15 p. m.
and interand
Southern
Western,
Boston,
mediate offices and connections, via Boston and
Maine railroad (Western division)—Arrive at
11.30 a. m. and 12.30, 6.30 and
8.30 p. m. ;
close 8.00 a. m„ and 2.45 p. m.
Eastern, via Maine Central Railroad—Arrive
2'a. m. and 12.30 p.m.; close 12.00 m. and 9.15

a.

On exhibition
hear it.

The M.STEINERT&SONS

is considering

OVER.

eod-ra,w,f-tf

sep9

$$

live,’*

eat to

ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE

—

Stevens & Jones Go.

S$3

£33^.

I
n

OF

—

Is Scarboro and Gape Elizabeth

need dentine.

>w

Supplies

5.00 p. m.
Registry department, 9.00
to 8.00 p. m.
General Delivery, (Sundays excepted) 7.30
а. m. to 7.00 p. m.
Sunday 9.00 to 10.00 a. m.
Carriers’ Deliveries, (Sundays excepted)—In
business section ol the city between High and India streets at 7.00 and 9.15 a. m. 12.16 p m, 1.30
and 5.15 p. m.; in other sections at 8.00 a. m.,
1.30
m.
Collection from Atlantic to
p.
Grove on Congress. 6. a. m. Sunday delivery at
Office window, 9.00 to 10.00 a, m. Collections
from street boxes at
11.00 a. m., 4.00
and 8.00 p. m. Sunday, 6.00 p. m. only.

Portland Theatre,

CONSOL. 4’s,

Cashier's Office, (Snnrtays excepted), 7.30 a
7.00 p. in.; Money order department, 9 a

Stationery

I

•

of the

When Chief Justice Peters opens court
at Farmington the last Tuesday in this
international yacht raecs
month he wiil find on the court docket a
for while if the Valkyrie protested yes- case
that
was
first tried before his
race
it
be
ordered
resailed,
father-in-law, Justice Joshua W. Hathaterday’s
may
of
before
the war, in the
and
way,
Bangor
heart
her people have evidently lost
fifties. If the action is heard before the
have no desire to continue what will be chief
justice this coming term, it will
to them inevitably a losing contest. Very probably bo the first of
his eminent
liKoly Die Valkyrie’s complaint that father-in-law’s oases that he has been
called upon to roview, and also possibly
steamers got in her way is well founded,
the first instance of the kind in court anbut it is questionable if slio would have nals in this country. The litigants are
been so ready to take advantage of that two brothers, now verging towards HO
been years of ago, both hale and vigorous, and
there
for
withdrawing had
although the case now presents new
a
of
chance
her
winning
any
legal aspects, yet the underlying facts are
majority of the series, or even a respecta- the same as when first presented before
defeat Justico Hathaway.
Men who take
ble minority.

Probably

Sj|

MAINE CENTRAL R. R,

HOURS,

m. to
m. to
a. m.

m

,

the proposition
Bangor, Hampden & Winterport
Railway Company to gridiron the city
and suburbs with electric railway tracks.

Bangor

OFFICE

Your bones I School

facts,

mouths to make much complaint of the
delay of the Chinese authorities in the
Ku Chung affair, and he seems to have a

AMUSEMENTS.
rsBrauHuaanaznHBnHBaHMBaauMHaiMMa

PECULIAR.

Mrs. Harriet Maxwell Converse has
just returned from a visit to the Tonawanda Indians. She attended by invitation, the installation of a young ohief as

financial.

PORTLAND POST-OFFICE.

_

impossible.

Senator Don Cameron does not intend
than
much stronger
anything which
to live in his old fashioned Lafayette
has yet tending to show that they were
Square residence again, because of the
wrongly convicted. It is to be hoped
theatre that is being built next door on
rest
to
be
suffered
ease
will
now
the
that
the site of the old Blaine house. Mr.
is
there
without further agitation until
Cameron made a desperate fight in Consome better reason for agitating it than
gress last winter to prevent the sale or
fact that certain lease of the Blaine house to the parties
is contained in the
this
state firmly 'believe who announced their intention to conpersons in
struct a theatre upon the site. In spite^of
that Mr. Barron committed suicide.
his efforts a proposition to have the govthe property was deThe Democrats of Pennsylvania have ernment purchase
feated, and the theatre building is now
that
and
resolved
convention
a
State
held
almost under roof.
the Wilson law has wonderfully revived
Miss Powderly, the American secretary
the country and that the coinage of silver to Lady Henry Somerset, is not related
at the sixteen to one ratio would not meet to the labor agitator. She is a New EngThere are so few of
with their approval
land woman, with a college education,
them left that what they think oi do whose talents and abilities are many.
of mighty little consoquonce. She is a linguist, musician, stenographer
or say is
and typewriter, besides being a beautiAnent what they say of the Wilson law
ful penman.
that
under
to
remark
bo
it may
pertinent
The fund of $6,350, presented to Proinfluthe first three mouths revivifying
fessor Mommsen last year, at the time of
Detho
measure
that
of
ence
his jubilee a good part of it having been
shrank
of
Pennsylvania
mocracy
subscribed in England and America, has
the
Rethat
such
to
insignificance
been given by him to the Berlin Academy
publicans carried the State by 250,000; of Sciences to defray the cost of preparrecord of Greek inscripand to suggest that if tho revivifying in- ing a complete
tions on ooins.
fluence has continued there will hardly be
Charles A. Dana, who has just returned
enough of them left by November to asto New York from his trip abroad, does
the
votes.
sist in counting
not think French newspapers are superior
news is poor in quanTho Hon. F. E. Timberlake of Frank- to American. The
lin county inis been nominated for bank tity and quality in French newspapers
and he says they belong to a lower style
examiner to succeed the Hon. Charles.
of journalism.
E. Whitten, whoso first term in that office
Cleveland’s1 mail at Gray
President
a
For
has just expired.
great many years
So is
is now increasing daily.
Gables
past the invariable custom has been to
Mrs. Cleveland’s. It is surprising how
give a bank examiner two term, except,
Cleveland on
manv people write to Mrs.
of course, when there was a change in
matters that pertain to the President
Indeed
administration.
polities of the
She is very conscientious about answerthis has boen the rule with many, if not ing letters addressed to her, and many
take an unworthy advantall the state oflicors from Governor down. correspondents
age of this fact
officer
the
rule
from
the
gives
Departure
The Liberals of Montreal have decided
affected a sort of distinction which natuto erect a monument in memory of the
rally he does not enjoy and does not de- late Honore
Mercier, prime minister of
serve
unless he has proved ; inefficient or
This has roused
the Province of Quebec.
unfaithful, and neither inefficiency nor the ire of journalists of the opposite
Mr.
is now in prois
war
a
unfaithfulness
bitter
charged against
stripe, and
Mail and Express
Whitten, who has, according to the testi- gress. The Toronto
says “that the question at oneo arises
mony of bank officials, been an excellent whether the movement will stand as a
officer. At the same time that Mr. Whitpublic recognition of what he owes his
ten is turned down, Mr. Chadbourne is country or his country owes him.’’

given

miscellaneous.

MISCELLANEOUS.

rare, and Lord Dunraven
is apparently not one of them.
Probably he was somewhat nettled too by
the decision of the committee giving the
second race to the Defender, (though Mr.

philosophically

atl

EXCHANGE.

•7 1-2 Exchange St*, Portland.

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
order* by mall
(ndad te.
All

or

telephone promptly at
moTlleodtf

STORAGE WAREHOUSES.
For storage of Goods»
Wares and Merchandise*
Apply to CHASE BROS.*
Long Wharf.
pept7aod3«

.

Night's Concert.

Last

not infrequently in the
Portland
past had occasion to take pride in her
sons and daughters’ musical abilities, as
after a
course of study at home and

City

Fathers Admit Them Under Cer-

has

long
abroad, they

have come forward on the
concert stage to show how they have cultivated that rarest of all gifts, the huWe doubt, however, if there
man voice.
time before last evoning when
three of her singers in theVame conoert
appeared in City Hall to show the results
of foreign study. The verdict was one of
It is not probable
unqalified approval.
that there is any city in the country that

has been

a

three more satisfac-

bring together

tory voices in all round singing.
The atmosphere last night was by no
calculated to favor the singers,
means
it was so heavy with moisture and the
temperature was so high. It was a night
when a good deal.of courage was required
to visit a public hall and stand the added
heat that proceeds from a large audience
and numerous lights. But, if the assemblage was not a crowded one it was large
and intensely musical, and each of the

warmly received : that they
not complain of any lack of interest in them or their work.
The programme was made up rulmost
entirely of well-Known numbers from
artists was so
could

the operas of Verdi, Rossini, Meyerbeer
and Donizetti, arias and concerted pieces
that every
opera or conoert singer Is familiar with, because they are part of the
instruction reoeived from the great voice
builders abroad. They gave an excellent
of Misses
friends
opportunity
Knight and Ricker and Mr. Merrill to
see how they had improved, and that imwas noticeable in the method
for

the

provement
they had acquired, the skill in phrasing,
the life and
spirit infused into their

sang the “forse lui” from
that the purity and clearness of her tones were made more magnificent than ever before, and trills and
near the close of the aria were adrunt

‘.Miss'Knight

“Traviata”

ELECTRICS.

YARMOUTH

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

so

In the
two songs
executed.
“Damon” and the “Gavotte” an opportunity was afforded to notice her delicacy of treatment of the one and winning airiness in the other, whose dance
to her
was admirably Suited
measure

mirably

tain Conditions.

C. A. Fairfield, shod, 13-15 Mayo streetIra Clay, carriage house, No. 84 Klin
street.
a
Richardson
Land
l'/£
company,
dwelling at Laurel Lane.
E. Vinton Flarlo, dwelling house. No.
85 F’ranklin street.
Estate of J.
B.
Brown, addition to
ware house, No. 28 Free street.
John W. Burrows, sterehouso, No. 116
Preble street.
C. M. Warren, coal shed, Union wharf.

Last even-

questions
response
Thompson, Mr. Larrabee said that Falmouth had granted the location, and a
hearing had been held in Deering, from
which a favorable result would undoutedly be announced
It was

60on.

proposed

to build live

miles

oi

sight would seem to
have opened up a way to a law suit, and
that was the agreement to decide all
questions that might arise under the contract according to the custom in Boston.
The old time polioy is a very brief docutract that at first

places.

the disgrace or
thoroughly delightful
afternoon,
The order as amended passed unaniMrs. Caperton’s fine voice and admirable
his rival. He is conmously.
method wore heard to the best advantage,
tinually thwarted in his scheming and
DANGEROUS BUILDINGS.
ana among other selections she
sang
finally tries to get rid of the girl whom
As no one appeared in relation to the “Good Bye, Summer” most effectively.
110 prCLeaua tu iuvo
bottom of an elevator well and then buildings at No. 41 Cross street and No. There was a large and exceedingly apthe ponderous car 475 Commercial street, adjudged to be preciative audience present. Many who
“ringing down”
heavily loaded with freight, upon |her to unsafe, an order was passed declaring could not go regretted that coming on
crush her. There is always great sensa- them nuisances and ordering their re- the afternoon business arrangements prevented their attendance.
tion in the theatre when the elevator car moval.
end the

begins

to

was

life of

uui

descend

upon

the

***

apparently

COMMUNICATIONS.

Au Universal Open Air Meeting.
Jack, who has
helpless young
A communication was received from
Last evening about 8.30 o’clock one ot
unexpectedly nrrived from America, rushSnow and Cook for the trustees
breaks through the Symonds,
the Church of Emanuel services was held
es forward in time,
the
of the Brown estate, stating that
in front of
bars of the cage and pulls the girl out
City Hall. Four men and
order
the
in
to
passed
referred
building
just as her career isj about to be ended by the board September 2nd, and situated a woman conducted the service. They
forever. The piece is said to he finely
simply stood in the street.
joined in a
rear of 495 Fore street has been removed
and then the leader, a man of exhymn,
cast and excellently staged.
notice to the trustees
and that a
woman.

Ada Gray.

^Theatre
for three nights, commencing Monday,
Sept. 16th, Miss Ada Gray, supported by
Mr. Chas. Tingay and surrounded by
We are to have at the Portland

simple

would have been

as

effectual

as

a

formal

order.
Also a communication was received
from J. C. Ward, inspector of buildings,
Wolf has
to the effect that Joseph H.
built a wooden building in the rear of
and
Dolan block, within the fire limits,

Her new
strong company of artists.
version of "East Lynne” will be given
evenings and for which no permit has been given, and
on Monday and Wednesday
the "New Magdalene on Tuesday even- reoommending its removal.
ing. It is some five years since Miss
LICENSES.
Gray visited our city at which time she
was granted a license as
Bruce
Phillips
week.
pleased large audiences for a
victualler, and Cyrene Wiley as innNotes.
and keeper of Eagle house, suband holder,
Lieut. Peary, George Kennan,
to the usual conditions.
ject
David Christian Murray are engaged for
—NEW BUILDINGS.
the Stoekbridgo course this season.
Stockat
“Melba” tickets will be sold
These petitions for the erection of new
bridge’s September ‘,15th.
buildings were presented:
Paderewski will give two recitals at
H.
enlarge wooden dwelling
City Hall in November, oue evening and at No.Hanna,;to
48 High street.
9ne matinee.
W. H. Noyes to enlarge a 6hod at No.
Hi Henry’s minstrels will be at Pot36 Winter street.
land Theatre September 19th.
Blackstono and Smith to ercet a tool
shop on West street.
Arthur W. Kelsey, dwelling No. 42
HOOD'S PILLS cure Liver Us, Manning street.
Biliousness, Indigestion, Headache,
Otto Mariner, coai shed at No. 190 NewK pleasant laxative. All Druggists. bury street.

a

Came Up

Xwo Pardon Cases

Before

the

cellent appearances, spoke a few words
to
the curious
crowd that gathered.
There was nothing ostentatious or noisy
about the gathering, and it commanded

respeotful

attention.

Forest City Lyceum.
Last evening at the rooms of tho Forest
the members of the new
City

Lyceum
Department’’ hold tlieir
meeting. As this is the first junior

first
work
to be organized in this state and by the
will
bo
banner lyceum the outcome
watched witli considerable interest.
The new work is in charge of Mr.Chaa
president of the
H.
the

aooepted.

the

now

popular

“Senior” Lyceum.

Sigmund Laviok, of Denver, Col., has
a scrub woman
fallen heir to *75,000 left by
name of “Irish
known
only by the
seventeen
Mary,” whom lie befriended
v
by giving her employment in
she rethe Holman block, which position
of her death. Where
tained to the time
to everyshe got the money is a mystery
appeared all the tune to be
as she

ears'ago

body,
poverty stricken.

For

Presto, Change!!

GENTLEMEN!

one

of, 1; cancer 2;
convulsions, 1;
diphtheria, 1; dysentery, 1; enteritis, 1;
entero.-colitis, 2; exhaustion, 2; heart
disease, 4; heart, vaL dis. of, 1; heart,
mitral stenosis, 1; heart,
failure from
failure from haemoptysis, 1; Inanition,
5; intestinal obstruction, 1; lungs, congestion of, 1; meningitis, 2: nephritis,
2; paralysis, 2; peritonitis, 1; phthisis,
3 premature birth, 1;
1; pneumonia,
pyaemia. 1; senility, 2; shock, surgical,
1;
skull, fracture of, 1; tetanus, 1;
tuberculosis, 1 ^typhoid fever, a Total,
63.

Population (estimated)..40,000

Annual late per 1000.20.16
For the corresponding period last year.
68
Number of deaths.... •.
Annual rate per 100®*.,. 22.1
(Not including still births.)

3
Greely Hospital.
Maine General Hospital.7
Eye and Ear Infirmary.0

5

3
7

4

5

6

7

7

6

5

25

AGES.

Under 1 year.17 50 years and under2
60 years. 8
1 year and under 6
years. 3 60 years and under
6
70 years.
6 j ears and under 10
years. 4 70 years and under
80 years. 7
10 years and under
20 years. 5 80 years and under
90 years. 3
20 years and under
30 years. 2 00 years and under
100 years. 0
30 years and under
40 years. 5 Over 100 years. 0
40 years and under
Total. 62
60 years. 3
Cases of contagious diseases reported for the
—

period:
Wards.1

2

3

Scarlet Fever.

1

-----

..-

Diphtheria.Typhoid Fever.. 3

4

1
2

4
2
2

6

5
2
1

1

7
1
2

Covering Ensilage.

The best covering is one that is cool
and moist while at the same time excluding air the best. Many have used
very

successfully

green

or

even

wet

weeds and grass. This soon rots sufficiently to form an almost impervious
stratum over the surface. Usually about
two feet of tramped damp green material is used. It is expected of course’
that this will all rot down into a soft,
slimy mass. If the heat is very great in
the si lo, which it is likely to be if the
material put in is rather dry, this covering may become fire fanged and dry
instead of rotten. The object of using
water and trampling ensilage is to cause
a

better

solidification, thereby excluding

more air than if left unwet and untramped and to arrest the heating of the
material.
Ensilage appears to be better if it
heats after being put in the silo, bnt
this heating should be arrested in a
short time, or it will produce mold. As
to the quantity of water, that should
depend altogether on the character of
the material put in. Only judgment can
direct this matter. If the corn is quite
immature, there should be no occasion
for watering it. If it is mature and dry,
then it would bear considerable water,
especially at the surface. There are no
exact experiments as yet which indicate
what method should be practiced or
what material should be used in covering a silo to secure best results.—Country Gentleman.

Cilant
but

There Is no discomfort,
no disturbance pt busineas or pleasure, no loss
ot

ukinf

after
Hood’s Pills. They assist
is
digestion, so that natural, healthy habit
brought about.
Hood’s Pills
but
silent
are

Certain
WClUHM

nevertheless

cer-

tain in their effect. Prepare
by C. I. Hood &

Co.,

Lowell,

Mass. 25c. Sold
by all druggist*.

Bleep>

ture is
before it.

lovely than the
So these window
charm the
and

more

pictures surprise
spectator.

Silk Serge Umbrellas THIS

windowful of Foreign
novelty Dress Goods represents but a small fraction of

the beautiful things shown at
Dress Goods counters.

Each.

Only $1.39

I

Yon better look at them.

Never offered the like before.

have neat assorted Prince of Wales handles, silk
paragon frames and are warranted to be “all right.”

They

sels,

tas-

Black* just in.
Broadcloth weight with
highly thrown up ridge* of
New this
Mohair curls.

TWO

magnificent

glossy

$4.00.

season,

UMBRELLAS

ENGLISH GLORIA

At $1.19 Each.

our

I.

II. Vigoureux-like weave, with
Mohair lustre
thrusting itself up
through the surface everywhere,

$3.50.
Kid Gloves.

Money

Warranted fast black and are great wearers.
they are not satisfactory after purchasing.

re-

funded if

W

cheap.

FIRST

IWMkgHAT’S
eration

buying
quality

THE
considwhen
A

Kid Gloves?

perfect fit,

of 1; brain, congestion
oholera
infantum, 8;

lecture

views, every succeeding pic-

The

isn’t it?

of the skin next.

Then, third, the stitching

makes this

2

STODDARD’S

LIKE

Board of

Secretary Dyer, of the Board of Health
report of deaths and contagious diseases for the four weeks ending
Saturday, Sept, 7th, 1895:
Causes of Death—Abscess, spinal, 1; accident, 2; apoplexy, 8; brain, concussion

(Hoods

novelty Dress

High class
moved in.

Health.

Wards.1
No. of deaths—7

silks moved out of the

West Window.

--—

Hundreds of Umbrellas to lie sold

“Junior

Moseloy,

jTObbyj
Evening

--

PORTLAND’S HEALTH.
Report of the Secretary of

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Bargains

Monthly Meeting Wednesday.

Hon. S. W. Campbell, submitted their
plans for the erection of the insane hospital at Bangor to the Council which were

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

_NEW

council.

The Governor anil Council met in the
Council Chamber at the State House,
Business
Wednesday afternoon, at o’olock. Gov.
and all the members of the
Cleaves
Transacted.
MISCELLANEOUS.
The general
being presont.
Council
Aiddermen
of
A meeting of the Board
An insane case was ordered sent to the
was transacted, includbusiness
routine
Messrs. Dam,
was held last evening.
Insane Asylum.
ing the nominations that were made by
Little were
and
Thompson, Peters
The assent of tlio Portland
Railroad
the Governor a week ago. Hon. William
Baxter,
of
Mayor
absence
the
In
present.
to
the
locations
recently H. Looney of Portland, appeared before
company
Alderman Randall presided.
granted, was presented by Mr. Peters.
tho Council, asking for the pardon of
The most important business of the
Mary J. F'rasor again petitions for Robert Hughes of Portland, who is servhearing.
railway
street
the
was
meeting
leave to move a wooden building from
ing a sentence of 16 years in the State
The Portland and Yarmouth Electric Commercial to Fore street
Mr. Gateley
at Thomaston, for committing
prison
for
its
petition
Railway company offered
The buildappeared for the petitioners.
on Sarah E.
Connelly, an eightrape
over
and
on
location of its street railway
ing in only 24x28, and low enough to go years-old Portland girl, July 3, 1888. At
manner
Tukey’s bridge in such place and
under the trolley.
The distanoe is only a former session of the Counoil a
petiand under such conditions and limita- one hundred
yards. The petition w as re- tion, signed by 100 members of the Portofficers
may
tion as the municipal
fused because it wonld not be proper to land Street Department, was
presented
on Oxford
suggest, and to locate the road
move a wooden building into the fire
of
Hughes.
asking forj tho |pardon
as
first
of Cumberland,
street instead
limits.
Charles A. True, oounty attorney of
from Conroute
tlie
tor,
making
prayed
Cumberland county, appeared in opposiAn Old Insurance Policy.
gress through Elm, Oxford and Washingtion. The matter was tabled.
David G. Drinkwater of this city,
ton streets to Tukey’s bridge.
The pardon oase of Sidney T. Reilly of
Seth L. Larrabee, Esq., appeared with found a very ancient marine insurance
was the next case to come up
Clerk
of the road and
tho president
policy while looking over some old papers Biddeford,
for consideration. Lawyer B. F. HamilIt insured the brig Sally,
Harris. There were also present Presi- yesterday.
ton spoke in favor, producing a petition,
dent Wm. M. Wood, Manager Newman, owned by William Robinson and others,
the leading business men of
Director Wm. G. Davis, Hon. C. J. and commanded by
Captain David signed by and
Biddeford
having K. W. Sutherland,
The schooner was valued
Libby and Judge Robinson representing Drinkwater.
Biddeford alderman, and Charles S.
at three hundred pounds, and was in- a
the Portland Railroad company.
of Biddeford, father to the crimiAlderman Dam presented a number of sured for two-thirds of her value, and Reilly
to the good character of the
testify
line
of
nal,
the
there was an additional insurance of
petitions from people along
man before sentence was conferred upon
the route, asking for the location of the three hundred pounds on her oargo. The
him. Reilly was convicted of breaking
road.
Mr. Larrabee briefly related how policy was made out more than one hunand entering a store in Biddeford in May,
Washand
Oxford
that
be
the residents of Elm,
dred years ago, and it is to
hoped
1894, and was sentenced by Judge Libby
ington streets were practioally unanimous Captain Drinkwater made a successful
to three years’ imprisonment at ThomasLarraMr.
in their desire for this road.
trip. The odd thing about it was the
tou. He was only 15 years old when
bee said he then would present an order, fact that the insurance was not by a comsent to prison. County Attorney William
last
the
at
meeting,
the
famous
similar to that passed
pany, but by individuals,
T. Emmons of York appeared in opposifor the Portland Railroad company, the William Gray of Boston, through his
tion. The matter was tabled.
only difference being that the erection of agent Eben Preble, taking two hundred
the evoning the Bangor InsaneJHospi;in
for.
hundred
of
five
is
the
total
of
pounds.
poles provided
tal commission, Hon. S. M. Bird and
Alderman
ancient
conin
the
to
by
In
There was one clause

Meeting of Board of Aldermen
of
ing—Various Matters

Whether the work ment, partly printed and partly written,
the road next year.
would begin here in Portland or across and very unlike similar documents of the
the bridge he could not say.
present day. Mr. Drinkwater will add
Application will soon be made to the the ancient insurance policy to his other
county commissioners to establish the papers relating to the olden time.
voice. In reply to a most enthusiastic conditions for crossing Martin’s Point
enoore she responded with a delightful
Discouraging a Fighter.
Bridge.
little Sootch song, “Laddie,” and in the
Hon. Charles F. Libby said that the
Jack
Flynn, an all round sport, got
concerted numbers with the others, the Portland Railroad company did not anfilled up last n'ght and visited the variwas
of
drill
carefulness and perfection
They simply ous resorts, winding up by retiring for
tagonize the new road.
noticeable.
asked that the rights of the new company the night at a popular hotel. Soon he
The rich, deep contralto of Miss Rick- be so
guarded that it cannot use its lines had a rush of blood to the head and to
and
er, was a delight With what nobility
of Portland ease it
for business in the city
began to pour water into his
aria
ana
dignity she sang the scene
distinct from its through line business. shoes and other articles of bric-a-brac.
and with what
“The Prophet,”
from
So far the new road had not asked loca- Officer Quinn was sent for and attempted
charm she invested andjwhat vivacity she tion in Cumberland and Yarmouth.
to quiet the fellow, but the latter wanted
number “Love’s
rendered that enoore
Mr. Larrabee said that the entire road to strap. Nothing would do but he must
in
effect
Garden.” She was heard tojflne
must be completed in two years, by the have
some of the officer’s
deep, red
the duet with Mr. Merrill,and also in the terms of the charter.
blood, and getting himself into position
concerted music.
Alderman Thompson then presented an he led off a
terriflo drive fat Quinn’s
Mr. Harry Merrill has greatly improved. order
allowing the road to have its loca- bead, whioh, if it landed, would have
and
id
deepened tion as it asked, and making the proper
His voice has broarl
proved a three-bagger. But to use the
a life and
style.
and he sings with 1..
specifications in regard to the keeping of language of the ring, the officer “made
He gave that great air “Piff Paff” from the streets in repair between the traoks,
him” by dodging and landa monkey of
the Huguenots in a manner to astonish
bearing proper proportion of expenses of ing in turn his large hard and unsymto
the
hearty
his friends, and in response
Tukey’s bridge, etc.
pathetic fist in the front of Flynn’s jaw.
enoore pleased extremely with the drinkThis order having been presented, Mr. That settled all desire to bathe in a poQu.
the
ing song
Thompson said ha was glad to see
liosmen’s gore, and some ten minutes
Miss Alice Philbrook and Mrs. A. M. new railroad enter
and he
Portland,
consumed in recalling him to the
was
the
a
great degree
Smith brought out in
hoped no impediments would be placed land of the living He was taken to the
beauties of the Beethoven concerto.
in its way. But he wanted it remembered station and locked up.
As the
Iayden Quartette the three that the oity was surrendering valuable
singers with Mr. Will Stockbridge,; gave privileges, and in return he thought some
Engaging the Minister.
beautifully.
Sullivan’s “Lost Chord”
guarantees should be demanded of the
fact that very many
a singular
is
It
They have all sung so much together road. He thought that at least five miles
persons make appointments for weddings
and know each others voices so well that of the road should be built outside the
and funerals without first consulting the
be
more perfect harmony could hardly
city, as a guarantee of good faith, bofere minister. They seem to think that clergyobtained.
the lines should enter the oity. He also men can
A
always answer summons.
The closing number the grand sextette thought the road should be required to
well known minister was once greatly
Barnard
Messrs.
which
in
is
not
left
from Lucia,
see to it that Washington street
astonished to read in the paper the anand Harmon joined, was splendid.
in bad condition.
nouncement of a funeral in his church
the
arduMr. Harvey Murray performed
At this point Alderman Randall called On
making inquiry, he found that the
with the taste
ous duties of accompanist
Alderman Dam to the chair, and took
committee had not been consulted.
parish
him.
of
characteristic
exrelated
the
skill
and
Randall
Mr.
the floor.
the clergyman was ablo to
Fortunately
cellent service that the Portland Railroad officiate.
The, Cotton King.
had given the oity, and said he thought
Ministers are frequently put to great
Tonight, Saturday matinee and Satur- their rights should not be imperilled by a
inoonvenience when a conference would
meloday night, Sutton Vane’s striking
a
be
only
new company, which might
have enabled both partios to be satisfied.
drama of “The Cotton King” will be
He would therefore
and there paper company.
Young cou pies, about to be married,
Portland
Theatre,
at
produced
recommend an amendment to the order sometimes fail to secure the services of
The
seats.
for
call
advance
is a large
stipulating that the the clergyman preferred. We strongly
Jack Osborn, already presented,
story of the piece is this
until it
road should not enter the city
to be very
an
American goes to England to intro- had built five miles outside, and that it advise our readers, therefore,
before making an appointment,
sure,
duce American ideas in the mills of the
should use its city line only in connection
that some one has seen the minister.
Manchester district. He falls in love with its
through business, and finally
with an English girl, Hetty Drayson,
the
occuwith
conflict
not
that it should
Mrs. Capertou's Recital.
is loved
who
by another. Hetty is
pation of Tukey bridge and Washington
Ratcliffe Caperton’s recital at
and
avarice
Mrs.
and
jealousy
too,
wealthy
street by the Portland Railroad, eaoh
Kotzschmar Hall, tendered by her to her
are two strong incentives to urge the
railroad having equal rights in these
villain
of
musical friends in Portland Wednesday
is
the
fellow, who

unprincipled
the piece, to accomplish

governor and

BROS.

RINES
Storing; Irish Potatoes.

The

today
is lilcely to
be Fair.

The conditions for keeping potatoes
These conditions, as
are very simple.
briefly stated by Country Gentleman,
are “a uniform, cool temperature in a
place that is neither too wet nor too
dry. In an ordinaiy cellar where the
temperature can be kept at about 40 degrees and where no water soaks upon
the flow, they can be stored ten feet deep
and in any quantity. If the bottom is
damp, it should be covered with slats
raised three or four inches. The above
statement covers all points to be observed in the construction of a storehouse or keeping its contents.

easy

IT’S
half

a

dozen different de-

signs for the treatment
with prices and specifica.
tions,---sketches

if

too

like,--.then you have
only to decide which

you

comes nearest

own

your

idea and within your
price limit.

sons.

It is reported that the German potato
crop is a failure.
It is claimed that this year’s corn crop
will be the largest ever grown in the
United States.
While the American hay crop is extraordinarily short, the same is true in

The stock

of

own

fabrics

for chamber curtains and
upholstery embraces all
the latest ideas at home
We’d like
and abroad.

dry powder

you

of the bordeaux mixture ready for use
as it is.
The hay shortage will have its compensations. Corn fodder and straw will
be economized as never before.

them

to see

the stock

is

fresh

while

Plowing that is effective in destroying
early fall plowing, with
continual stirring nntil winter.

ready

In West Gray, Sept 11, by Rev. J. E. Aiktns,
Alber A. Libby ana Miss Jennie J,- Pennell.
In West Gray, Sept. 11, by Kev. J. E. Aikins,
Paul W. Wescott and Miss Anuie M. Pennell,
both of Portland.
In South Briedton, Sept. 7. Charles E. Fitch of
Sebago and Miss Sarah Geuevra Milllken ol
West Baldwin.
In Bath, Sept. 7. Frank Black and Miss
Josephine Hall.
In Oldtown, Sept. 8, Israel King and MIsb

We’ve
way, you know.
of
reduced the fprice

Germantown to 18c a
skein, and there’s no di.
minutior. in the size of
the skein. All the new

Nellie Beaulieu.

In China, Sept. 7. George W. Wentworth and
Miss Fannie J. Smith.
In Ilallowell, Sept. 7. Lemuel Jones and Mae
Cottle.
In Waterville, Sept. 4. Herbert L. Wilbur of
Boston and Miss Nellie Shaw Benson.
In Franklin, Sept. 8, Harry M. Butler and
Miss Emilv Bunker, both of Sullivan.
In New Portland, Sept. 3. Joseph Durrill of
Lexington and Miss Nettie Benson of Sidney.

shades,—-Spanish, Scotch,
Saxony.
OWEN,

MOORE

Valuable Farm at Auction.

■

54 Xears.
In Greenwood, Sept. 6, Patrick Conley.
Ill West Garland, Mrs. Alvin Skillln. aged 83

years.
In Gray. Samuel Harwell, aged 97 years.
At Cumberland Mills, Charles II. Rice, aged

52 years.
In South

Sebee, Sept. 3, Mrs. Mary Lampher.

rThe funeral services of the late 1’lilllip H. T.
Carter will be held this (Friday) afternoon ai
2.80 o’clock at the parents' residence, No. 28

Cottage street, Kniglitville.

experts.

and

sew

Gloves

make

up the Centemeri

back their Glove

trace

can

many generations.
No better Glove making on the
$1.50.
earth. Black and colors,

making ancestry

We are Portland’s sole agents for the sale of
“Centemeri ^
Should any other Portland dealer claim to
Ask him to show you
show lyou Centemeris.
the “Centemeri” stamp on the inside of the
Glove.

££

JklEPTUNE”
Fine real

Kid Gloves.

kid. Heavy
silk stitched, black and
self colored. Four Fancy buttons.
Tan, Mode, White, Pearl colors.
The “Neptunes” are made strong, where
others are weak. Mad© to allow fro© thumb
aCtiOl).
W

$1.50.

Price,

££

Stout and
yet soft and elastic. 4
big Pearl buttons. Three

UNIQUE” Gloves.

riage,

$1.25.

shopping, &c.,

street,

Fine
Suedes.
pEDOKA”
lamb skin. 4 Pearl buttons, very

shapely,

SHALL sell on tile premises of GEORGE W.
WOLF, Scarboro, Tuesday, Sept. 17, at ten
o’clock in the forenoon. This farm is situated
on the road leading from llunston to Beach
Ridge and is known as the Dresser farm. Also
at the same time and place the stock and farmCause
ing tools and other personal property.
of selling sickness. GEORGE \V. WOLF.
HENRY B. JOHNSON. Auctioneer.
septlSdSt
Scarboro, Sept. 10, 1895.

I

“etABB1”“
high gra<ie

».

Gl°Iitching Per*ect‘

Black, tan,
white, pearlPrice,

^1.00.

2*
■ui^’X.
W»
r». ’«<*»■“

B—
K»

TAXES FOR 1895.

so

ibis

is.

.uae.ol T®.

C»a‘"*

this forenoon.

H*-’e”'
^ cts.

ds--“‘,5rgo»”-2i,,\
children 8 nl^

S

25 cts.

Children s'*
5 cts.

CITY OF PORTLAND.
Tbkasukeh’s Office,
September 10, 1895. (
is hereby given that the tax bills for
1895
have
been committed to me
the year

NOTICE

witli a warrant for the collection of the same.
In accordance with an ordinance of the city a

Discount of One Pec Cent
will be allowed on all said taxes paid on or before Thursday, October 3t, 1895, and on all
taxes paid after October 31st interest will be
charged at the

-^Hner^entminum.
Treasurer and Collector,

sepll

very

$1.00.

durable,

QtoutiBb,

&CO,

DEATHS.
In this city, Sept. 12. Miss Ellen Cassidy.
IFuneral from her late residence. No. 467
Danforth street, Saturday morning at 8 o’clock.
[Requiem high mass at St. Dominie’s church
y o’clock
[Boston and St John. NB, papers'please copy.
In this city. Sept. 11. George K., infant son of
Charles and Emma Woodman, aged 2 months,
17 days.
[Funeral this forenoon at 10 o’clock, from the
parents’ residence. No. 71 Mountfort street.
In Hampden, Sept. 10. Merriam W. Knowles,
aged 78 years. 8 months, 19 days.
In Rkowhegan, Sept. 7, Francis Alexis Seveno,
aged 82 years.
In Stockton Springs, Sept. 9, Mrs. Lucinda
Crocker, aged SO years.
In Atkinson. Sept. 6, George Simpson of West
Leva't, aged 78 years.
In Paris. Sept. 0, Mrs. Esther Ann Marshall,
aged 69 years.
In Browuileld, Sept 3, William Cotton, aged

VERY

££

now.

“Columbia” stands for
all that’s best in a Yarn

MARRIAGES.

our “CenThe fit is abThe skin
solutely perfect.
the
no
better.
hand
Next,
fits your
kids
real
finest
are
the
skins
grown
in Europe, personally selected by
Third. Those who
artist

WELL, here’s

temeri’’ Glove.

shades of Tan, embroidered back,
For carBlack and self colored.

The stock of Columbia
Yarns is

ship.

and

complete.

cutworms is

In Liberty, Sept. 2, Freemau B. Johnson and
Miss Louise Sprowl.
In Bethel. August 28, Osman E. Twitchelland
Marlah E. Russell of Hanover.
In Kittery, Ralph E. Cox and Miss Minnie E.
Paul.

buying

orating the parlor (or
submit
We
example.

The farmers’ congress will meet at
Atlanta Oct. 10-16.
According to reports from London,
England has this year the largest apple
crop that has been seen for many sea-

a

Sept, 13. 1895.

Draperies here.
You are redec-

News and Notes.

England.
“Fangiroid” is merely

weather

workman-

general

and

dtd

Corsets—A
sets closing °ut

our

^

best 50 cent

cor-

‘,111 cts.

38 cts.

s^rr
jeplSdlt

-

j.». i»M.

EXPLAINED.
Hon.

PRODUCT
LED THE SHAKERS TO MAKE
AN UNUSUAL OFFER.
THEIR

IN'

CONFIDENCE

W.

H.

Newell

the Creditors

fleeted

Assignee at

Sleeting Wednesday.

The first meeting of the crediors of the
Lewiston Mill company was held at the
People of this tiny and generation are not court of insolvency in Auburn Wednesday
disposed to give things away. When there- morning. The greater majority of the
fore the Mount Lebanon Shakers recently creditors wero represented by White and
state that any one could get a bottle of Di- Carter.
Hon. W. H. Newell of Lewiston
gestive Cordial by calling in person at their was unanimously chosen assignee and
New York office, it excited a great deal of
was confirmed
by the Judge Drew.
talk.
the heaviest local creditors repreOne of the leading dailies of the Metropo- ! Among
the writ are:
lis sent a reporter to rind out what was sented on
840,(100 00
First National Hank, Lewiston
meant. It developed that the preparation in
Lewiston
11,UUU 00
D
Wakefield,
Betti
question has proven beneficial in so large a Manufactures’ Nat’l Bank Lewisnine-tenths
of
the
that
oo
cases
of
1*5,000
majority
ron
Bank, Lewiston
12,5011 00
people who are sufficiently anxious to call People's Pavings
00
Lewiston
75.000
Savings
Bank,
\ndro Co
for a sample, find so much relief that they First National Bank, Auburn
5,000 00
12,500 00
continue the j roduct’s use and tell their Nat’l Shoe and Leather Auburn
10,000 0U
friends about it. Asa result a very large Mechanics Savings Bank, Auburn
5,000 IJu
Janjrs Monroe & Co. Auburn
demand lias been created.
5,iiU0 Oil
National Bank. Portland
Portland
5.0U0 00
The Shakers have a long record of success
Farmington
Fim National Bank,
various medicinal Franklin Co. Savings Bank, Faras inventors and their
5,1X1000
mington
products have always enjoyed a high repu- National
10.0011 Ul
City Bank, Boston
tation. The Digestive Cordial is not only Peoples tiavings Bank, Lewiston
15,000 (K)
nourishing in Itself but ii digests other Androscoggin Co. Savings Bank,
10,000 00
Lewiston
loods when taken as directed.
5,000 00
Sleepless nights, spcts belore tho eyes and Auburn Savings Bank, Auburn
of
1:5.000 0U
loss
.1.
after
Y.
eating,
heaviness
Lewiston
Serutou,
a sense of
8*680 31
weight and general weakness are umong the City cf Lewiston (Taxes)
which it Peoples Nnt’J Bonk, Wat grille
7.5U0 00
common symptoms of indigestion
7,500 00
gratifyiue: to Bidueford Nat’l Bank, Biddeford
promptly relieves, and ii is and
harmless
First
Nat’l
a
5,000 00
Dumariscotta
such
positive
Bank,
know that
5,000 00
remedy as the Digestive Cordial should have First NatT Bunk, Madison
L.
Charles
devised.
Boston
5,000 00
been
(jroves,
at least
In order to find whether the ohaker Digestive Union Water Power Co., Lewiston,
a small
73
case
rent)
to
16,122
try
(water
adapted
is
your
Cordial
Its effect; is immediate. For sale by
bottle.
nearly all druggists.
Closing Days at Greenacre,
___

year.

new

BOOKS,

Also

a

tine

of wealth is

Republic
grafted (upon

will endure this

tocracy only

LORING, SHORT lk MARION.
dlwteodtf

£ The laborer
a is worthy

£

|

*

If we cannot make a
on an order, we do
not want it. We are not
in the printing business
but for
for our health
the money there is in it.

profit

^
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—
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All

a

of his hire.
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men

working
V
V

same

and what one man is after
he must accede to others.
You are the “one,” we
Our
others.’’
are the
prices, work considered,
are not high, and we have
know how to make
the
the result attractive.
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The Thurston Print,
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^

97 1-2 Exchange Street. \y
V

V
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CITY OF

PORTLAND"

to Cotil factors.

Notice

for rebuilding about 300
O feet o£ sewer iu Emery street will be received at tlie office of the Commissioner of
Public Works until FRIDAY, the 13th day of
September, 1895, at 12 o’clock m.. when they
will be nublicly opened and read. The successful bidder will be required to give a bond in a
sum and with sureties satisfactory to the Cominsure the
missioner of Public Works, to
proper; fulfillment of the conditions of the
must be
contract. Blanks on which
made, and plans, specifications aud further
office
of
information can be obtained at the
said Commissioner on and after Monday, the
the
right
9th inst. The Commissioner reserves
to reject any or all bids, should he deem it for
the interest* of the city so to do. Bids should
be marked “Proposals for Sewer” aud ad-

CJEALED Proposals

proposals

dressed to GEORGE N. FEIiNALD, CommissepBdtd
sioner of Public Works..

FIRST CLASS
x=»

i

a

inr

o

s

FOR SALE OR RENT; ALSO
ORGANS
Very Fancy

or

Plain at

NO, 114 1-2 EXCHANGE ST.
-AT—

W. P.

HftSTINSS’.

Xwimm
Splendid

B
C

curative agent for Nervous

or

Sick

Headache, Brain Exhaustion, Sleeplessness,
special or general Neuralgia; also for Rheu-

matism, Gout, Kidney Disorders, Acid Dyspepsia, Anaemia. Antidote for Alcoholic
and other excesses. Price, 10, 25 and 60 cents.
Effervescent.

THE ARNOLD CHEMICAL CO.

151 S. Western Avenue,
Sold by all druggists.

Society Visits tlie Country

a

CHICAGO.

_

PRESS PORTFOLIOS.
obtained a
The following portfolios can be
the office of the PliESS, or by mail as specified
under each:
1$E EH M’S LIFE OF ANIMALS.
This is an English translation of Brehm’s faGerman work on animals. It has been
issued in 29 weekly parts of 20 pages each,
all of which are ready. Price 10 cents per part,
jor any,
postage free. Orders will be received,
or all ihe parts as desired, for a limited time.
mous

STANDARD COOK BOO K.
This is the latest Cook Book out, contains 320
and is
pages, 1200 receipts 18(3 illustrations

sent postpaid to any address or w'ili ne delivered to any one who calls m person at this ofcents
is
3.
If
cents.
15
for
fice.
return
sent, for postage, book is sunt by
will
be
it
Otherwise
mail from this office.
mailed from office of publication in Springfield,
Ohio, causing a delay of several days.

ATLAS.
The Peoples Atlas of the world contains nearly 70 maps and 140 illustrations with descriptive matter. The pages are 11x14 inches. An
immense amount of statistical matter is given,
a sample list of which would fill this column.
It is a handy atlas for ready reference and a
marvel at the price. Price at this office or sent
by mail to any address 30 cents. Orders by mail
filled from publication office in Springfield,
Ohio, Those desiring it by return mail from
this office must send (3 cents for postage.
W'ILI> FLOWERS OF AMERICA.
A series of 18 portfolios each containing six
teen colored plates oi American Wild Flowers.
Price 15 cents each. All the parts are ready.
Binding in cloth and leather, with name
stamped in gold, S3.50. Outline series, 10
cents per part. Contains same figures as colored series, but uucolored.
THE PEOPLES

Ho Coupons necessary ior any
el U»e above.

so

long

as

they

of the aristhink their

condition is accidental and temporary.
When it becomes intentional and permanent they will rise up and destroy their
masters. If we would avert this cataclysm
the remedy must be the voluntary service

which ho finds to be but fifteen in

Forty words inserted under this
one

tlie

Furnished

___

excursion.
President Baxter’s address was

pleasant

Lovevrell

as

fol-

and the I'eqnaKets.

Bilkins—I don’t know, but I hive heard
his
ware of tho presence of the enemy in
the point that bioycling has1 produced half a dozen
rear, Loveweil advanced toward
where tho savage had been seen, boon he new diseases.—New York Weekly.
was discovered approaching, and several
guns were fired at him without apparent
effeot, as he returned the fire, wounding
Loveweil and one of his men with beaver
shot, when he Lwas brought down by When Baby was sick, ws gave her Castoria,
Lieut. Wyman.
When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria,
Not finding tne savages in their tort,
the English returned to obtain their When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria,
had folpaoks, when the savages, who
When shs had Children, she gave them Castoria,
lowed them, rose from their ambush and
fired upon them. The first fire of
inflict serisavages was wild, and did not

damage.
Finding themselves in danger of being
ground which we were traversing, we surrounded,
“Nothing but leaves,” said Eve with a
the F.ngllsh fell back upon
should have behold very different scenes the pond, where7the fight was renewed, twinkle Id her eye, when Adam complifrom those upon which our eyes so greed- and continued all day, with considerable mented her upon her new garment.—Bosloss to both parties.
ton Transcript.
ily rested this bright September day.
The savages, confident of success, at one
Instead of the evidences of civilized
weakened
their
sadly
called
time
upon
Dark clouds of pain and suffering vanish
occupation, of peace, and prosperity, wo foes to surrender, which they scornfully before the bright sunshine of a bottle of Pond’s
so
the
fight
should have behold what a few years refused to do, and kept up
Extract. Avoid imitations; accept none but
that at nightfall the savages
later Walter Bryant of Bow describes as stoutly
the genuine.
withdrew.
having seen. Ho says that ho “discovWhen the survivors had time to look
Mrs. Qasseppi—“Yes, Mis. Larkspur is
ered Indian camps large enough to hold about them they found their condition
Lovewell was dead, going to get a divorce from her husband.”
30 men: saw the spot where Lovewell indeed pitiable.
Mrs. Murdstone—“Indeed, and upon what
Robbins and Usher
was killed, and the trees full of bullet Farrah just expiring,
too severely wounded to walk, and eleven ground?”
men’s
of
imitations
also
holes, having
Mrs.
others more or less severely wounded.
Gasseppi—“Dakota.”—New York
faces cut out upon them.’’ All this has The brave Robbins, perhaps no braver
brave
World._
all
were
changed, and the memory of the events than the rest, for they
made the dying request that his
which took place here seem distant and enough,
WANTED.
left by him, so
and
loaded
be
should
gun
dim, and have but little influence upon that ho might kill another savage, if
It
died.
he
the life of the present.
Forty words Inserted under this head
any came to scalp him before
oehind those who one week for 25 cents, cash in advance.
And yet, the strugglegwliioh took place was necessary to leave
do
could
who
and
those
not
could
walk,
here exerted an important influence upon
march towards T|f ONEY to loan on furniture, organs, pianos,
so set out on their terrible
in
It followed
orderly the fort, forty miles away. They were ill machinery, horses, diamonds, watches,
our history.
policies, first and second mortand
of
hunger, hav- life insurance
worn out with fatigue
sequence events which in the scheme
gages, real estate; also notes discounted. Businothing through the day, and ness confidential. PORTLAND COLLATERAL
Providence, wTere to shape the conditions ing eaten
It was
LOAN CO., Room 6,185 Middle street, second
having no provisions with them.
which exist to-day. Prom the moment indeed a terrible march, for in addition floor,aepin-4
constant
the
and
was
of
Prance
Eng- to physical suffering
when the standards
Four of 1*r ANTED—For the winter, a furnished suite
a pitiless foe.
»v
land werefplanted upon the North Amer- fear of surprise by
of rooms with board in the Western part
Davis and
Frye,
Farwell,
the
wounded,
of the city, for man, wife and infant.^References
ican continent, conflict between them
soon gave out, and at their request exchanged. Address WINTER, Press Office.
Jones
and it was inevitable
was inevitable,
fort was
13-1
they were left behind. When the to their
too, that the savage tribes, within ,the reached
by the survivors it was,
mort1st.
and
?d.
the
TO
LOAN—On
contending parties,
influence of
disappointment, foundit abandoned.
MONEY
Notes discounted on
gages, real estate.
should be involved. Eater, when emigra- great men
had heard
to garrison
left
The
Room
OxW.
6,
terms.
P.
favorable
CARR,
tion had made it possible for considerable
that’their leader had been killed and their ford Building, 2d floor.sept!3-4
communities to become oragnized, and
in
so
few
and
being
friends
defeated,
New Prance and New England confronted
a
young single gentloman,
number resolved to abandon their fort WANTED—By
T»
furnished or unfurnished apartments in a
each other, representing different phases
to risk a battle with a foe so
than
rather
western part of the city;
in
the
private house,
of civilization and dominated by religious
superior in numbers and elated
table board not desired. Address, A. W. P.,
faiths unreconcilably hostile to each other, greatly
Of the four wounded men Press Office, City.12-1
success.
with
the conflict assumed a bitterness which
left on the march, one succeeded in dragcould only end in the exhaustion of one
found ■WANTED—Lady and daughter would like
ging himself to the fort, where he
**
nr both narties.
child to board, infant preferred; would
ana
reviveu
uuu,
wmcn
provisions
take lady during confinement and keep child.
tho
with
affiliated
French
savages;
The
were
others
the
home;
reached
all modern conveniences; best
married their women, and adopted many finallyheard from. Of the thirty-four men House contain*communications
of care; all
strictly private.
never
of their modes of life. Their religion,
nineteen
but
Address MRS. E. F. R., 86 Nichols street,
who were in the fight,
with its eternal pomp and glitter, particrewere
Me.
these
Lewiston.
and
_11-1
reached home alive,
ularly appealed to the savage imagination, ceived as heroes who had achieved a great
public to know that J. G.
and their priests, undor tho pressure of
that WANTED—The
is probable,
indeed,
It
W
bell
victory
CURRIER,
hanger, is at 137 Clark
what they regarded as an imperative
from war street,
never were victors returning
Speaking tubes and bells ol all kinds
duty, labored incessantly to impress,upon more honored than were these brave men. put into hotels, private houses and steamboats
them the necessity of rooting out their
by
Lovewell was eulogized as one of tho at short notice; all work warranted; orders
10-1
heretical neighbors.
mall attended to.
greatest heroos whose names had been
On tho other hand, the English regardof
one
the
recorded in history. Symmes,
small furnished house for the
ed the savages with ill concealed conmost eloquent divines of the day, preached "WANTED—A
11
within ten miles of Portland on
tempt, almost with abhorrence. Mather his funeral sermon from the text How steamwinter
Address box 197. OLD
or electric road.
denominated them wolves with men’s are the
mighty fallen and the weapons ORCHARD. State location and price. 10-1
brains, which was by no means a wholly of war perished.”
wrong description of them.
In reflecting upon this subject upon a MONEY WANTED—I want to borrow $2600
It was difficult for a puritan to believe
1U- for 6 years at 6 per cent, on property in
former occasion I remarked that the emerand
that they possessed enough spirituality
(Woodfordsl worth $4000;
which callod Lovewell and his Deering,
worth 10 cents per foot; buildings new this
to enable them to become, real Christians, gency
onter
upon
men to leave their homes to
WoodBOX
season;
203,
security gilt edged.
and their belief was not groundless.
enterprise as the expe- fords, Me._10-1
so desperate! an
The influence of the French, then, over
against’the Pequaktes involved
and they ex- dition
was potent,
the savages,
to the
consequences of vital importance
■WANTED—By a desirable family, two adults,
erted it with a zeal which was kept ever
TT
a sunny convenient, compact furnished
people of New England. Their welfare,
bright by what they regarded as a spirit if not their existence, depended upon house near Western Promenade, until June 1st
and
of patriotism
piety.
Indian power. 1896. BENJAMIN SHaW, 61 Vs Exchange St.
the destruction of the
10-1
In August, 1724, only three months behad long
the
chief,
Pequaket
fore Lovewell’s first "expedition against Paugus, terror ot the frontier, and these
in the drug busiinterest
the
been
tho savages
Norridgewock had been
Address
ness with a reliable person.
and horoio men had overthrown
7-1
destroyed by tho English and Pere Ralle patriotic
The oxploit was indeed a theme SULFONEL, this office.
slain.' He had been an unrelenting foe him.
not only of the people’s gratitude,
is
now prepared to
R.
LEVY
of the English and had incited the sav- worthy
SAMUEL
and
If
but of the best powers of the orator
-HA buy oast off clothing of all descriptions for
and
ages against them whenever occasion
poet. The patriotism of Lovewell
highest cash prices. Address letters or postal
offered. The English therefore, believed
sentimentalbeen
has
oriticisedby
men
to
100 MIDDLE STREET.sep4-tf
his
that self preservation demanded the subof
the
displayed
account
on
eagerness
their
jugation of the savage community over ists,
of
"WANTED—All
parsons In want of trunks
them in securing the scalps
*» and bags to call on E. D. REYNOLDS,
which he presided, hence the strenuous and by
but to suppose that these men were 503
foes;
which
made
to
one door above Shaw’s
subCongress
street,
they
costly attempts
actuated by no higher motive than to l grocery store, as we manufacture our goods
due it.
from
a traffic in soaip locks is and can
derive
therefore
give bottom prices;
gain
The destruction of this stronghold of the
12-4
to ignore abundant proofs to the con- trunks repaired. Open evenings.
savages and the loss of their priest whose
the
for
were
not
responsible
They
death, although he had persistently courted trary.
to
to
to bny $5,000
want
the
devised
government
by
BICYCLES—We
it was not intended by the English com- methods
$10,000 worth ol Bicycles, new, old, damof effective service rendered
aged or broken. Pay the highest price. Call at
mander, added new fury to the rago of the socuro proof
if they were, we should con- Boston Store, 411 Fore Street. No business
savages which the French eagerly encour- it but even
character of the enemy with done on Saturday. M. BERENSTIEN.
age and it became evident to the English sider the
aug!6-6
European
settlers that war must be waged unrelent- whom they had to deal.
avail
not
ingly against a foe who spared neither methods of warfare could
wanted to take my teams,
the
about
who
prowled
were
not
office, furniture and practice.Address,
inspired
only against savages
age nor sex; who
of night, sur- PHYSICIAN, Box 143, North Conway, N.
by revenge, but by self-interest to destroy settlements in the darkness
beds. H.
37-4
them for the French had long before estab- prising and killing people in their
lished a market for English scalps and They c raid only bo successfully readied
TO
LOAN—
first
methods
On
mortgages
secret
their
own
of
men
which they by
adopting
English captives for botli
on real
estate in any amount on onedeliberally paid. The English did not re- of attack, and to prevent them from
third value at 5 per cent; over that at 6
taliate by placing a bounty upon French stroying the growing settlements it was per cent. Loans on second mortgages and
property at fair rates, A. C.L1Bscalps but they did enlist men for the necessary to inflict upon them the sharp- personal
No more lofty patrio- BY’. 43 1-2 Exchange street.
29-4
war then being waged, one of the induce- est punishment.
ments for enlistment being a bounty for tism has been displayed by Englishmen
we

passed

120

years

ago over

the

of the rich. They must become willing
to hold their wealth and power simply in
trust for the good of humanity.
The Rev. E. W. Beers of Iowa, spoke
on
One Aspect of Metaphysics inrelation
to the well being of Humanity,” in which
he said that tho metaphysical philosophy
Its
and humanitarian.
was optimistic
three fundamental teachings might be
stated to be the perfection of Divinity,
the unity of Divinity and humanity and
of humanity.
the inherent perfection
Briefly, the interpretation of these teachings is that God is impartial, unchangeable, and a God of love and not of anger;
that humanity, as the expressof Divinity,
as indissolubly unitecTwithjit asjthe Source
of all life, power and holiness; and that
humanity, made in the Divine image, is
inherently perfect, and as it comes into
the consciousness of that perfection, will
manifest it more and more. Under this
belief, and the life which must show it
forth in action, universal love and brotherhood become a part of the Divine plan,
and health, wholeness and harmony for
all mankind, follow as the result of the
nature of man’s beincr.
The formal closing day was occupied
with a conference meeting, in which
many took part, speaking earnest words
the great value ql the summer’s
as to
work and what it must mean in renewed
consecration and devotion to the service
of humanity. The occasion was graced by
the genial presence of John W. Hutchinson, the last remaining member of the
celebrated Hutchinson family of singers
in the
anti-slavery
who did so much
agitation. He is beautiful in the ripeness
of his years, and sang and talked with a
simplicity and strength which arejrarely
seen in an octogenarian.
The last address of the season was an
inspiring one by Robert A. Woods, of the
Andover House College Settlement, Boston.
iHs subject was: Is there an Alternative to Socialism?” In this he showed
that the only supposed alternative to socialism was individualism, and that tho
ultimate result of this, the development
is socialism in its
of the
individual,
purest and best form. The individual
Ali that he has of
cannot stand alone
power or “.value comes from his relations
to society as a member of it.
Society,
on the other
hand, is composed of individuals, and can only be reformed by tho
The
transforming of the individual.
future of societv, therefore, is the futuro
of the individual. All the best reform
work today is being done along the lines
whioh go to make men and women bettor
members of society, and which show them
what their relations are to society. The
and application of
full understanding
this principle will revolutionize education, business, politics and the church.
This is the great moral revolution that
is now going on as a part of the Divine
purpose, by which the very olods of humanity are being brought to a consciousness of their divinity, and in which all
mankind are coming into the universal
brotherhood.
A rare event in closing week was the
benefit to Greenacre given by Miss Emma
Thursby, the prima donna, assisted by
Mrs. Ole Bull aud other artists, who
have themselves been for soma time enjoying the Congress. This beautiful
offering of talent met its due appreciation
and the receipts were very generous.
It is impossible to estimate the value to
tho world of these weeks of lectures, instruction and the daily communion of
Christ-like souls. The spreading abroad
of the “Greenacre spirit” and the “Greenacre idea” would substitute co-operatnino
and bring love, joy,
for competition,
peace and harmony to the ends of the
earth.
Long may the silken flag of Indian scalps.
“Peace” wave above Greenacre, and long
Early in lTSa Captain John Eovewell
who organized a force of thirty men with the
may Miss Parmer, the noble woman
conof
intention
conceived and planned everything
penetrating the Indian
nected with tho Congress, live to give country and making reprisals upon tlio
execution to her Pequakets whose
and
principal settlement
material form
was within'the limits of the present town
cherished ideals and visions!
L. M.
of Fryeburg. The Pequakets were danger
and it was
ous neighbors to the English
believed that unless they could be severeA Correction.
on
would
the
approach
ly punished they
The article on the North Gorham re- of Spring attack the frontier settlements
them.
serious
inflict
injury
upon
and
PRESS
union in yesterday morning’s
Undertaking a campaign in an enemy’s
scholars and
should read that 100 old
country is always attended with extraorat
the
re10
were
of
instead
teachers,
dinary hazard and Lovewoll’s first expedition consisting of but thirty men exposed
union in Forest Hall last Saturday.
to the storms of wintor and obliged to
traverse an unbroken wilderness to enL.
KahCharles
Mr.
counter a foe superior in numbers and
While in Chicago,
familiar with the ground seems foolhardy
lor, a prominent shoe merchant of Des in its incoption. This expedition however
Moines, Iowa, had quite a serious time resulted in no loss of life to the English.
of it. He took such a severe cold that One savage was killed and a lad taken
he could hardly talk or navigate, but prisoner.
Lovewoll and his men were welcomed
the prompt use of Chamberlain’s Cough home with enthusiasm and he immediRemedy cured him of his cold so quickly ately organized another expedition conthat others at the hotel who had bad colds sisting of eighty-seven men which set out
in the latter part of .January of the same
followed his example and half a dozen
year.
persous ordered it from the nearest drug
After several marches rendered more
in their
store.
painful by a scaroity of food a camp of
They were profuse
how
ten savages was surprised and the men
thanks to Mr. Kahlerfor tellng them
second
tor sale killed. This ended Lovewell’s
to cure a bad cold so quickly.
expedit on. He had however determined
and
Druggists
to strike a blow at the stronghold of the
by Landers & Babbidge,
tribe and by the middle of the following
C .B. Woodman, Westbrook,

ous

WANTED-An

PHYSICIAN
MONEY

that displayed hy Lovewell and his
In a season of supreme
country, amid the fervent
peril to their
prayers of the best people of the land,
with an unalterable resolution to conquor or perish in the attempt they went
forth to meet hardships and perils calculated to appal the stoutest hearts.
Their reply when they found themselves
in the vicinity of their pitiless enemy,
without knowledge of the numbers they
were t to enoounter, and knowing that
defeat meant death, perhaps by the cruelest torture, should 'render their names
immortal. They had prayed to meet the
enemy, and would trust in Providence
and if necessary die for their oountry,
but would not turn back. What nobler
spirit have heroes ever exhibited? Nor
should wo ignore the sentiments of the
people for whose wolfare they suffered.
Thoy realized better than we can realize,
which
the exigencies of the occasion
against
prompted those men to so forth sacrifices
their savage foes, and to the
which they made, and we should give
due weight to their opinions. They ex
tolled them as heroes, and the pulpits of
New England, occupied by soino of the
whom any age can produce,
purest men
indorsed the public testimony.
Tlio importance of a battle can neither
bo properly estimated by the numbers ennor by the numbers left on
gaged in it,
It can be
the field.
correctly measured
only by results. Adopting this standard
which
we aro
in doing
supported by no
less an authority than Sir Edward Creasy,
than

hardy comrades.

WEDDING RINGS.
A

Thousand

Solid

head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

num-

Fequahets—President

Ka

aristocracy
social system had

domination

immortal.

FOR SAFE.

TO LET.

Forty words inserted under this head
one week for 25 cents cash iu advance.

Lovewell’s plan was well considered. ber, the battle of Pequaket at once asLET—A pleasant furnished room, heated,
Baxter’s Arriving in the
at a sumes
lighted, set bowl, hot and coid water; use
important proportions. It was de- TO
enemy’s country
Apply at 17 DOW ST., right
of bath room.
Address on I-ovewell’s Fight.
place within the limits of tho present cisive.
In this|battle the Pequakets lost tlioir hand hell.__12-1
town of Ossipee a fort was erected as a
base of supplies and to afford protection great chief and many of their best warLET—Two large front rooms furnished or
fort seems to riors, and they realized for the first time TO unfurnished on Congress street; next to
in case of retreat. This
[SPECIAL TO THE PRESS.J
for defense that the English arm was long enough to City Building; good place for business; suitbut have been admirably located
or physician.
Apply at 399 1-2
rj Fryeburg, September 13. —A small
and oarefully constructed as it was sur- reach them. An enemy who could send able for lawyer
ST., My New Employment Office.
enthusiastic party arrived at Fryebugr at rounded by a stookade and ditch with a out men versed in their own methods CONGRESS
N. H. PALMER,_12-1
MRS.
be cut of
erect
could
who
warfaee,
10.30 today, and were welcomed on arrival supply of water which could not
00 Pleasant street. Deering, the
with with
0. off. In the fort he left the surgeon
impunity fortified camps in their TO LET—No.
ol
by George B. Barrows, Esq., Ilr. S.
lower rent of 7 rooms, bath, hot and cold
a small garrison of men and a portion
country, and attack and destroy their waterfurnace heat; on electric
The
grate;
open
the
for
Gordon and A. F. Lewis,
Esq.
made
and
his supplios and took up his march
homes, filled them with dread
line one of the best locations In the city. Inthe
Pequaket settlement abiut forty miles them anxious for peace. So great was the quire of T. B. PERCY, 141 Commercial street.
party visited the historic sites in
terror inspired by Lovewell’s attack upon
distant.
village under the guidance of Mr.
On the 8th of May, while at prayers, them, that the savagos abandoned their
and
LPT—Desirable offices in Boyd Block,
Barrows, who entertained tho guests at the party heard the
a
seat at Pequaket. and took up their abode
report of gun,
TOcorner Middle and Exchange streets. H. T.
his house, filled with relies and antiquities looking in the direction of tho sound, in Canada. In a| short time overtures
11-1
Agent, Boyd Block, Room 3.
WHIPPLE,
a point ot
was
made. A treaty
for peace were
of interest and value. Dr. S. G. Gordon a savage was discovered upon
of the pond agreed upon, and New England again en- Cl TORE TO LET—At No. 89 Congress street.
laud
on the
side
occunortherly
also opened his mansion formerly
11-1
this week.
seuson of prosperity, although the H Apply to J- H. GROV ES,
which now bears Lovewell’s name.
jh still endeavored to foment trouble
pied by Governor Daua. beautifully furdesirable up stair rent, Is
Thinking that the presence of his men
LET—A
very
After a had been
the savage between
them and the savages, over TO first class in every particular; contains 8
nished with ancient furniture.
discovered, and that thein
into whom they exorcised a malign influence, rooms.
11-1
Inquire 14 HILL STREET.
bountiful repast at the new Hotel Oxford, had exposed himself to draw
a but with
held
lesson
an ambush,
Loveweil prudently
poor success, as the
house for rent—a cotthe party took carriages, furnished by
were
it
and
Peat
them
whether
Norridgewock
council to determine
taught
tage house of seven rooms situated in the
the gonerous hospitably of Dr. Gordon better to advance or to retreat. The re- quaket convinced them that the English western
part of the sity. Possession given at
“Having,
were dangerous enemies when aroused.
Lovewoli’s Pond, ply of his men was heroic.
and were driven to
once
Call In the forenoon at No. 321 SPRING
aocord
the
we
the
enemy,
To Lovewell then,
may
STREET.
they said, ‘come out to meet
Jockey Cap, tho Fessondon farm and and
__12-1
they honor of having ended a war which
continually prayed to God that
The party also
other points of interest.
to
trust
for
and
been
have
SALE OR TO LET—New brick houses
rather
years
do
prolonged
would
might
so, they
might
FOR
and 21 Thomas Street. These
19
Nos.
became tho guests of Mrs. G. F. Sliepley Providence with" their lives—aye, would caused much bloodshed and suffering,
houses are now completed and ready for occuthan by his brave fight at Pequaket.
at her beautiful highland retreat. In the indeed rather die for their country
H. WAUGH, at The TwitchJAMES
pancy
Unretreat and earn the title cowards.
ell. Champlin Co., or No. 331 Spring street.
evening a meeting was held in the Con- fortunately, Loveweil did not know that
WIT AND WISDOM.
septlO-1
gregational church, and addresses were his enemy was in his rear, hence he or6
Munroe
Place
containNo.
and
LET—House
made by the presidents, Mr. Baxter, Mr. dered his men to leave their packs,
Wilkins—1 wonder why It is that the medi- TO
Apply at 117 State
ing seven rooms.
with caution. This enabled the cal
are beginningt o take an interl°~l
Journals
Barrows, Rev. Dr. Allon and Dr. Gordon, advance who were
Street.
to calsavages,
upon his trail,
thus closing another successful and very culate the weakness of his force. .Una- set in the improvement of country roads.
LET—The apothecary store situated on
of

On former occasions, I considered at
in whicn
the distinctions of aris- length and with some particularity, the
causes
tocracy wers a relic of tho past when the campaign against the Pequakots,its
idea prevailed that a certain portion of and results, and were it not expected that
on
the
humanity was inherently superior to the I should have something to say
remainder. Under that idea, aristocratic subject on this occasion I should hold my
tendencies were logical and practical, but peace. As it is, I shall bo brief. It doubtless occurred to many of us to-day that
our
in the American
a

School Pads,
Pencils, whose very foundation is the inherent
Slates,
Companions, equality of all humanity, and it is illogiErasers.
cal and impractical. The working people
Note Books, Buies, Etc.

ALL AT VERY LOW PRICES.

April he had gathered a force of forty-six who has given the chief place in military
men with whom he set out in the cam- history only to those battles which are
paign which was to render his name acknowledged to have been decisive, and

FRYEBURG-

Aristocracy,

Democratic
he showed how

of

line of

sep7
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DRAWING BOOKS,
SPELLING BOOKS
For the

yiaino Historical

Greenacre, Eliot, Me., Sept. 10, 1895.
lows :
Rev.; Charles Ferguson, of i CoJohn
hasset, Mass., gave a leotureon the “Rise

SCHOOL BOOKS,
WRITING

FIELD DAY

THE LEWISTON MILL.

Gold

Rings, Diamonds,
Emeralds, Pearls, Opals, Rubies, Moon Stones and
Garnets in any kind of a setting. Engagement and
a
specialty. Largest btoek. Best
wedding Rings
Goods. Lowest Prices.
McKENNY, the Jeweler,
Monument Square._
auglOdtf

TOthe

corner of Park and Congress streets;
ol' the best locations for the business in this
city. Apply to JOHN F. PROCTOR, Centennial Block.
one

_10-7

LET.—Two rents of seven rooms each at
No 5 Laural street; have Dathrooms, gas,
cemented cellar: spacious yard. Price *16 each.
AddIv to A. C. LIBBY, 42 1-2 Exchange street.

TO

9-1

LET—One large front room,or suit of
rooms, nicely furnished, biitli adjoining, np one flicht at No, 10 GRAY STEEKT',
near the Sherwood.0-1

TO

LET—Upstairs rent of eight large
also Hat of sir rooms.
Inquire
FRANK- M. LOW, 120 Middle street. 7-1

TO rooms;
of

RINCS!

A Thousand Solid Gold Rings, Diamonds, Opals
Pearls, Emeralds, Garnets and Moon Stones In latest
style or setting. Engagement and Wedding Kings
Sic KENNEY, the Jeweler, Monument
a specialty.

septSdtf

under this head
Forty words Inserted
week for 25 cents, cash In advance.

13-1

SALE—One fine driving and saddle horse
$125, one oak game cart with pole and
shafts, two seats, excellent order, $250. PropEnquire at TAILOR’S
erty of Col. Heap.
LIVERY STABLE.
_13.1

FOR

SALE—Real Estate.

The valuable propBradley home-

FORerty know’n as file Chas. A.

stead, at Bradley’s Corner. Deerlng; containing
twenty (20) acres of land, with the
Call on L. M.
buildings, is offered for sale.
WEBB, Executor, 98 Exchange street. 13-1

about

33 acres with first olass
orchard, and variety of
small fruits, close to a manufacturing Village
and R. R. Depot, 35 miles from Portland. Price
$1800 or may exchange for city property. W.
12-1
H. WALDRON, 180 Middle St.
SALE—Farm
FORbuildings,
nice

SALE—Congress street east
FORhouse
for 2 families, must be sold

s orj
close
interest.
12-1

1-2
to

2

estate. Price will net 10 per cent
W. H. WALDRON. 180 Middle St.

an

SALE—Second hand doors and sash.
FORApply
to ME. RUMERY, 111 State St.
12-1

BICYCLE FOR $70— The
owner of one of the leading makers’ wheels
offers her 1895 bicycle for $70. having no use
for it. In perfect order, NEW; used not over
one mile.
A great bargain.
Call at PINE
TREE TICKET OFFICE, under U. S. Hotel.

LADIES’

$100

12-1

SALE or TO LET—The house and stable
owned and occupied by Charles J. Walker,
138 Pine street; owner and family want to
leave the city for a year or more.
JOHN F.
PROCTOR, Centennial Block.

FOR

SALE—Tickets for Dancing School.
Beginners’ course commencing FRIDAY
Children’s Class comNIGHT, Sept. 27th.
Sept. 28tli,
mencing Saturday afternoon,
Thatcher Post Hall,
Manchester, teacher.
Tickets at Hanes’ Music Store, 414 Congress

FOR

sepll-3

street

SALE—New house at Woodfords, 14
rooms, arranged for two families; bath
rooms, thoroughly plumbed, large lot. near
electrics; sunny exposure. Apply to MYRON
or
JOHN H.
E. MOORE, Deering Center,
CARD 98 Exchange street, Portland, Me. 31-1

pOR
-I-

SALE.—Farm of 100 acres, well divided
in tillage, pasture and wood; cuts 26 tons
of hay; good soil for crops; good orchard, twostory house with 8 rooms, barn, stable and
poultry house; 20 miles out on <>. T. R. Price
$2,000. W. H. WALDRON, 180 Middle Street.

__9-1

SALE.—30-horse
power horizontal
tubular boiler, 42-inch by 12 feet long;
built by Quinn & Co.; first-class order. Will
be sold at a great sacrifice.
SOUTHWORTH
BROS,, 105 Middle St.9-1

mo LET—Dress making rooms; ibree connectX ing rooms over the X. John Little store on
Congress street, up one flight; one room fronts
on street; set bowl; city water; large closet and
toilet loom. Enquire of M. G. LAIiKABEE,

SALE—First-class grocery and provision store situated up town near Congress
street. Will sell stock and fixtures for lamp
sum or will take account and sell at cost.
Rent reasonable. No bonus. A. C. LIBBY,
9-1
42 1-2 Exchange St.

LET—Second story front room with an alcove and other desirable rooms with board
at 74 SPRING STBEET.
augl6-4
X

7-tf

240 Middle street.

TO

LET—Furnished room
gas, at 90 High streeet.

with heat and

FOR

pOR

of the best houses on Beckold, arranged for two
tenements, all in perfect repair ana renting for
a
month.
$28
Sunny exposure. Large lot. A.
9-1
C. LIBBY, & CO., 42 1-2 Exchange St.

FORettSALE—One
street, 5 years

11-tf

Stair, MARY W, LIBBY,

SALE—A farm of thirty acres sitA comTo let by the day or evening.
FORuated
Saco stroet,
one-half mile
on
fortable steamer to be bad at reason- from the City of Westbrook. Said farm has
about
12
acres of pasture and wood; balance
able terms. Apply at 169 Commercial in
tilluge; cuts 12 tons of hay, has two tine
in
young apple orchards, 300 trees in all
St., or write to
hearing, peart, peaches, strnwherries,fcraspARTHUR K. HUNT.
berries, blackberries, etc.;a large asparagus
jly 12.dt!
bed; land is very well adapted to (the culture of early vegetables. House is
brick,

Hen house 13x45,
two stories, barn 36x50.
and other builains* in good repair; two
Cause
wells of wafer, and a fine spring.
Apply on
OR TAKEN BY MISTAKE/—Overcoat for selling, ill health of owner.
7-1
with Kohling’s card on collar and a pair of the premises.
dogskin and undressed kid gloves in pockets;
SALE—Brick Louse. No 14 Mellen St.,
color, neutral gray mixture, quite dark. Finder
containing 12 rooms and unfinished
please return to 97 OAK ST.12-1
third story. For particulars apply to E. L.
up adrift 10 miles southwest STANWOOD, Jr.. Room 3, FIRST NATION*
of Seguin live nets. Owner can have same AL BANK BUILDING-0-1
by proving property and paying charges. Innew
SALE OR
RENT—Detached
quire at 1). L. FERNALD & CO.’S, Union
No. 50 Montreal street, eight
Wharf.
_11-1 roomshouse,
and bath, steam heat, perfect draingreen broadcloth carriage robe age, hot and cold water, laundry with set
Union wash trays, cemented cellar under
whole
on Cumberland, High, Free or
Finder vlease communicate with house. Terms moderate.
street.
Inquire at No.
7-1
235
Commercial
street.
street.7-1
97
JOHN H. VOSE,
Emery
LOST AND FOUND.

LOST

FOR

FOUND—Picked

FOR

LOST—A

between Portland Pier
Finder
$25 in bills.
will be rewarded if the money is returned
N. F. TREFETHEN’S lobster shop, on
to
7-1
Portland Pier.

LOST—Somewhere
and the Market,

SUMMER BOARD.
Forty words inserted under this
one

week for 25

cents,

head
cash in advance.

HoUSE—Sick ness
AYMOND SPRING
ot those who engaged several rooms
unoccuthe season leaves these rooms
pied. We shall for remainder of season reLess than
one
duce our price as follows:
week, $1 per day: per week $5. In regard
reto this excellent Spring and pleasant
sort, we are permitted to refer to Portland’s
Judge Symonds, B.
well known citizens:
Prentiss
C. Stone, Esq., clerk of courts;
Loring, F.O.Bailey, A. R. ana E. A. Dolan,
Fred Hooper, 0. W.
Fullam, and many
more. Many places of interest “near famed
circular.
Poland Spring,” Ac. Send for
Addre8S C. E. SMALL, North
Raymond,
ang?3dtg**p23
Mo.
for

WANTED—MALE HELP.
Forty words inserted under this
one

head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

sloop yacht,
FOR
and 6% feet beam, draws
with
Sails
SALE—A

13 feet long
about 4 feet,
are in good congood cuddy.
dition. Price $35. Address H. C. this office.
11-1
a

T10R SALE—On the sunny side of Carleton
Astreet a first-class 2 1-2 story 2 family
house containing 13 rooms in the hest of repair,
with large lot of iand. A. C. LIBBY, & CO.,
9-1
42 1-2 Exchange St.
TtOR SALE—One of the best lots in Deering.
Acorner School and Williams streets, containing 6,250 square feet. Will be sold about 2
cents a foot less than others are asking for lots
not so good. A. C. LIBBY, 4S 1-2 Exchange
St.9-1

MAINSPRINGS 75c.
New Resilient Waltham Mainsprings, superior to
Warranted Mainspring and
all others, only 75c.
cleaning, jcl.50. Cleaning, $1.00. McKENNEY.the
janlSdtf
Watchmaker, Monument Square.

l?OR SALE—On Oxford street near Mayo, a
Jl 2 1-2 story house fitted for 2 families and
10 rooms and wood shed, with
water closet on each floor. Income £20 a
Price §1850. A. C. LIBBY', 42 1-2
month.
Exchange St,9-1

containing

FOR SALE—In
Maine.

PRACTICE
PHYSICIAN’S
of the best farming towns in
one

number of men to act as Dep11TANTED—A
*
v
uties or Organizers for one of the largest
Fraternal, Beneficiary Societies. Good pay.
Address F. E. HAND, State Commander, 301
12-1
Cumberland St., Portland.

eblebodied man who understands farming thoroughly, between
of
35. and who comes well
21
and
the ages
recommended. Apply at the office of Wllv
48 1-2 Exchange street.
No
M. BRADLEF,

WANTED—A

7-i

A $3,000 practice; good roads; good pay; no
other doctor in town. Fine opening for young
physician. Terms low. Address BOX 115,
4-2
Bradford, Me.

SALE—The
FORThomas
Quinby.

Homestead of the late
near Stroudwater in Deer-

ing. E’our acres of Iand with good house. On
line of street cars; 10 minutes from Union
station; perfect drainage; Sebago water. As
fine a location as there is in Deering. Apply to
ANDREW HAWES, Stroudwater.
jiy27-tf

FOR SALE AT ONCE

WANTED—FEMALE HELP,
Forty words inserted under this

head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

Wall Case, Counters, Partitions, Show
Cases, Gas and Electric Light Fixtures:
Furnace now in Store, 453 Congress
t?
capable girl for general housework at 702 also
St. Must be removed immediately. Call
CONGRESS STREET.13-1
girl for general housework, at at
WANTED—A
House. Railroad
Eastern Steamboat
GUPPY’S.
septl2d3t
Wharf. Apply at once. N. M. INGERSOLL.
one

TIT ANTED—In

a

family of three,

a

strong

and

_13-1

>

Wrappers. We will
1*TANTED—Stitchers
?T
pay good wages and give steady work to
who
understand the
women,
twenty-live (25)

FOR SALE.
“JOSEPHINE HOEY.”

on

Applv from 12
making of Ladies Wrappers.
THE CHENERY MFG. CO.,
noon to 1 p. m.
I 238 Middle St.
_13-1
bor a

lew

weens,

WANTED—
cook. References required.
a

a

competent.

Address for
week, MRS. T. B. REED, Piue Point, Me.
13-1

WANTED—A

WANTED—Two

one

gas or oil. Also one
For particviews arranged for two lectures.
ulars and price, address M. A. Press Office.

mo

Square.

housekeeper by a man with
Best of
three children, in the country.
lir ANTED—To buy from $1000 to $15,000
cast
off
?¥
of
references
worth
clothing. I pay the
required. Address S. B. KNIGHT,
highest cash prices ^ for ladies’ dresses, Box 13, E. Peering. Me.19-1
gents’ and children s clothing and gent’s
or
three energetic lady
Call or address letter
winter overcoats.
agents for travelling; good salary, and
or postal to S.DE GROOT, 76 Middle street.
two or three good canAlso
expenses paid.
9-1
STETSON’S AGENCY, No. 1 Prosvassers.
bell.11-1
pect street, upper

WANTED—SITUATIONS.

of first
either,
hundred and fifteen fine

FOR

RINGS!

RINGS!

SALE—Great bargain. Alpair
IjlORclass
desolving Stereopicons. Use

STEAMER

Thia steamer has been thoroughly overhauled,
painted and otherwise put in first class condition: length, 48 ft.: beam, 10 ft.; depth. 4 ft.;

horizontal cone boiler, built in 1888 by PortlaudC ompany; 18 horse power: 7 ft. high,42
inches diameter; high pressure single crank
engine built by Lidback. 9 inch cylinder, 9 inch
stroke
For full particulars apply to GEORGE S.

HUNT._

»

may25-du

SALE—I offer those very desirable building lots at the West End; bounded by
Sts.,
Spring, Vaughan,IDanforth and Orchard
with a high elevation sloping towards tne South
and West, affording a broad view of the' surrounding country, harbor and ocean. BEN JAMIN F HARRIS, Chambers, corner Exchange

FOR

and

Middle Sts.

au« 24-4

^

capable girl for general house
work, at 50 Carleton street, Reference
11-1
MRS.
GEO. LIBBY.
required.

WANTED—A

WANTED—A good and reliable girl for genWANTED—By a man awho can handle all TT oral house work; one that can furnish
has
good
of
ff
knowledge
references. Apply at 1G2 BRACKETT ST.,
kinds of piping;
Would like a place as at f> a. m.
H-l
all kinds of pumps.
to
W.
Press
Apply
1.,
helper or Improver.
WANTED—A Protestant nursemaid between
H 20 and 30 years of age, who can give
Office.__11'1
a

St. Johns girl

a

position

small family. *8 ad,ir®t
WANTED—By
in
and hotel claj»s
help
cook. Fifty private family

reference.

Address.

MRS.

H., Press Onice
10-1

a

hose
wailing at my office tor employment,
competent help shoe!d call at
Congress
MRS. PALMER* 599 l-™>
once.
I

desiring

street._______
WANTED—Reliable,

SITUATION

compe-

the worii of
tent Danish girl, to do
small family, ^ood cook and able to take
°r ”0
charge of toe house; best references;stating
upstairs work aBd?ewiug.Addr<?ss,
*
Dam
salary, etc., to INTELLIGEN 1*
Press Office*

TIME THAT HORSE!

for
He may be a hummer. AU kinds of Horse Timers,
general
girl
housework in small family. Apply at #7.50 to #150. Laagest stock, Best Watches,
Prices. Horse Timers repaired.
219 CnmPerlaud St. near Wilmot St. Lowest
McKENNET, the Jeweler, Monument Square.
7-1
jlplldtf

Y|7 ANTED—Capable
II

No.

MORE

CLOCKS-

Clocks for
than all the other dealers combined.
Alarm t locks
every House, Office, Store or Hall.
Puces.
Lowest
95c ur>. Largest Stock, Best Clocks,
McKENNEY, the Jeweler, Monument

Square^

DIAMONDS.
A fine line of Ladies’ and Gents’ Diamond Rings
In the latest styles of settings.
My prices are
reasonable and every stone of the best quality,
#10.00 to #300, McKENNEY, the Jeweler, Monument Square.
janlldti

FINANCIAL AND COMERCIAL
Products in the

Quotations Staple
Leading Markets.
of

Mia

weight.

.27®28| Ginger.18®19
Starch,
Heavy.27@2S!
Gooa a’mg.26®26| Laundry.4V*-®5
Union backs.. .40®421 Gloss.6Vfc@7%
am. calf.... aoial.lo
Tobacco.
Best brands... 60@60
bend,
..

Medium.30^40

Sheet.6Vd@7
iHoe.614® 8

Common.26®39
Natural leaf....60^70

Zinc.7 Vs 48 Vi

Grain

Quotation*.
CHIGCAO BOARD OF TRAOB.

Wednesday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

New York Stock and Money Market.

(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK. Sept. 12.
cent: last loan
Money easy at 1 ®0 per
merat 1 per cent, closing at 1 per cent. Prime
cent.
cantile paper was quoted 4%®6Vi per
with actual
Sterling Exchange was steady,
4 8944 89V4 (or
business In bankers bills at
*4 90 tor demand;
60-day bills and 4 80%
8944 90; Commercial Dills.
posted rates at
Government Bonds are
60-days 4 88&4 88V*.
weak. Railroads lower.
Bar silver 67.

i|57%

corn.

Sept.

May.

opening.32
Closing.30%

29%
29

PORK.

Jan.
Opening. 9,25
Closing. 9.37

Dec.

LARD.

Sept.

July.

Opening.
Closing.

Railroad Re ce

Retail Grocers' sugar Rates.
Portland market—cut loal at 7c;conlectlont:«
7c;pulverized.—c; powdered, 6c; grauulateo,
6c;codes crusued, 6V4o; yellow. —460.
Market,
Sept. 13. 1895.
The markets to-day on Breadstuffs and Provisions were more steady, Corn, Wheat and
Oats being a little higher.
Thetollowingare to-day’s quotations ot Or; 1 >,
PortlandWhoiesale
PORTLAND.

urain

Flour.

@80
&
Wheat, 60-lbs.
@44
grades.3 00®3 16] Corn, car....
@50
I Corn. Dag lots..
Spring Wneat Dak@48
ers.c! and st3 *o@3&0; Meat, bag lots..
Oats, car lots
28@3Q
Patent sprue
@o6
vVneat... 3 9o@4 161 Oats, bag lots
■ Cotton SeecMich, sir’«tn
roller.... 3 65.a3 76 ( car lots. 00 00@20 60
clear do.. 3 t0®3 65 [ bag lots Q000g22 00
StI.ouls St’Ri
I Sacked Br'i*
rosier... 3 65@3 76( car ots.#16 00@18u0
clesr do. .3 50®3 55* baa lots. .A19&21 00
Middlings. .$18®20 00
Wnt'i wheai
3 85®* OOt
bag ots.. 820(a)22 00
patents
(
JTieU.
Coffee.
Cod—Largo
I
Shore_*176*5 25 R!o,roasted22 @24Va
small do. .2 60®3 25 Java do.28@30
Molasses.
.2 25®S 251
Pollock
Haddock.. .1 76@2 e6| Porto Rico.27S36
Hake.1 60®2 001 Barbadoes.27@28
30@ 35
Fancy...
Herring, box
Tea.
Scaled....
9«12c|
Amoys.17@2o
Mackerel, bi
14@50
Extra is 25 00®*27: Congous
Shore is *21 00®»24i Japan.18@35
Shore 2s *18 00®*20l Formoso. •••••• 2u@fa0
Sugar.
Med.3 S.S15 00®*17,
4 9-16
srg*3S 1* 00®* 16 00 Standard Gran
Bananas.
j Kx-uuarty hue
4
No is.
126® 150. granulated.,
4 376e«l 00| Extra C....
No 28.
Seeds.
l oo@i 20>
Mediums,
Red Top—recleaned.... 16%@17
Produce.
@12Mi
50
Cran’hs
good.
S®*7
Cape
Jersey ,ct o Oo® 0 00 Timotny... $6% @6 20
Clover.... 10 @l3Vi»c
NewYora
Provisions.
Pea Beans 1 901*2 001
Foreiendo 1 86®2 001 PorkYellow Bves.2 201*2 261 clear.. 13 76@14 00
Cal. Pea_2 16®2 2 I backs... 13 7 6«14 00
@13 00
No 2.
Irish Potars. bbl 125!
Virg. sweets3 00®3 25| snortcuil3 75@14 00
Superfine
low

_

...

...

3 761
.lersev—
do Vineiana.... 0001
Onions—

£_do

Beef,fain. 9 50@10 00
nlate.

Native,bbl2 00@2 60i

10 00@10 60
11 00@ll 60

ex-plate
b!00@8
I Bne less
®
17*181 Lard. tbs. com5V4@5n/i
Turkevs..... i5®ltici tubs, pure 7Vs@7*/a
tes .cemp’ nd 614 @6 Va
12 It 14 c
Fswls....
tierces.pure 7Vs@78/s
Apples.
@6%
Kew. 2 00®3 25! palls,compd 6
Fair to good 1 75@*2t pails, pure 8^»@88/s
inn.
Ufa Qn.
91/4@98A
pure If
I flams
...10Va@ll
Lemons.
1 1 1/.
*/.
8 00® 9001
Messina.

Bermuda-Sp Chickens.

Ltieo

..

Oil.

Oranges.
o o090 00
Calitornia
ooo@o oo
Florida
do 714s. O 00@0 nO
'3
00@8 60
Messina,
Eggs.
!0@
Nearpy.
18@00
Kasteruext..
@17
Fresh Western.

nutter.
Creamer v,fncy.. 20922
Gilt Edge Vr'mt.l8@20

Kerosenel20 fir ts 9V4
Lipoma.10 V*
Centennial.lOVi
Pratt’s Astral ..12v«
Devoe's brilliant 12Vi
In halt bbls lc extra
Raisins.
Muscatel.50 lb bxs3@6
London lay’rl $2@2 26
Ondara iay’r.0
@0
0
Valencia.
@0
Coal.
Cumberland.* 00®* 60
Chestnut....
@6 26
7 26
FranKlln....
£5 25
Lehln.....

domestic

..

Choice.16@17
Cheese.

|

areas

—

l.Dinner.

••

—

following are to-day’s closing quotations

ol Bonds:

Sept. 12, Sept. 11.
@111%
New 4’s reg.ffllllVa
New 4’s
coup.@112%
@113
2s
States
36%
86%
United
reg.
1C2
Central Pacific lsts.102
G.
&
R.
1st.il«%
116%
neuter
Erie 2ds. 77%
77%
Kansas Pacific Consols. 76
111%
Oregon Nav. lsts.111%
Pacific
Lsts.107%
107%
Kansas
Northern Pacific cons 6s.... 40
Closing auotatious

ol

stocks:

Atchison, 1st asst, paid.... 20%

21
148
114
180

Adams Express.147
American Express.114
Bosfon .4 Maine.

19%
20%

—

163
173

88%
131%
163%
17

9%
22V*
104%
26%
160%
6*%

...

136
1°1
86
39%

@65

Dirieo.

Metals.
62@56
Mytrn.
CopperOpium.... 2.00@3 no
com.. .00014
50
14048
Shellac.46®

Indigo.8&c@$ 1

iodine.4®* 4 25
Ipecac.160@1 70
Licorice, rt... .16 *20
Lac ex.34*40
Morphine.. .1 70®1 90
Oil bergamot2 7693 26
Nor.Codllverl 66®1»0
Lemon.1 7o@2 26
Olive.1 00@2 60
Penot.30083 26
wintarcreenl 76*2 00
Potass Dr'mde•■46*47

Polisnea copper.

l*x*S planished.
Bolts.

22
as
14
12
13

YM sheathYM Bolts.
2202*
Bottoms
10011
Ingot....
Tin—
16017
Straits....
Englisn..
..

Char. 1.

....

to

/ o©o

■

6

18%

l*?*

4:4“%

lv^o
ioy2
79

,?
179
J8 4
32%

do

4*5 Tar*bbl...2 76®3 00
Canary seed....
Cardamons 1 00*1 76 Coal tar... .4 76®5 00
Soda, by-carb3%*6Vi Pitch.2 75®3 00
W1L Pltcn. .2 75®3 00
00
Suphur."a; @2V4 Rosin.3 00®4
gai.. 335643
Bugax lead.20*22 Tupennne.
©8
White wax-60*66 Oakum.... 7
OIL
Vitrol. blue_6 ®8
Vanilla, bean.. (10*13 I Linseed.44® 40
52
'Boiled.47®
Duck.
66®7o
Not.33 ISperm. ....
No 3.30 [Whale.46;§50
No 10.14 iBank.33®38
8 oz.UMi Shore.28©33
10 oz.13 Vs I’orgie....20025
Gan powder—(hot. I Lard. 45 ©65
Blasting ...3 60*4 00 Castor. .... i oogi 10
66o®7o
4 60*6 60 Neatsfoot
rop snot.25 its.. 1 30 Blame.a
Paints.
Buck. b. BB.
T. XT. F.165
Lead—
Pure ground.5 50®6 00
Hay.
...6 60®6 00
Red...
Pressed.814*15
©3 Vi
loose Hay
814*616 Eng Yen rtedS
lots
car
Am
Zinc-6
00©7 00
.$9*10
straw,
Iron,
-kVa
Rochelle...
Common... ,l3.i®2
Kloo
4
Beflneo._134 *2 Vi Domestic
®7
...

....

»*10 Tks Is.lb lid2o@18 00
Cast steel....
German steel.r«t 8 Vs Liverpool ..160®1 60
Shoesteel.*2 Vi I Dia’md Crys, bbl 2 80
Saleratus.
8be“' Iron—
Saieratus
H.C.4 Vi @6
6®5 Vi
Gen.EussialS Vioil4
Spices.
Ameri’cnBussial 1*12 Cassia, pusp... .17@19
1 00
Mace.
GalT.6 Vs *7
....

pfd!!..".129%

129

42Va

St.Paul Hi Omaha. 42%
do

nrfd

1-U

.

116%

St Paul. Minn. & Mann.116%
Sugar,common.Vioia
Texas Pacific.I—• 121/4

{£22

{2J*

.. 1°
47
U. 8. ExDress..
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific.. 9%
do

..

i;'*
Vjk
Jo

47

Vs

23%

93%

Western union.:»»%
Ricnmona <£ West Point.
do ..

(By Telegraph.)
NEW YOBK. Sept. 12. 1896.—The following
oi mining stocks:
are io-day‘i closing quotations
Hocking

Coal..A'*

Lit.

HomesUke.

pfd.16

do
Mexican.
Boston

Produce Market.

BOSTON. Sebt. 11. 1895.—The following are
to-aav's quotations ot Provisions. Produce,etc.:
Pork,
Pork,

Pork,

meats.
long and sht cut, 14 40.
and
heavy backs $13
Ige
lean lenas 14 60.

—

bush.

DETROIT—Wheat—No 2 Red at B8c; No 1
White 68 v«c. Corn—No 2 at 34c. Oats—No 2
White 23c.
_

button

Mamet.

iBy Teleerann. 1
SEPTEMBER 12. 1886.
NEW YORK—The cotton utarKoc to-day was
and
V«c
lower;'sales 361 bales, midauiet,
dling uplands at 8 3-l«c; middling gulf 8 7-16c
NEW ORLEANS—Tlie Cotton market to-day
Y"-;
was dull; middling 7 15-16c.
CHARLESTON—The Cotton market firm;
middling 7%c.
SAVANNAH—The Cotton market is easy;
Middling 7 7-16c.
MOBILE—The Cotton market is quiet; middling 7% a.
MEMPHIS—The Cotton market is steady;

nuddlings|7*Ac.__
European Mamets.
(By Telegraph.)
LONDON. Sept. 13, 1895.—Consols 107 1316d for money and 107 59 d for the account.
LIVERPOOL. Sept. 11. 1896-.—The Cotton
market is easier; American middling at 4%d;
estimated sales »,000 bales; speculation and
export 600 bales.
Quotations Winter

Wheat at 4s

Sonng Wheat 5s ld@5s lVad.
Corn 3s 68/» d.

lOdtg&s Id;

OCEAN sTEAMKR

MOVEMENTS

FROM

FOR

Normanla_New York..S’thampton..Sep 12
..

.New York.

Blake.
J W Elwell, Philadelphia:
schs lileazer \V Clark, do; W H Sumner, Kennebec and Camden, N J.

SAILED—Barque

correspondent.
BQOTHBAY HARBOR,forSept 11 —Ar, schsS
Hall,
Bangor
Boston; Hattie
War Steed,
Collins. Greenlaw, Greens Landing (or do; Jas
Rockland
for
Brown.
do; Julia Decker,
Hawes
Smith Boston for Rockland; Sheepscot, Brown.
New
for
London.
Landing
Greens
In port—Schs James W Warren. Orne. Calais
for Boston; Pemaquld, Wheeler. Rockland for
do for do.
do; Ralph K Grant,
ltOCKPORT. Sept 11—Ar. schs H F Kimball,
Chester
H Lawrence. Ott.
River;
Fall
Lane.
Providence; ldella Small, Dillingham, Boston;
do.
Merriam,
Ethel Merriam,
Sid, sch Leona, Lane, Camden.
SACO; Sept 12—Ar, sch Thomas Winsmore,
Philadelphia; EHa Francis. New York.
from our

exchange dispatches.
Caleta Buena. Sept 10, ship Willie Rosenfeld. Dunpliy, from Valparaiso (will load for
New York).
Memoranda

,,

PRODUCE.

Butter, cream,best, at 21@211/2<J:other,18@20c
Butter, dairy, best. 18@18V4c;otherf I4@15c.
Butter, crmy.imit.l. 14gl4y9; ladle, 11@12^.
Cheese, Northern, new do 8%®8Vfc; Wst, new,

Nutmegs.«>6®65
New York—
Pepper.14@16 7*A@8c.
Light.....26*27 (Cloves.14® 16 Eggs^ hennery, choioe,20@24: East 17@18.

Vineyard-Hayen, Sept 11—Sch Ada S Allen
(Of Calais). Martin, from Hoboken for Eastport,
with coal, wept ashore on Sow and Pigs Ledge,
off Cuttyhunk Island, about noon today during
a dense fog, strong SW wind and heavy sea.
She filled with water in 20 minutes after striking
and tne sea made a clean Breach over her. The
captain and crew were taken off by tug Mercury
and brought here. They saved nothing except
the vessel’s yawl boat and a portion of the crew’s
personal effects. It is feared the vessel and
The Ada S Alien
cargo will be a total loss.
was rebuilt last winter at an expense of $7000.
Domestic Forts.
BOSTON—Ar lltli, sell Sea Flower. Robinson,
F
Crowell.
lilla
Bangor:
Ar I2tli. soli J Manchester Haynes, Matthews,
Washington: Geo W Jewett, McKoun. New
York; Edwin R Hunt. Crowell, Washington;
Edward H Blake, Smith. Philadelphia.
Sid, sells Martha T Thomas, Sierra Leone:
Thos H Lawrence, Long Coye and New York;
Caroline, Millbridge, John B Norris, Tremont;
Lone Star, Machias; Frlncess. Penobscot; W E
& W L Tuck, Pigeon Cove and Philadelphia.
Passed Highland Light, sch E S Bayniore.
Kennebec for Atlantic City.

Highland Lighh-Passed

east

lltli,

schs Ella

Pressey, from Perth Amboy for Saco; Palestine,
from Weehawken for Biddeford; Druid, Irom
Weehawken for Bool libay.
NEW YORK—Ar lltli, schs Eugene Borda,
Greeley, Norfolk for Thomaston; Nettie Cush-

ing.

Sid. schs Bertha E Glover. Rockland; Silver
Heels, do; Kale Walker, Bangor.
Ar 12th, schs Hannah 1' Carleton, Hillsboro,
NB; Lavinla Hell, New Bedford.
Sid, str Manhattan. Portland.
BANGOR-Ar 11th, sell Mary Willey, Williams, Portland.
Cld, schs Cora Green, Kendall, Newark; Nat
As'er, Hodgkins, New Bedford; J H Butler,
Norwood, Boston.
BATH—Sid llih, schs Jennie S Butler, Washington; Maggie G Hart, Philadelphia; Rebecca
J Moulton, Baltimore.
Passed up loth, schs Henry Lippitt ’(new),
from Thomaston for up river, to load for Baltimore; Lorlug C Ballard. Newburyport. to load
ior Philadelphia, Passed dow ti, schs Madulene
Cooney, lor Washington; I,Ida J Lewis for Philadelphia.
CHATHAM—Passed north 12th, schs Edwin
R Hunt, Crowell. Washington for Boston; Mary
E Palmer, from Norfolk for Portland.
CAMDEN —Sid 10th, sch Laura Chester,
_

.....

Beals. Boston.

DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Sid 11th, schs
Allen, New \’6rk for Scituate; F A Pike,
Edgewater lor do.
NEWPORT,‘JRI—Ar lltli, sells Harriet S
Brooks, South Ariiboy for Salem; D J Sawyer,

Ada S

do for Machias.

eat

Maggie MulNEW LONDON—Sid
New
vey. West, and L M Thuriow, Roberts,
York for Bath; Sarah A lllaisdell, Peterson, do
for Boston; George Si Albert, Parker. New York
for Portland.
isuuiiau,
NUnFULa—Liu J.11U, sell l-lias
lltli. schs

Jewett, Portland (and sld 12th).
PORTSMOUTH—ax Util, schCellna, Georgetown. DC.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar Util, seh Elliot L Dow,
Flint limn. Kennebec.
Cld, sells Bertha Warner, Rummerill, Bangor :
Horace G Morse, Higbee, Galveston; Janies W
Pitch, Kelley, Portland.
Ar 12tll, sells Abbie S Walker, Vlnalhaven.
Cld, sells Annie E Rudolph, Augusta; Carrie
A Norton. Gardiner; S M Bird, Bangor; C S
Gliddeu, Portland; D(Howard Spear, do.
Delaware Breakwater—Sld 12th, brig H LI
Wright, from Philadelphia for Portland.
Marcus Hook—Passed down Uth. sells Henry
Crosby, for Bangor; Mary A Randall, for New
London; H liChamberlain, for Dover.
RICHMOND. Me—Ar 10th, seh Mary P Godfrey, Philadelphia.
STAMFORD, Ct-Ar Uth, sell Edna. Kelley.
Bangor.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Sld Uth, sells Alice
Belle, Palestine, Ella Pressey, John Somes, Ella
F Crowell, Druid, and E G Willard.
Ar Uth, sells Chase, Raymond, New London;
F A Pike. Manton, Edgewater for Scituate;
Helena, Chandler, Perth Amboy for Bangor;
Belle Hardy. Cook. Hoboken for Castine; Geo
I) Loud, Sanborn, Ehzabethport for Biddeford;
Longfellow. Goldtliwalte. Philadelphia for Saco;
Thos Borden, Grant. Baltimore for ltoekland;
Catherine. Duffv, do for Black River, Me: Ada
Ames, Emery, and Mary Langdon, from Rockland for do; Clara Leavitt, Duffle, Somes Sound
forde; Ira B Ellems, Marston. Vlnalhaven for
do: Lizzie Lee, Mayo, Bluehlll for do; Lizzie
Lane, Closson, Bangor for Hackensack; E & G
W Hinds, Garnett, Calais for do, Edward Lame
S
yer, Beal. Rockland for Richmond. Va; David
Siner, Eernald. Frankfort for New York; Mabel
for
Rockland
(and
Perth
Amboy
Hall. IJbby,
sld); Victory, Hutchings, Velma, Young, New
York for Boston.
Ar I2tli, brie Bllen M Mitchell. Priest, New
York for Halifax; schs Sarah A Blaisdell, Peterson, New York for Boston; Osprey, Crowley,
and Joseph Oakes, Smith. Weehawkeu for
Lynn; Saarbruelc, Clark, Port Liberty for do;
Irene E Mesei vey. Meservey. Weehawken for
Gloucester; Lucv. Hooper, Perth Amboy for
York- Mary Brewer, Thomas, do for Rockland;
Henry Wliitney. Coburn, Port Liberty for Banfor
gor: Mark Pendleton, Collins, Port Johnson
do- G "M Porter. Johnson, New York for an
Willie
sells
Also
sld.
sld.
and
all
eastern port,
L Newton. Philadelphia for Belfast; Harry C
Ohester, New York for Eastport.

Effect

September 4,

Allan Lin©
Montreal to Liverpool via

WESTERN DIVISION.
for
Trams leave Portland. Union Station,
Scarboro Crossing. lo.OOa. m.. 5.15,0.20, p.
in.; Scarboro Reach, Fine Point, 7-00,10.00
3.30, 5.15,6.20. n. m.; Old Orchard
а. in.,
Beach, 4.05, 7.00, S.40 10.00 a. m.. 12.20,
Bldde11.45, 3.30, 6.15. 6.05. 6.20 p. 111.
lord. 7.00, 8.40, 10.00 a. 111., 12.20,3.30,
Kenne6.20,
б. 15,
p.
m.;
Saco,
bunk, 7.00, 8.40, 10.00 a. in., 12.20, 3.30.
6.15, 6.05. 6.20 p. m.; Kennebunkport, 7.00,
8 40, 10.00 a. m., 12.20.3.30,6.05, 6.20 p.
m. ; Weill Beach, 7.00. 8.40 a. m.. 3.30, 5.15
Dover, 4.05, 7.00,
n. m.; North Berwick,
8.40 a. m.. 12.20, 3.30, 5.15, 6.0o p. m.;
Somersworth, 4.05. 7.00, 8.40 a. tu., 12.20,
3.13, 5.15, p. m.; Rochester. Farmington,
Alton Bay, Wolfboro. 8.40 a. ill.. 12.20.
Island
m.*.
0.
3.30
Wolfboro, Long
Alton
Bay
Center
(via
Harbor,
12.20
8.40
m.,
a.
steamer,)
and
Worcester
m.
(via Somersworth
p.
and Rochester,) 7.00 a. m.; Manchester,
Concord (via Rockingham Junction, 7.00 a.
m., 3.30 p. m., (via Lawrence) 8.40 a. m.;
12.20 p. m.; Rockingham Junction, Exeter. Haverhill, Iawrence, Lowell, Boston, t4.05, t7.00, 18.40 a. m.. §12.20. 3.30,
16.05 p. m. Arrive in Boston. t7.30, tl0.15 a.
m. tl2.55, §4.14 7.30, t9.31 p. m. Leave
Boston for Portland, 7.30, 8.00. 8.30 a. m..
1.00, 4.15, 6.01 P. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
Boston and
For Boston, express, 4.05 a. m.
Arrive
12.55, 5.30 p. m.
stations,
way
Leave
in Boston. 7.30 a. m., 5.29, 9.58 p. m.
Boston for Portland, 3.45 a. m.
EASTERN DIVISION.
Elizabeth,
From Union Station for Cape
it 8.45 a. m.; Biddeford, Newburyport,
9
00 a. m.,
2.00,
Salem,
Lynn,
Amesbury,
12.30, 6 0u p. m.; Portsmouth, Boston, t2.00,
19.00 a. iu.; §12.30, il.45. t6.G0 p. m. Ararrive in Boston, 5.58 a. m.. 12.55, 4.10, 4.40,
9.25 p. m. Leave Boston for Portland, 7.30,
9.00 a. m., 12.30, 7.00, 9.30 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
NewburyFor Biddeford, Portsmouth.
port, Salem, Lynn, Boston, 2.00 a. m., §12.30
5.58
a.
m., 4.12 p.
p. m. Arrive in Boston,
Leave Boston for Portland, *9.00 a. in.,
in.
7.00. 9.30 p.m.
tConnects with RaU Lines for New York,
South and West.
{Connects with Sound Lines for New York.
•Western Division from North Berwick Sun_

and Glasgow Service.
From Montreal,
|_From New York.
Numidiau Sept. 14 I State of Nebraska Sept. 11
Sardinian Sept. 211
Saurentian Sept. 28 |
Parisian
Oct. 5 |
Cabin passage, Montreal service, $50 and upwards. Return, $100 and upwards, secouu
cabin, $30. Steerage at lowest rate.
to
Glasgow and New York service, $4o
Return, $85 to $120.
can go
tickets
Passengers holding round trip
envia one route and return by the other, thus
ot. Law
the magnificent scenery of the
and the shortest ocean passage
via
Galway
Glasgow to Boston direct

joying
rence

Wiscasset* Quebec Railroad Co
Read up.
Read down._
No. 31 No. 51 In effect July 24, ’931 No. 2|No. 4

! P.

M.

I

M.

_I A. M.

3.56 l.v..

9 25

.Wiscasset....Ar

P. M.

2.48

8.20
8.01

2.13

7.43

1.37
1.19

iI,v. ..tShaepscot.

.Ar
| l.v. .tAlna Centre. Ar

I l.v.tAlna.Ar

4.321 l.v. ..Head Tide. .Ar
4.52 l.v... Whiie!ield...Ar

10.00

10.IS

|Lv... tl’reble’s....Ar

I
10.36
10.53

11.10
11.28
11.48

5.12!

l.v.No. Wbitetield. Ar

5.31|Lv..Cooper’s Mills..Ar
Mills..Ar
5.49 l.v_Windsor ...Ar
6.08! l.v.. Weeks’ Mills.. Ar
I LvtNewall’s Corner Ar
Palermo,.... Lv
6.301 Ar

7.25

ILv,.Maxy’s

Stops

(t)
1

1

8.55

on-signal

or

1.55

1.02
7.08
6.50 12.44

;

0.30

T. P.

GEO. H. STARR,

or

June 24. 1895, Steamers
Leave Portland Pier, Fortlaud,
as follows:

I.ONG

For

MONDAY. Sept. 9th, 1895
trains will run as follows:
LEAVE.
7.10, 8.40 a. m.
For Auburn and Lewiston
I. 10, 1.30. 5.15 p. m.
and Island Pond,
Falls
Berlin
and
For Gorham
1.30 p. m. 5.15 p. in.
8.40 a. m
8.40
a. m., and 1.30
and
Chicago,
For Montreal
aid after

p.
For

FALL ARRANGEMENTS.

Lewiston and Auburn. 8.25 and 11.45
a. m.. 3.10. 5.15 and 5.25 p. m.
From Island Pond. Berlin Falls and Gorham,
II. 45 a in., and 5.25 p. m.
From Chicago and Montreal. 11.45 a. m., 5.25
p. m.
From Quebec. 11.45 a. m.
Cars
Pullman Palace Sleeping
trains and parlor cars on day trains.
177
OFFICE NO.
TICKET

Night

on

^Tr^T

MIDDLE
STREET, AND DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA
STREET
I, j. SEAKGEANT Gen’l Manager.
septlO
Portland. Sept. 9th. 1895.

HOUSK WHARF,

Commencing: Tuesday, September 3, 1685*
Week Day Time Table.
City Landing, Peaks’ Island—
8.00, 9.00, 10.30 a. m., 13 ID.,
2.15. 3.15, 5.00. 6.10. 7.30 p. m.
For Cushing’s Island—6.40, 8.00, 10.30, a.
m.. 215, 3.15, 5.00, 6.10 P. m.
and Great Diamond Islands,
For Little
Treletlien’s, Evergreen Landing, Peak’s
Island—5.30, 6.40, 8.00, 10.30 a. In., 12 m.,
2.00. 4.20.6.10.7.30 p.m.
For Ponce's Landing, Long Islgnd—5.30,
8.00. 10.30 a. ill., 2.00. 4.20, 6.10 p. m.
Long Island—
For Macrlner’s Landing,
10.30 a. m., 2.00 p. ni.
RETURN.
Leave Forest City Landing—6.20, 7.20, 8.8k
a.
10.50
m.t 1.00, 2.35, 3.45. 6.80,
9.30,

For Forest
5.45
6.40,

_

Ponce s Landing—6.06, 8.50,11.20 a,
m., 2.60, 5.10, 6.60 p. m
,,
Leave Cushing’s Island—7.06, 8.15, 11.05 a.
m„ 2.45, 3.50. 5.20.
m._ 9.20 a,
Leave Little Diamond—6.30, 7.20,
7.60 P. *.
in., 12 m„ 12.25, 3.80, 6.36.
9.15,
Leave Great Diamond—8.25. 7.15,
11.66 a. m., 12.30, 3.26,5.80, 7.10, 7.8o p. m.
Leave Trefet.hen's—6.20, 7.10, 9.10,11.60 a.

Leave*

After Monday, Sept. 3,

..

Enterprise

Steamer

Will leave East Boothbay Monday at 7.15
Bristol,
a. m for Portland, touching at So.
Heron Island, Boothbay Harbor and Squirrel
Island.
Tuesday, leave Portland at G.4o a. m. for
Island,
Pemaquid. Touching at Squirrel
Boothbav Harbor, Heron Island, So. Bristol
and East Boothbay.
Wednesday, leave Pemaauid at 6 a. m. for
Portland and above landings,
Thursday, leave Portland at 6.45 a. m. for
Touching at Squirrel
Boothbay Harbor.
Isiahu.
Eridav, leave Boothbay Harbor at 9 a. m.
for Portland. Touching at Squirrel Island.
Saturday, leave Portland at 6.45 a. ni. for
East Boothbay. Touching at Squirrel Island,
Boothbay, Heron Island and So. Bristol.
ALFRED RACE, mauager.

aug31dtf
MAINE COAST NAVIGATION CO.
New,

Tlie

STEAMER

6.40p

7.15,

m..

12.36. 3,20, 6.25, 7.05. 8.00 p.m.

Leave Everirr*«n—6.16, 7.03, 9.03, 11.45 a.
m., 12.40, 3.15, 5.20, 7.00. 8.05 p. m.

Leave Marriuer’s Landing, Long Island—
11.30 a, m., 3.00 p. ni.
Saturday night only, 9.30 p. m., for all land-

ings.

_

SUNDAY TIME TABLE.
For Forest City Landing, Peaks’ Island—
8.00, 9.00, 10.30 a. m„ 12.15, 2.16, 3.16,
6.00 p.m.
TO.,
For ’Cushing’s Island—9.00, 10.30 a.
12~.lo. 2.16, 3.15, 6 00 p. m.
Great
Islands,
and
Little
Diamond
For
Trefethen’s and Evergreen Landings—
8.00. 9.00.10.30 a. m., 12.15, 2.00, 4.20 p.

For’

Elegant and East

SALACIA,

Monday Sept. 9th,
will leave Franklin wharf, Portland, daily (except Sunday) at 7.30 a. m. for Boothbay HarOn and After

Ponce’s Landing, Long Island—8.00,
10.30 a. ni., 2.00, A. 20 p. m.
For Marriner’s Landing, Long Island—
10.30 a. TO., 2.00 p. m.
C. W. T. GOD1NG, General Manager.
dtf
sept3

_

Returning leave Boothbay Harbor at 2 p.
arrivlug at Portland at about 5.30 p. m.
Landing at Popham Beach both ways on Wednesday and Saturday.
Connecting at Portland with Boston and Eew
York steamers.
Daily Excursions to Boothbay Harbor and
return 'for $1.00.
Tickets good day of date only.
CHAS. R. LEWIS,
O. C. OLIVER,
Treasurer.
President.

sept7__dtf

From

m.

Harpswell. 1.00 and 6.30 p. m.
bay.
Daily excursions 22 miles down theexcuronly 60c. Sundays,
36c, other landings 25e.
ISAIAH DANIELS, Gen’l Manager.
je22dtf

Portland and Boothbay Steamboat Co.

1.30 p. m.

ARRIVALS.

I.,

CLIFF I., 10.20
I.. 9.00 a. in.. 2.00 p.
m.
LITTLEFIELD’S. GT. CHEBEAGUt I.,
10.20 a. in.. 2.00, 6.10 p. in.
RETURN FOR PORTLAND. Leave ORR’S
ISLAND, 5.45, 11.00 a. ill.. 1.45, 4.00 p. ni.
Lv. BAILEY’S I., 6.05, 10.45 a, in., 2.03, 3.4o
a.
p. 111. Lv. SO. HARPSWELL, 6.20, 11.26
Lv. GT. CHEBEAGUK
111.. 2.20, 4.25 p. m.
CLIFF
m.
Lv.
4.50
б. 45.11.50 a. m.. 2.45,
p.
1.. 7.10 a. m., 3.10 p. m. Lv. HOPF I.. 12.05,
5.05 p.m. Lv. LITTLE CHEBEAGUE. 7.25
Lv. LONG I.,
a. m., 12.15, 3.25, 5.15 p. m.
7.40 a. m., 12 30, 3.40, 6.35 p, m. Arrive
PORTLAND 8.15 a. m.. 1.00. 4.15, 6.00 p. m.
-SUNDAYS.Lv. PORTLAND tor HARPSWELL and in
termediate landings, 10.00, 10.40 a. m., 2.00
10.20 a. m., 2.00, 6.10 p.
HOPE
а. m.. 6.10 p. 111.

Rounc trip tickets,
sions to Harpswell

THE NEW AND PALATIAL STEAMERS

m.

Quebec,

CKEBKAGUE

ISLAND.

HARPSWELL, BAILEY’S & ORE'S IS.: 9.00.

MAINE STEAMSHIP CO.

m.

On

will

^Return from

BAY
STATE AND PORTLAND,
alternately leave Franklin Wharf, Fortland,
every eveniug at 7 o’clock, arriving In season
for connections with earliest trains for points
bevond.
Through tiekets for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, etc.
Returning, leave India Wharf, Boston,
every Evening at 7 o’clock.
J, B. COYLE, Manager.
J. F. LISCOMB, Gen. Agt.

bor.

RAILWAY.

Co.

Beginning

CUSTOM

12.25

TRUNK

to

Portland._may9dtf

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
Daily Line, Sunditvs Included.

demos

GRAND

or

♦

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT CO.

RICHARD T. RUNDLETT, Gen’l Mgr.
may 18

N. Y..

MCGOWAN

BOSTON

Supt.

TUCKER.

Prepaid steerapfc, *1;\
AddIy to H. &• A. ALLAN, Montreal
& CO.. 53
or AUSTIN BALUWJN

o^Boston,
Broadway,

notice to Conductor.
J. P

.and

$25

Steamboat

THE 365 ISLAND ROUTE.

Rain.
New York

Derry:

♦

Quebec.

^Lllau State Line.

d"tjConnects

with
Scarboro Crossing
at
train for Boston via Eastern Division,
Berwick.
to
Nortli
Division
Western
Throuan tickete to ail pointsc Soutn and
West lor sate at 'I icket Office. "Union Station.
D. J. FLANDERS. G. F. and T. A., Boston.
je21
_“H_

A.

Harpswell

Royal IVlall Steamers.

1895.

Yarmouth,

roint

rrmce s

-AND-

FALMOUTH FORESIDL
Steamer LOUISE
for
FalPortland ‘Pier,
mouth Foreside, Prince’s Point and Yarmouth,
Royal River, at 8 a.m., a. in. 2 and 6.10 p. m.
Returning, leave Yarmouth at 10 a. m. and
3

DIRECT LINE.

NEW YORK

Long Island Sound by Daylight—Delightful

and Invigorating Sea Trip.
The steamships Manhattan and Cottage
Fraukiln Wharf oa Tuesdays, Thursleave
City
daysand Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leave
E.
“!sr38.
R.. same days at 6*. m.
The elegant steamer Tremont leaves Frankat
Wharf
lin
6p. m, August 28.
Returning, leaves Pier 88, E. R„ Aug. 23
ano 28 at 6 p. in.
Each steamer touches at Cottage
in each direction and are dne in New

M. V..
City.
York and
Portland, evening following sailiag day.
Faro to New York one way *6.00; round trip
*8.00; to Cottage City one way *4.00; round
trip *7.00.
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
je2Gdtf
J. F. LISCOMB. General Agent.

leave

will

Lea've'prince’s Point

at 6.40

and 10.40

a.

m.,

The Five Cent Boat

a

Worcester Line

Portland &

R.

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R.
STATION FOOT OFPKEBLE STREET
On

and

after Funday, .Tune
30,
trains will Leave Portland:

Passenger
For Worcester,

1805,

Clinton, Ayer Junction,

Ntwnna, Windham and Epping at 7.30 a.
m. and 12.30 p. m.
For Manchester,. Concord, and points North
at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
For Rochester, Springvale. Alfred, Waters
boro and Saco River at 7.30 a. m. 12.30 and
6.30 D. m.
For Gorham at 7.30 and 9.46 a. nb, 12.3<X
3.00, 5.30, and 6.20 p. m.
For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, Westbrook Junction and Woodford’s at 7-30,
6.30. and
9.46 a.
m..
12.30,
3.00.
6.20 p. m.
at
Rochester
for
leave
Portland
trains
Sunday
6.15*d. m.; arriye from Rochester at 9.30 a.
m.
The 12.30 p. m. train from Portland connects
Tunnel
“Hoosae
at Ayer Junction with
Route” for the West and at Union Station,
Worcester, for Providence and New York
via “Providence Line,” for Norwieh and
New York, via “Norwich Line” with Boston
& Albany R. R. for the West, and with the
Kew York All Rail via “Spr ngfield.”
Trains arrive at Portland from Worcester
at 1.30 p. m.; from Rochester at 8.30 a. m.,
6.48 p.
1.30
and
m.; from Gorham
at
m., 1.30,
6.40, 8.30 and 10.60 a.
5.48 p.
m.
4.15,*and
For through Tickets to all points West and
to F. H. COLLINS, Ticket
South, apply

Foreside at 5.55 and
Falmouth
p. m.
for Yarmouth and
Portland
Sundays—Leave
Falmouth Foreside at 9.30 a. m.. 2.00 and 6.10

-FOB =

Leave

11.05

a.

m„ 4.30

PEAKS’ ISLAND.

P

Returning, leave Yarmouth at 11.15 a. m
and 4.10 p. m.
Falmouth Foreside at 12.10 a. m. and 4.30
p.

STEAMER ELDQRADO, Capt. John Berry,

m.

The 8 a. m. and 2 o’clock trip week days
and tile 9.30 and 2 o’clock trips Sundays from
Portland gives the public a thirty mile sail
along Falmouth, Cumberland and Yarmouth
Foreside and iud tire beautiful Royal River to
Yarmouth Village. The lougest dailyexcursion
in the bay.
•Does not stop at Prince’s Point on Sunday.
Sunday trips will not run in stormy weather.

will leave the end of Custom House
Wharf for Jones’ Landing, Peaks’ Island,
at 6.00, 7.00, 8.00, 10.00, 11.00 a. m., 1.30,
2.30, 4.00, 5.00 and 0.15 p. m.
RETURN—Leave Jones’ Landing,
Peaks’ Island, at 6.25. 7.25, 8.25, 10.80,
11.30 a. m., 2.00, 3.00, 4.30, 5.30 and 6.40
p. m.

SUNDAY TIME TABLE.

PRESUMPSCOT RIVER.
Steamer Santa JTlaria

a.

Leave Portland 8.00, 9.00, 10.00, 11.00
1.00, 2.00, 3.00, 4.00, 5.00, 0.00, 7.00
m.,

P'Leave

m._jly5dtf

BOSTON AND PHILADELPHIA.

Great Diamond Island.

Saturday.
Wednesday

Philadelphia

CO.,

...

..

..

.New York.. Liverpool
Germanic
Sep
Columbia.New York.. S’thainpton. Sep
Mobile.New York.. London ..... Sep
Campania.... New York.. Liverpool... Sep
Saale.New York. .Genoa.Sep
Dania.New York. .Hamburg. ..Sep
Circassia.New York. .Glasgow ...Sep
Teutonic.New York. .Liverpool. ..Oct
New York-New York. .So’ampton.-Oct
..

25
26
28
28
28
28
28
2
2

MINIATURE ALMANAC.SEPT. 13.
Sunrises .6 22lHigh water (- t 55
8un sets.6 68|“18:nwace 1- 6 27
tide

ON A 5 PER

CENT. BASIS.

Chic. Rock Island & Pacific It’y,
5 PER CENT. DEBENTURE BONOS,
ON A 5 PER CEN i.

BASIS.

Burl., Cedar Rapids & North. R’y,
CONS. 5 PER CENT. GOLO BONDS,
ON" A 5 PER CENT. BASIS.

{;; l g ?jg

NEWS

SPENCER TRASK & CO.,

^oTset^5::1!2! 37!Height

FORT OR

1st MORT. 4 PER CENT. GOLD BONDS,

Aiso a few First Mortgage 6 percent. Gold
Bonds of various issues Which can be recommended for Investment, at prices which net
about 6 percent.

27 AND 29 PINE ST., NEW YORK CITY.
STATE AND JAMES STS., ALBANY.

00.

Tongues pork, $17: do beef $24 ^ bbl.
Beef, corned, $9 50®10 60.
Shoulders, smoked, 8Va.
Shoulders, corned and fresh 8VaC.
Hams, large and small, 9A,4«101/fcc.
Bacon, 10®10VaC.
Pork, salt and briskets, TVaC.
Ribs, fresh. IOVqc.
Sausage, 9y*c.
Sausage meat, 8^0.
Lard, tcs, B7/«c;pail, 7%@77/«c; lf,9@9%.
Beef steers, 7^6<§9.
Beef, fresh, binds, 10@12VaCj fores, 3®o^c,
lb.
Lambs, spring, 7@9VaC
Hogs, dressed, city, &V<lc & lb: country, 6*4c.
Chickens, Northern, broilers, ^ !b. 16@17c.
Fowls, North’n, fresh, I2@i4c; Western, ice
packed li@liyac.
Geese. North’u, nom.: Western, 0@0c.
Ducks. North’n. West, OOi^QOc.
Turkeys, Western, young, iced 15@18c.

In

R.

R.

Boston & Maine

Boston —J H

..

MARINE
00®$14

Hutchins,

Soli Prince Leboo,

will leave wharf at Cumberland Mills for Pleas.Liverpool....Sep 14
Jones’ Landing at 8.30, 8.80,
ant Hill Falls via Pride’s Bridge oil arrival of
8.of Nebraska..New York. .Glasgow.Sap 14
York.
ears leaving Preble street, Portland, at 9.10 a.
.Glasgow
14
Ethiopia.New
11.30 a. m., 1.30, 2.30, 3.30,4.30,
....Sep
10.30,
to
connect
m and 1 40 p. m. Returning in time
Mississippi.New York. .London.Sep 14
5.30, 6.30, 7.30 p.
Foreign Fort*.
with 12.30 and 5.00 p. in. ears for Portland.
Touraine.New York. .Havre.Sep 14
on arrival of cars leaving Preble
Buffalo.New York. .Hull.Sep 14
Sundays
sch
Frederick
Cld at Hillsboro, NB, lOtli.
street at 9.40 a. ni., 1.10 and 4.10 p. m.
Persia.New Y’ork..Hamtiurg.. .Sep 14
New York.
This is a fifteen mile sail on one of the most
Fulda.New York. .Bremen.Sep 14 Roessner. Rogers,
John, NB, lltb, sells Carrie Walker.
A?at StWiscasset:
beautiful rivers in the world. The scenery of
.New York.. Rotterdam ..Sep 14
Amsterdam
EllsGeo
E
Dale,
Speight,
which is not excelled by that of the Songo
Spree .New York. .Bremen.Sep 17 Starkey.
jiyl9dtf
River.
Majestic.New York. .Liverpool... $ep 18 ^Chu’schs Annie A Booth. Wasson, Norwalk.
direct steamship lime.
Paris.New York. .So’amptou...sep 18
Bar Harbor; Uranus, Wood,
Keefe,
Ct;*Flash,
York.
18
Southwark.New
.Antwerp....Sep
Rockland.
Rotterdam... .New York.. Amsterdam..Sep 19
From Bostonevery Wednesday and
F. Bismarck.. .New York. .So’ampton...Sep 19
Palatia.New York.. Hamburg. ...Sep 21
From
eviry
Ems.New York.. Bremen.Sep 21
INVESTMENTS.
Mohawk.New York..Lonuon.Sep 21
and
Portland, Me.
Saturday.
Agent,
FALMOUTH FORESIDE STEAMBOAT
.New York. .Rotterdam...Sep 21 St. Louis, Alt, & Terre Haute K,It,
o. W. PETERS, Supt.
Maasdam
m. From
nom Central Wharf, Boston, 3 p.
dtf
Furnesia.New York. .Glasgow
je29
..Sep 21
PORTLAND PIER
Pine Street Wharf. Philadelphia, at 3 p, m. Inf
5
PER
ENT.
GOLD
BONDS,
York..
MORT.
21
1st
Etruria.New
Liverpool.. Sep
surance one-half the rate of salUng vessel.
and
Servia.New York. .Liverpool.. .Sep 24
ON A 4 5-8 PER CENT BASIS.
Steamers Madeleine aud Alice.
Freights for the West by the Penn. B. B.,
FREEPOST STEAMBOAT CO.
Havel.New Y’ork. .Bremen.Sep 24
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of
TIME TABLE.
Westernlaud .New York. .Antwerp ..Sep 25 Kanawha & Michigan Railway,
commission.
Island, Yarmouth, Fal8t. Louis.New York. .S’thampton..Sep 26
For Diamond
Round Trip *18.00.
Passage *10.00.
Island.
Lucanta.v

...

New York Minme Stocks

Naval Stores.

Salt.

J.®2£
29J?

ou

Char. LX. .6 00*6 25
Xerne.6 00®8 50
12@14
Chlorate.24*28 Antimony...
•... .6 00® 650
Iodide.2 88rf3 0» Colt*
QulcKsUrer... 68*62 Spelter.4 ROSSoS
Ouinlne. ..34Vs*37Vs Soldei'JAxVv 14%@15
Nalls.
Bheubarb, rt.76e*l 60 I
Kt snake.3o*40 'Cask.ct.base 2 20S230
wire. .2 65(02 75
Baltnetre.8 *12

Senna.26*30

st‘

bush.

Shipments—Flour 11,300 bbls; wheat 41,000
bushicorn 6,600 bush; oats 22,000 bush; rye

111%

J9%

Campnor.58862

Chaparral, Pierson. North Haven—J H

—

Pot Sup_6 Vs @7 Vi White wood—
No 1&2, l-in*32@$35 Central Pacific. 19%
do sq.5*4
1260(28 Ctaes. <s Ohio. 20%
4.Vi©5Vs I Sans.1-in.
(hackers
Com’n. 1-ln $280(26
Cooperage.
Chicago S Alton.163
IV*, 1 Mi 612Hhhd shooks & hds—
Chicago « Alton preierreo—173
in, Nol&2$33@$35 Chicago. Burlington 4 Qnlncy 87%
Mol. city. 1 60@1 76
lMt,lVi6i2-ln
Sug.count’y 85o@l 00
Delaware® Hudson Canal Co.131%
Saos.
(280(30
Country Mol.
® Westl63%
(360(33 Delaware,Laokawana
Squares,
hhdsnooKs
Center & Rio Grande....... 17%
Cypress—
hhd hdg ml
9
Erie.
1-inNo 1&2 (350(36
24826
82 n.
22%
ao
preferred
IV*,1% & 2Bug hd36in 21 ©23
Central.103
Illinois
in.Nol&2 (3*0(36
B oops 14 ft. 26(380
2-rj, 3 &*-ln(*0@(*o Lake Erie & West. 2o%
12 tL 26®28
&
S’th pine-(260(35 Lake Shore.1*9%
8 L 8 @9
Louis. ® Nash. 63%
Clear pineCordage.
uppers.(66066 Maine Central .. 12s/*
Amer'n*'tblOVV@ll
7 Vi@8*4 Select.(*6055 Mexican Central.
Manilla...
Fine common. .(*20*5 MtehteanOentrallpf.I9}}*
Manilla bolt
(13 @1*
0098*4 Spruce...
rope.
86
HemlocK.(11012 Minn. « St. Louis, pf..
Russia do. 17 Vi (Ms 18
Missouri Pacific. 38%
Clayboards—
6*4®7V4
Sisal..
Central..H*
Jersey
Drugs and Dyes.
Spruce, X.(30082 Now
Acid Oxalic-12® 14 Clear.S26@28 Nerthen Pacific common..... b%
do
do
preferred.... 18%
Acid tart.33®33 2d clear.(23025
Ammonia.16 c, 20 No 1.(16020 Northwestern.\°.iB/a
A sues, pot.... 6% @.8 Pine.(25050 Northwestern, pfd.1*°
Haw Vr»rk ftentral....lOo
Bals copabla.. .46®6d I Shingles—
Beeswax.37*42 X cedar.... 3 00®8 50 New York.Chicago & bt. Louis i»vi
Blch powders... 7«& Clear cedar.2 7603 00
do 1st pfd. 76
Borax.9®10 iXNo 1.1 8502 25 Ohio & Miss.
-2
@2*4 No 1 cedar. .1 26@l 75 New York & N E. 65
Brimstone.
Coehlneai.40.*48 Spruce.1 2601 60 Old Colony.
Copperas.1*4® 2 Laths.spce..l 900 2 00 Out.!* Western. Jf
Lime—Cement.
Cream tartar—2 828
Pacific Mail.
Kxlogwood... .12@lb Llme.» cik.l 0001 05 Pulman .. 30?
22
Cement.....
14001 60
Gumarabic.. .70®1
Beading.
Matchea.
Glycerine
14V4@67
65 Kock Island. 79f/s
Aloes cape.16926 Star,IF gross

Leather

Marutes.

(By Telegraph.!
SEPTEMBER 12, 1896.
receipts
NEW YORK—The Flour market
Deo. 17,325 packages; exports 7878 bbls and 2578
Sept.
67Vs sacks: sales 16,000 packages; weaker: free
Opening...56%
57% offerings :demand light.
Closing..'.......... 56%
2 1602 50.
nour quotations—low extras at
CORK.
city mills extra at 3 76.04 00; city mi II * patents
Sep.
May. 3 90@4 16: winter wheat low grades at 2 160
28% 2 60: fair to fancy at 2 60?3 26: patents at 3 30
Opening...30%
29
Closing. 31
50; Minnesota clear 2 6002 90: straights
do at 3 0003 26 : do patents 3 10^4 00: do rv
PORK.
mixtures
2 600 2 80; superfine at 2 1002 26;
Jan.
July.
Southern flour dull and
9.40 One at 2 05@2 20.
Opening.
common
to fair extra at 2 00@2 70;good
9.47 weak;
Closing.
to choice 2 *0@3 00. Rye flour dull and easy.
Buckwheat flour dull at 2 (>0@2 15. Commeal
Portland Daily Pres* Stock 1*1 st.
quiet and steady. Rye dull. Wheat—receipts
Corrected by Swan & Barrett, Bankers and 176,175 bush: exports 16,595 busli; sales 17,OoO bush; steady and dull: No 2 Red store and
Brokers, 186 Middle street.
elev at 61Vi@613,ac;afloat at 61 V* @61
;fob
STOCKS.
626/8@G23Ac: No 1 Northern 63Vi@636/8. Corn
Bid.
Value.
Asked
Par
Description.
bush;
931,000
busli'.exports
118
120 —receipts 107,400
('anal National Bank.100
in
No 2 at
100
102 sales 46,000 bush: dull and easy;
Casco National Bank. 98
afloat. Oats—receipts 00<> busli: ex38
39 elev,
Cumberland N ational Bank.. 40
00 bush; sales 00000 busli; dull; No 2 at
ports
98
100
Chapman National Bank.100
2 Chicago 24V*c;
100
102 233/ic; do White at 28c: No
First National Bank.100
3 at 23c; do White 26(a2^14c; Mixed Wes113
114 No
Merchants'National Bank.. 76
State at 26@33c.
White
tern
do
White
and
26c;
100
102
National Traders' Bank.... 100
Beef firm, beef bams quiet; tierced beet firm;
102
104
Portland National Bank-100
and
fair
meats
easy; pickled
demand; cut
quiet
110
112
Portland Trust Co.100
do shoulders at 5V»; do
86
9o bellies 121bs 6V*@63/4 ;
Portland Gas Company. 50
hams
at
middles
nominal; Lard is
83/4@«Vic;
118
120
Portland Railroad CompanylOO
Western steam closed 6 26;
loo
106 quiet and lower:
Portland Water Co....100
Continent at
refined
at
6
9606
quiet;
00;
city
Provis6 6*5; 8 A at 7 OOscompound 46/e®6c.
BONDS
ions—Pork quiet and steady. Butter in fair de104 mand and firmer; State dairy 12@19c; do crm
Portland City 6s, 1897.103 Vj
122 20; Western dairy 9Va@13cuio;orm 13@2oV*c;
Portland 6s. 1907.12o
104
Portland 4s. 1902—1912 Funding 102
108 in moderate demand and steady; State large at
aid.106
R.
1899.
R
Bangor 6s,
11S 6v2@73sC;do fancy at 7
Bangor 6s, 1905, Water.116
e; do small 6@8V.io.
106 Petroleum
Bath 6s, 1898, R. R. aid.104
quiet: united at 1 26. Coffee—Rio
102 dull, and steady. Sugar—raw firm and moderBath 6s. 1887, Municipal.100
103
Bath 4%s, 1907. Municipal.100
ately active: refined market is quiet, and firm;
102 No 6 at
Bath 4s, 1921, Refunding.loo
3Vs@4 l-16c; No 7 at38/*@3 15-16C;
106 No 8 at 3
Belfast 6s. 1898.K. R. aid.104
lf-ie@3%o: No 9 at 3fy»@3 13-16e;
99
100 No 10 at 3 9-16«t3% : No 11 at 3%ft3 11-iec;
Belfast 4s. 1892—1922, Municipal.
101
1801—1911
Refunding..luo
Calais4s,
No 12 at 3 7-16@3<MC: No 13 at 3 3-16; oil A
110 at 3 16-1
Lewiston 6s, 1901, Municipal.108
G@4 3-16C; Mould A at4V9@4 11-166:
104 Standard
Lewiston 4s. 1913. Municipal.102
A4Vi@4 7-16c; Confectioners’ A 4Vi
lQi @4 6-lGc; cut loaf and crusned at 4%@5 1-16;
Saco 4s. 1901. Municipal.100
108 powdered at
Maine Central R. K. 7s.1898.lst. mtgl06
4Vfe@4 11-16c; granulated at 4V4
*•
136
7s, 1912, cons. mi«134
@4 9-16e; Cubes 4Vs@4 11-16C.
104
106
"4%s
Freights to Liverpool quiet, nominal—gru by
108 steam —.
*‘g6s, 1900. extens’nl06
102
"4%s. 1906, SkgFdlOl
Flour market to-day was
CHICAGO—Tlie
102
Leeds & Farmington R. R. 6s. a896.101
108 quiet, easy and unchanged. Wheat—No2 Spring
Portland & Ogd’g g6s, 1900. 1st mtgl06
2
Red
at 66 Vi (a5(iVrc. Com—
No
66V4@56Vs;
106
Portland Water Co's 6s, 1899.104
102 No 2 at 3lVs@31fys.Oats—No 2 at 19V4 ; No 2
Portland Water Co's 4a 1927.100
Rye 37e. No 2 Barley at40@43c. No 1 Flaxseed at 91 Vs@9 c. Provisions—mess pork 8 26
Lard 6 82Vs@5 85; short rib sides
Boston .Stock Market.
@8 37Vs.
6 3 @6 40. Dry salted meats—shoulders 5 50
were
The following
to-day's quoiattans ot
short
elear sides G 00@6 26.
62V2
:
@5
stocks In Boston:
Receipts—Flour, 7,900 bbls: wheat. 36.000
Mexican Centralis...,. 68% ausii:
corn. 208,000 bush mats. 227.000 bush:
Atchison. [Topeka & Stanta Fe R. 20%
rye. 700 busli barley. 69,000 bush.
Boston & Maine R.180
Shipments—Flour 3,600 bbls: wheat 14,800
oo pfd.
bush: corn. 13s, 100 bush; oats 138,000 bush:
Maine Central.136
rye. 3700 bush: barley 7,000 bush.
Yew York and New Rngland it.
ST. LOUIS—The Flour market to-day was
Union Pacific. 14%
American Hell...198Vs quiet and unchanged jipatents at 3 66@3 20;
extra
American Sugar, common.107%
taney 2 yo@3 05; fancy 2 65@2 75: olioice
Sugar, nfd..101% at 2 60@2 60. Wheat higher. Sep 67Vic. Corn
higher: sept3039. oats higher: Sept 198/sc
Mass., pfd......
or,
common.
13% Provisions—Pork 8 75. Lard—prime steam at
Mexican Central. 12% 5 70@6 77V2. Bacon—shoulders 6,\ : longs at
6V2; clear ribs 6% : short clear at 6%. Dry salt
meats—shoulders at 5Vsi: ribs 5 36; clear 5 50.
New York Quotations on Stocks and Bonds.
Receipts—Flour 2,500 bbls; wheat 81,000
busnjicorn 17,000 bush; oats 64.000 bush; rye
(By Telegraph.)
The

Self

Blake*

STS4MEB8,

STEAMERS.

RAILROADS.

Sch Cinderella, Monroe, Round Pond—J H
^

Ar at

—

Provisions. Produce, etc.:

Norway.3Vs*4

Chicago Live Stock Market,
(By Telegrapnt
CHICAGO. Sept. 12. 1895.—The Cattle market-receipts 11,600; generally steady; common
to extra steers 3 50@6 00; Stockers ancl feeders 2 30@4 26; cows and bulls at 1 50@3 75;
calves 3 5u@6 60; Texans 2 00@3 40; Western
angeis 2 26@4 40.
Hogs—Receipts 14,000; firm and 5c higher;
heavy packing and shipping lots 8 95@4 42 VS*;
common to choice mixed at 3 80@4 45; choice
assorted at 4 3504 60; light 3 80@4 60; pigs
at 2 00@4 25.
Sheep—receipts 17,000; quiet; inferior to
choice at i 50@3 75. lambs at 3 25@4 86.

WHEAT.

p ts.

PORTLAND. Sept. Y2
Receipts by Maine Central R. R.—por Pori•nd, 203 ears miscellaneous merchandise; tor
connecting roads 118 cars.

gporting.

@$15.
Straw, rve, *12@$13 ; oat, STYsOSSMj.
Potatoes,Aroostook Co. Hebrons 50@65c bush.
Potatoes, N Y Hebrons 50@55.
do
Rose ;®45.
Apples, new choiec jj* bbl, $2 50@3 00.
Apples, No 2 at $i 2601 50,

Thursday’s quotations.

Mexican dollars 53%.

N. E.Uct’ry. 9*4®10
Vermont.. 9*46*10
Base.ilWd.12

Dec.
58%

Sept.

Opening,... .......56%
Closing............65%

Eggs. Mich. lGc; other Western id@l5‘/2C.
Beans, pea, l 75.01 85 mediums, 1 70@1 80.
Beans, yei. eyes, 2 oo®2 20;red kid.l 60@1 65.
Beans foreign, l 65@1 75.
Hay. New York and Can, fandy, $18 00@19 00.
Fair to good $$16 00@$l7c;lower grades $L1

PORTLAND.

TTli&Snrmtf

aug24

THURSDAY, Sept. 12.
Arrived.
Steamer Bay State, Snowman. Boston.
Barque Antioch, Hem ngway .Philadelphia,
Wmslow & Co.
coal to G T Ily Co. Vessel to J S
Sch Regina, Sanborn, Calais for Westerly
New Bedford.
Sch Junletta, Cole, Calais for
c.
Sch Laurel. Franklin for
for Boston.
SchLevoka (Br). Parrsboro
Sch Island City,
Sch Alaska, Boston
Bo9ton
Ellsworth for Boston.
Sell Frank A Magee.

««Joi
BaIft°/,u,othbaVI
B£MBoO“ibay.

Fanny
!c!‘isNMaudiMunef“and
fish.

25,000

Hayden,

each

lbs

Cleared.
City, Bennett. New \orkCottage
Steamship
J
W Clark, Wormell, Philadelphia

8ch°Eleazer

VIGOR MEN
Easily, Quickly,

Permanently Restor'd.

Weakness,

NervonsnefiP*
BebUUy, and an the train
evils from early errors or
later excesses, the results ot
overwork, sickness, worry,
»
develSt
/ \ etc. Full strength,
to
.pUffi \_A 1 opment and tone given
tmvvm\^. -^^every organ and portion
the body. Simple, natmethods, immedlIM nral
ate improvement
I n Jim I I
Failure impossible. 2,000 references. Book,
explanation and proofs mailed (sealed) tree.
vql*

/COMMENCING Sept. 9th will leave Portland Pier lor Falmouth. Oousens’, Littleiohn’s, Great Clieheague and Bustin’s Islands.
Wolfs Point and Freeport at 9.25 a. m. and
3.30 p. in.
RETURNING, leave Freeport at
0.20 a. m. and 12.20 p. ni. for Portland.
sep9dtfJ. P. BAXERT.

MILL l HLI«,

COAL.
A Fall Assortment ol Lehigh and FreeBurning Coals for Domestic Use.
Pocahontas (Semi-Bituminous) and
Georges Creek Cumberland Coals are

unsurpassed for general steam and
forge use.
Genuine Lykens Valley Franklin,
English and American Caunel.

Above Coals Constantly On Hand.
TELEPHONE

My/

Littlejohn, Clark's Island and
~Seh^EmmaT
ERIE MEDICAL CO., Buffalo, N.Y.
Leavitt & Co.
New York—CnasQ.
ilangor-Parn Flouring
Griudle,
eodlvr
ieb2
Lillian,
sci}
Co.

100-2

OFFICE:

7b Commercial & 70 Exchange Sts.
M.WSFU
ap3

mouth and

Cousin's

Meals and room included.
freight or passage apply to F. P. WING,
Agent, Central Wharf, Boston.
E R SAMPSON. Treasurer and General
Boston.
Manager, 80 State St.. Fiske Building,
oetaadtf
For

For Diamond Island. 6.00. 7.00, 8.00. 9.15 a.
m.. 12.10. 2.00, 3.00, 4.13,6.00, 6.10 p.m.
Return—Leave Diamond Island, 6.30, 7.30,
8.15, 10.40 a. m., 1.30, 3.30, 4.10, 4.35,
5.30, 7.10 p. ill.
For Yarmouth and Cousin’s Island, 6.00 a. m.,
2.00. 5.00 p. m.
Return—Leave Cousins’ Island and Prince’s
Point lor Portland, 7.20 a. m., 3.20, 6.20
p.

Mass.

FIVE CENT FARES
TO

m.

Portland lor Falmouth, 6.00, 9.15 a. m., 12.10,
2.00. 5.00, 6.10 p. m.
Return—Leave Falmouth, 5.65, 7.40, 10.15 a.
m„ 1.00. 3.40, 6.45 p. m.
For Maekworth’s Island, 7.00, 9.16 a. m., 3.00,
5.10 p.

m.

lteturn-7.20

jel3dtr

a.

m„
E.

3.30, 5.20 p. m.
R. NORTON. Manager.

International

Steamship Co.
FOR

Easlport, Lubec. Calais, StJafin, N.3., Hallfai.M.S,
and all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, and Cape BretThe favorite route to Campobello aud
on.
St. Andrews. N. B.

Tall Arrangement.
On and after Sept. 9th, and until further
notice, the steamers of this line leave HailPortland.
road
Wharf,
Monday aud
Friday at 5 p. m.. fcr Eaatport, Lubec
and St. John, with the above connections,
keturning—Leave St John, Lubec and Eaatport same days.
Through tiekets issued and baggage checked
to destination. pr*Ereight received up to 4.00
p. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the
Pine Treo Ticket Office, Monument Square
or for other information at Company’s Office.
streeh
Railroad

•pgfljflU

WUiWhy.Sute
9* B. COYLE,

Gen. Man.

ISLAND.

PEAKS

Steamer JEANNETTE,

CAPTAIN C. W. HOWARD,
will leave LONG WHARF, foot of Exchange
street for Peak’s Island at 7.00. 8.00. IO.dO
11 00 a. m., 1.30, 2.30, 4.00, 6.06 0.15. 7.80.
Return—Leave Peak’s island at 6.26, 7.25
5.30
3 25 10 30 a. m.. 1.00. 2.00, 3.00. 4.30,
7 OO p. m.,or at close of entertatnm e uts.
SUNDAY TIME TABLE.
1 cave Portland at 9.00. 10.00, 11.00 a. m.
8.00 p.
1.00, 8.00. 3.00, 4.00, 5.01), 6.00, 7.00,
a.
m., 18.80
Peaks at 8.30. 9.30, 10.30
1.30, 2.30, 3.30, 4.80, o.So. 6.30, 7.30 p. m.

1ULeave

juiilOtf

"siTAMER
Time

“SOKOKIS.”
Table.

On and after May 30, 13D6, Steamer Solcokls
will ruu until further notloe. as follows:
Leave Bridge street, Westbrook, at 10 a, m.,
°
00 &ud 8.30 p. in.
Returning, leave Malllson Falls at 11a.m.,

45 and 4.80 p. m.
\rrive at Westbrook in time to connect with
the 12. 3.30 and 5.80 eleotrlo cars for Portland.
Re sure and take the 9.10 a. m., 1.10 or 2.40
*eble St.
electric cars from
°

^“^nd^

jenefitf

SEVERAL

FBE55.

Ti-TTtl

PLUMP

DAIRY SWEEPSTAKE

OFFICES.

Just

Rumor That the Slate Is Already Made

Soothing syrup"
has been used over Fifty Years by million
of mothers for their children while Teething, with perfect success. It soothes the
child, softens the gums, allays Pain, cure
Wind Colic, regulates the bowels, and is the
hest remedy for Diarrhoea whether arising
from teething or other causes. For sale by
Druggisisin every part of the woild. lie sure
Bnd ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup
25cta. a bottle.
"Mrs. Winslow's

Up.
Railroad

Castoriai

JOTTINGS.

The lightniDg Wednesday night struok
electric light pole on .Chapel street
bnd smashed the lamp.
Botween two and three o’clock yesterday morning there was such a disturbance in the vicinity of the corner of
streets that the
police station was telephoned. The wagon
appeared and several brawlers were taken

Congress

to the station.
The Cumberland Rowing Association
of Portland .will be represented at Lawrence, Sept. 7 by a junior four, composed
of T. y. .Smith, stroke; P. J. Foley,
No. 3, J. T.
McCarthy, No. 2, and
Charles Peterson, bow.
The boys’ swimming class at the Portland

Athletic

Club

The secretary of the Mew England Fair
association has received the following
list of sweepstakes premiums awarded at
the Mew England fair to the dairy ex- for
hibit.
For live

cows

bred for milk and owned

NEW

s

: /.

forenoon.

and Business Directory.
It has been reportod in many papers
that Gen. Jones of Iowa, now in his 92d
year, was tho oldest living “ex-United
States Senator. As a fact New England
can claim that, d stinctim, as the Hon.

iur. itoDerts argueu lor cue ueiuuse m
road that the road commissioners intendthe patent case in the United States
The wagon in
on Tuesday.
Court yesterday. Mr. Verrill will argue ing to repair
overJames Ware Bradbury of Augusta, who
was
bad place,
over this
going
Putman
will
and
this morning,
Judge
was United
is now in Jhis 9oth
men wore turned out.
year,
turned
and
both
take it at noon.
about the States Senator in 1847-53.
About 15 members of the Maine Histo- Painter was very badly injured
condition.
Hon. Albert Burleigh is having a mild
a very critical
rical Society from this city went to Frye- spine and is in
His condition is
are
run of typhoid fever.
and
attending
Buck
Drs.
Thompson
the
and
attended
13 urg yesterday
meeting
was not so badly injured, comfortable, and hisTriends are encourLukens
him.
at that place.
but his back, limbs and face were pretty aged to hope for a speedy recovery.
Yesterday was muggy,[sticky, showery;
well cat up. The horse got away when
Among the visitors to Portland this
a most uncomfortable day.
out and after turning the weok was Capt. J. R. Pitman, U.S.A.,
Prof. Bristol’s tent at South Portland the men tipped
of Main and South streets, w here detailed to ordnance department at the
blew down with a crash in the squall of corner
demolished the team belonging to Philadelphia arsenal. He was on his way
he
Wednesday night.
tan two miles before he to Berlin, N. H., to visit friends. He wil
James Lookart was arrosted yesterday Leandor Farris,
The legal representative of make a hunting trip to tho Magalloway
was caught.
of
a
leather
of
theft
the
on
apron
oharge
the town of Dover called on the injured country before his return.
from Crandall’s shop on Tyng street.
R. B. Hall of
is
Waterville, the well
expected an amicable
for stealing from a men and it
The boys arrested
known band leader and instructor, will
will be.made.
oar on the
Grand; Tpunk road were dis- settlement
Cadet
be 'the leader of the American
charged. from custody yesterday mornMAINE FREE BAPTISTS.
band.
ing, the road declining to appear against
The Rt. Rov. Bishop Healy, D. D., arthem.
Programme for the Seventh Annual Meetrived home Wednesday'evening after an
One hundred and forty-seven cars of
ing of the Maine Free Baptist Associaextended tour through tho eastern part
tion,
merchandise were received here yesterHe visited Bangor,
of his vast diocese.
same
Tho
day via the Maine Central.
The seventh annual meeting of the Oldtown, Winn, Ellsworth and Houlton
road also brought 113 cars for connecting
At'Houlton he adminMaine Free Baptist Association will be and Winterport.
roads.
Court St. Free
Baptist istered confirmation to 112 candidates, at
held at the
Motorman
and
Conductor
Kennedy
church in Auburn, Sept. 17, 18 and 19. Winn 20, at Ellsworth'29 and at WinterMountford
jumped from their car on
The Maine Ministers Conference will port 41, making in all 382.
Green street yesterday and seized a runaRov. Dr. Eenn has returned from his
meet in the audience room Tuesday, Sept.
Biarcum
H.
Van
to
horse
belonging
way
vacation and will
at 2.30 p. m.
probably occupy his
17,
at
him
and
great
of Deering,
stopped
The Women’s Missionary Society will pulpit next Sunday.
in
was
A
little
boy
peril of their lives.
hold its annual business meeting in the ; Mr. Robert C. Dolan'of this city Revisitthe team and but for, their action would
vestry Tuesday, Sept. 17th, at 9 a. m. ing friends in New York.
killed.
been
have
probably
Miss Agnes Munce of Bangor is visitand at 2 p. m.
John and Albert Witham made a lucky
The programme of the convention will ing friends in Portland.
a
small
from
strike while outside fishing
James P. Dovino of this city will leave
include these features:
boat Wednesday. They landed a barrel
to begin a four
for
Worcester tonight
TUESDAY EVENING, SEPT. 17.
and a half of .mackerel.
course at Holy Cross College.
Tho harbor looked like a painted sea
Devotional Leader, Rev. A. L Davis, years’!
Horatio Alger, Jr., the celebrated auyesterday afternoon. There wasn’t a Bath; Welcome Rev. C.Penney, pastor; thor of
juvenile stories, is making a
B.
G.
Rev.
Annual
Sermon
the
Osgood,
by
ripple and the sun shining through
Mr. Alger
brief stay at Peaks Island.
Springvale.
mist on the sails of tho vessels, of which
has in view some excellent material for
WEDNESDAY MORNING, SEPT. 18.
there were many in thejharbor, brought
boys’ stories, tho plot of which will be
them out in bold relief.
Prayer meeting. Leader, Rev. F. A.
laid in and around Portland.
Business
SesWest
Falmouth;
Palmer,
£The five-year-old son of B. F. Lunt, sion.
: President’s
Address, by Dea. E. g'The following are registered at the
while playing with his father’s revolver
Davis, Augusta; Reading of Records, by Falmouth Hotel: C. M. Lee and party
at South Portland, shot himself through Miss Dora Jordan, Rec. Soc., Alfred;
Hannibal, Mo.; C. S. Cummings and
it
the hand, injuring
severely.
Report of Executive Board, by Rev. B.
of
Treasurer
Augusta; Hiram Bliss, Washingwife,
Cor.
D.
Report
Newel,
Sec;
of
tho
The annual retreat for the clergy
Doacon Rufus Deering,
Portland;
Geo, R. D. MaoGregor, Washington;
by
ton;
diocese of Portland will take Election of Life and Annual Members;
Catholio
A. H. Holmes and wife, Brunswick; A.
place next week, commencing on Mon- Report of State Agent by Rev. B. D. Hale and
Boston ; ; Mr. and Mrs.
wife,
of
Father
Committees;
Rev.
Newell;
Appointment
In
all
probability
day.
of Necrology by Rev. F. D. Tas- Lloyd Briggs and Miss Briggs, Boston;
Report
it.
It
conduct
Prendorgast, S. J., will
ker, Oakland ; Reception of Representa- E. Spencer and party, London, England.
will be held at Bishop Healy’s residence.
tives from other bodies; |Reports of RepThe centennial of Chestnut street Me- resentatives of other bodies.
thodist church will be celebrated Nov.
WJiiUJNJliSiJAX AtTIUliVUUJ.
7-10, will probably pring to the city all
Woman’s Missionary Society, Mrs. Mary
of the 11 surviving pastors
R.
Wade, President; Devotional Exer- Is the earnest, almost agonizing cry ot
There was not a quorum’present at the
cises ; Report of Secretary,Mrs. Adelaide
nervous women, and crowded,
meeting of the New England Artistio B. Webber,
North Berwick; Summarized weak, tired,
Company yesterday, and the meeting
Report of Treasurer, Miss Nellie B. Jor- overworked, struggling men. Slight difwas adjourned to the 34th iast.
Address of Welcome, Mrs. ficulties, ordinary cares, household work
The Maud Muller[and Fannie Hayden dan, Alfred;
C. F.
Auburn; Response, Miss or
brought.33,000 mixed fish each yesterday. Dora Penney,
daily labor, magnify themselves into
Alfred; The Benefits that
Commencing next Monday tho Harp- AccrueJordan,
from Woman’s Missionary So- seemingly impassable mountains.
swell Steamboat Company will take off
This is simply because the nerves are
cieties, discussed bytMrs. Annie B. Emersteamer and run two trips daily
one
and Mrs. Emily D. Jordan,
the bodily organs debilitated, and
to Harpswell and Orr’s Island, leaving son, Dover,
weak,
Limerick; The Missionary Heluer and
Portland at 9.30 and 4 p. m.
do not
Our Duty to It, discussed by Mrs. Mary they
B. Wingate, East Corinth and an adSunday Softools to me mountains.
dress by Miss L. C. Coombs, Balasoro,
has
road
The Maine Central
arranged India.
for a splendid trip to tho mountains for
proper nourishment. Feed the nerves,
WEDNESDAY EVENING.
and tissues on rich red blood, and
Sunday school pupils on Saturday (toof Fidelity in Christian En- organs
Advocates
morrow) by tho train leaving Union deavor, President, Rev. R. L. Dustin; how soon the glow of health comes to the
The Boston and address
station at 8.45 a. m.
by Rev. J. B. Jordan, Pawtuck- pale cheeks, firmness to the unsteady
Rochester et, R. I.
Maine and the Portland and
hand, and strength to the faltering limb.
have joined with the Maine Central and
THURSDAY MORNING.
the tickets, as will bo seen by the adverPrayer and Testimony by Leader Rev.
tisement, have been put at a very low G. B. Southwick, Kingflold; Associated
This will be a Business;
rate for the round trip.
Report of Committees and
Business Methods in Church
great chance for all tho young people and Elections;
Finance by Rev. W. J. T'wort, Lynn,
their teachers.
Mass.; A True Revival: How Realized,
by Rev. B. Minard; Discussion.
purifies, vitalizes and enriches the blood
Saturday’s Kail Game,
THURSDAY AFTERNOON.
and is thus the best friend to unfortunate
Don’t forget the ball game Saturday at
Be sure to get Hood’s and
Bates College, the Latin School, and humanity.
3 o’clock. ; A great game is promised and
Institute by President only Hood’s. All druggists, fl; six for $5.
There will be Maine Central
thero will bo lots of fun.
School
George C. Chase Cobb; Divinity
Prizes by Prof. J. A. Ho wo; The Minister’s
races and ball throwi ng contests.
D!ilo the after-dinner pill and
Illi family cathartic. 25c,'
I1UUU o
are offered for tho
winners and you may Education Outside the School by Rev.
The MisLisbon
E.
W.
Falls;
Ricker,
The
win.
rest assured the best man will
sion Spirit Practically Active by Rev
State
Maine
the
cup emblematic of
Willis M.
Davis, Topsliam; Plenty of
ohamplonship will be presented the club Organization—How, What? by Rev. E.N.
H. ; Discussion.
by Mr. S. H. Sleeper of Portland who Fernald,Milton Mills, N.
Did you ever
JDon’t miss it or
donates it for his firm.
THURSDAY EVENING.
;<f
go up stairs iu
■
the
dark,grope
you will bo sorry.
Praise service, Leader, Rev. W. P. Curaround and not
if
■
find a match.
tiss, Harrison; Address: The DenominaVisiting Fytliians.
to
then have
Plans, Needs and
tion ;
Its Mission,
go down again
Lodge No. 32, K. of P., of Boothbay Heroic History by Rev. H. M. Ford,
ill tiio dark ?
if!
Gen. Con. ; Closing ExHarbor, will visit Portland today on an Field Secrotary
ercises.
and
wil
over
niglit
excursion, remaining
Tho committee on entertainment conlodge,
pay a fraternal visit to Trinity
sists of George H. Brown, chairman, D.
Ko. 64, this evening. It is hoped that all
H. Randall, W. J. Woodbury.
Sir
members of Trinity and as
many

■

Waists

|

“B.
each.

V.”

RINES

S.

9

“B. V.” Corded Waists for
at ttoc each.

np.pkins,

linen covers and German fast color
Turkey Red Table covers from 2 1-2
"to 3 yards long. Doylies and Napkins to match.

Web Table Damask.
58 inches wide, 35c

It is a gem, only $5.

BROS.

|

REEN SKIRTS.

goods

made

We have several

styles of Moreen Skirts which are sup*
erior in every way to anything we have ever shown
Suitable weight
in the Skirt Department,
for fall and winter wear and the very
latest style of cut and make.

Hood’s
Sarsaparilla

_J

THE MUNICIPAL COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE

I

ROBIN'RON.

SUPERIOR COURT.

Thursday—Goo. Rust, search and seizPaid.
ure; lined $100 and costs.
Search and seizPatrick Quincannon.
BEFOBE JUDGE BONNEY.
ure ; lined $100 and costs.
Appealed and
The following prisoners were arraigned held in
the sum of $:300.
Obscene language;
James E. Welch.
yesterday with the following picas:
Thomas O’Connell. Common nuisance; fined $5 and costs.
James E. Welch. Intoxiation; lined $a
plea not guilty.
costs.
George Alien. Common nuisance; plea and
John Conley and Wro. Black. Intoxicanot guilty.
William Hunter, Breaking and enter- tion ; fined $3 each and costs.
William H. Farr and James H. Dolan.
ing and larceny; retracted plea of not
]
Affray; $10 and one-half costs each.
guilty and pleaded guilty.
1

w

I

—I

I HAY'S

200

PARLOR MATCHES,
2c.

Black
medium

Black

Irish Linen Damask,

Damask,
64 inches

63 inohes

$2.50 each.

wide,

42c

are

for us.

expressly

Skirts
moreen
medium ruffle, trimmed
Soutache braid.

j

with

Black

Blankets.
11-4

yard.

~

$3.25 each.

__

Quilts.

Our line ‘of Turkish, Damask, Huck and
Cotton Towels cannot'be excelled.

White Marseilles

Everyone knows that Cottons

are

on

Quilts,

heavy,

im-

fine line of Marseilles
Quilts fresh
from importers at $4.00, $3.00, $2.50,

RINES

$1.93.

Pillowslips.

prices.

$3.50 each.

braid.

extra

5
the rise. We put in a stock of these Crochet Quilts for $1.25,"9So,i75e,[48o.
goods at the right time andfour patrons will continue to get the benefit of our low prices. The goods will for 8 l-2c, 10c, 12o,17o.
3 1-3 yards by 3 1-4 yards, SOo
not last forever, however, and now Sheets
each.
is your time to buy.
We will make to your order'Sheets and
Pillowslips from any goods in our
Mackintoshes from -8 to 4 p. m. Friday
at 30 per cent less than .regular

$3.25 each.

ported, $5.00.
A

Cottons.

BROS.
12 l-2c each.
FUR SEASON 1895-1886.

stockat short notice.

We beg to announce to our friends and patrons that our stock of
RICH FURS in GARMENTS and WECKWEAR FANCIES
will be

516

EmWhite
Swiss Handkernew
patterns—
just opened this week, at
dozen

300

broidered
chiefs—all

only

WHITE STORE,
Congress St.

ready

for

inspection

on

Thursday, September 12th.
While it has always been our custom to have none but the best furs,
The stock is
we have this year excelled our previous best efforts.

large, varied and includes original designs and reproductions of the
leading successes from abroad.
HUDSON BAY
We have REAL RUSSIAN SABLES,
SABLES, ERMINE, CHINCHILLA, SEAL SKINS, MAR*
TEN, MINK, PERSIAN LAMB, WOOL SEALS, ELECTRIC SEALS, etc., eto , eto., made up, and in skins ready to be
made to order.

They

GREAT MARK DOWN SALE

must be seen to be

appreciated, and

SCHLOSBERC,
Cor. Free & Cross Sts.

j

np sale of Negligee Shirts—we have
determined not to carry over any of these goods and
in order to close them out at once we have arranged them in two lots as follows:

Lot I. All of our 79c, $1.00 and 1.25
Shirts to go at
All of our $1.50, 1.75 and
Lot 2.
2.00 Shirts to go at

HELLO!

♦

♦
♦

/

♦

/

l

qa
O^C $
_

C. F.

l

X

^

HAVE

WE

WAX MATCHES at

p

Will return from abroad the 1st of October
ind will resume Ills classes in the same manner
: it* last year. He will teach
the new Hosenthal
Vlelsterschaft system for those wishing conversational trench and German. Also initiuctiou given according to any method delired. He win be glad f0 receive advanced
mpils wishing instruction in the literature of
hese languages. Special attention to beginlers and children.
Apply at 42 Pine St. after
let. 1st.
septl3eodlm

CHARGE OF
--

Notice

of the estate of

DANIEL HARDY, late of Portland,
In the County of Cumberland, deceased, and
AH persons
given bonds as the law ulrects. estate
of sand
Having demands upon theexhibit the
same
to
deceased, are required
and all person] indebted to said estate are
to
called upon to make payment
SAMUEL MASON, Adm’r.
Portland, Sept. 11,1895.

Septl3dlaw3wFri*

too.

5

!

YOUR

DOW

&
35

PINKHAH,

Exchange Street.

|

MonWed&Fri8p

j
X+

PREDICTIONS, SUNDAY SCHOOL EXCURSION
—

Are uncertain but we are positive that you
will need a pair of boots, shoes, or rubbers t for
Kail and Winter wear. Now we are constantly
receiving our lines of Kail and Winter Footwear, comprising the latest and newest styles,
and remember we are selling them at the lowest
prices ever ottered in Port land.
Call auu see our Children's School Shoes,

F. C. WHITE,
480 Congress
**

sept!3at£

?

$

sep4

WEATHER

INSURANCE

—

dlt

hereby given that the
subscriber has been duly appointed and
taken upon himself the trust of Administrator

strong 5

♦

5

is

i
in

__=

|

JORDAN, Manager.

X
*

♦

♦

Dept.,

companies,

j

How do I know ?
X
Why, Dow & Pinkham X
had charge of it.
1

♦

Be on hand early and secure your size before
the assortment is broken.

Men’s Furnishing

What’s that ?
Store on fire?
Insured?
Yes, fully; and

♦

iA

cordial invitation

Very Respectfully,

seplld3tSthp

Cleaning

a

is extended.

L. H.

■

|

Skirts, bound
ruffle,

Moreen

with velveteen, broad

$3.00 each.

linen Bleached
wide, 39c yard.

1

Pharmacy.

$2.00 each.

wide
Black moreen Skirts,
California Blankets with beautiful
ruffle trimmed with Serpentine
fancy borders, in light blue, old gold
60 inches
braid,
1 lot Irish Linen Damask,
and rose, $6.
wide, 50c yard.
11-4 California Blankets at $5.
Damask for. 09, 75c, 87c, $1.00, $1.50 a 11-4 All Wool White Blankets, $4.
Black moreen Skirts, latest cut
yard.
11-4 All Wool White Blankets, $3.75.
of Umbrella Skirts,
All linen Cream'Damask,29c, 85c, 87 l-2o, 11-4 White Blankets, $2.50.
50c, 69c, 75c, $1.00.
11-4 White Blankets, $1.25.
rJJ-4....
H-4.Bfankets, 98c.
Black moreen Skirts with the
new Spanish Flounce,
We shall put on sale this morning one 10-4 Blankets, 39o.
case of Turkey Red Damask, 58 inch50 Engraved Cards and Plate for 98 cents.
es wide, {fast color, regular 89c goods,
Ummoreen
Black
Skirts,
for 23o yard.
brella
shape, trimmed with

yard.
All

Above

sept!3

I

writh
with

$2.75 each.

Damask,

Tocket size box,
Xc a BOX.

MATCHES,

Skirts
moreen
ruffle, trimmed

$1.75 each.

with

White Table

LESSONS IN FRENCH AND GERMAN.
CLARENCE RALE GIFFORD

VULCAN

with

I

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT.
I
1
fi;

Skirts

moreen

Black

plain ruffle,

hraid,

size, $2.50
size, $2.00
size, $1.69
size, $1.39
size, $1.25
Sateen Puffs, fulll size, .98

Sateen Puffs full
Sateen Puffs,;full
Sateen Puffs, full
Sateen Puffs, full
Sateen Puffs, full

Take

possibly

$1.00

at

East Window than for anything else we’ve attempted in a month. Children,
All say it’s tde best window on the street and we begin to believe it

our

What Shall ! Do?

from'other lodges as can
attend will bo present.

“B. V.” Corsets at 50c per

ADTEBTISEMENTS.

NEW

I

the

furnishings loaded on their team from
Just in front of
the hotel in Dover, Ale.
next
William Harvey’s store, which is
in the
the Dover house, is a bad place

will start Saturday

Knights

ADVERTISEMENTS.

display.

an

and

Fair

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Inspector of Factories—Mr. Plummer
Yeaton, the window
H.
First
prize—George
Step in and see it.
of Lewiston.
Rollingsford.
It has been understood for a long time
Jowctt
Second prize—J. B. Palmer,
Linen Table Sets.
Puffs.
that there would be a new liquor com- City, Conn.
for
the
owned
by
For best milk producing cow
missioner, and the candidates
Table Sets, linen cover 3 yards long, 12 Down Puffs, pure silk covers in light
exhibitor four months prior to exhibition :
office have s»aen many.
23MH
doylies,;hemstitched, $7.50.
tints, filled with selected down. The
First prizo—J. H. D. Whitcomb, LittleIt has been generally believed also that
Linen Table Sot, cover 2 1-3 yards long
price does not convey any idea of
there would bo a new inspector of factories ton.
H
Second
Yeaton,
with
to match, hemstitched
$19 each.
doylies
their
prize—George
elegance.
Chalk.
in place of the present Inspector
Rollingsford.
$8.50.
Down Puffs, imported Sateen covers filled
Fremont E. Timberlake of Phillips has
ownod
cow
For best butter making
by
•with fair quality of down. Great value
been nominated as state bank examiner. exhibitor four months
prior to exhibition: All of our $1.00, $1.25 and $1.50 lawn,
at $5, our price this week, $3.98.
The term of Mr. Whitten the present inFirst prize—A. P. Russell, Leeds.
cambric
and print Wrappers go on Down Puffs, Silkoline covers in light
F.
B.
cumbent expires this month.
Second
prize—George H. Yeaton,
sale Friday morning at 69o eaoh.
tacked, ruffle round
shades, 72x72,
Chadbourne of
Biddeford. was today Rollingsford.
puff, $2.25 each.
For tho four cows, owned by one man,
nominated as railroad commissioner.
3 1-2 yards long Quality X Puff, 11-4 in Jsize, Silkoline
yielding’ tho largest number of pounds of Linen TableJSets, cover
PORTLAND
MEN.
covers in pink and blue, wool filling,
fringed, doylies extra£size,|$5.25.
butter at the third day:
3 yards long,
Table
cover
Linen
$2.50.
Set,
South
First prizo—S. M. King,
Paris,
Badly Injured at Dover by Defect in the Me.
fringed, doylies to match, $1.60.
Quality Z Puff, 11-4 American Sateen covRoad.
Linen Table Set, cover 2 1-2 yards long,
ers, Allied with seafoam batts, large
PERSONAL,
fringed, doylies to match, $1.50.
variety of colorings, with or without
Win. F. Painter and Charles B. Lukens
Also full line"of Table Covers in bleached
border, $2.98 each.
for Guilford
Geo. C. Russell loaves today for Boston
of Portland started out
Damask, all sizes.', with or without
also colored bordered, pure Seen thejWhife Store School Suit for Boys?
Tuesday morning with a line of house to bo employed on tho Boston Register

fever and ague.

Walker

in Other

Awarded for tlie New England
Exhibit.

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

a few days,
ourselves.
by exhibitor four months prior to exhibiprophets say, the Governor will tion :
There’s only a few Housekeeping Goods in it, but such goods! Can’t
make several appointments to oilieo that
First prize—F. J. Libby, Richmond.
them
find
everywhere. Then the prices are more in keeping with your
will settle important contests. The slate
Whitcomb,
D.
Second prize—J. H.
ideas of economy than you’d expect.
is believed to be made up as follows, as Littleton.
For live cows bred for butter and owned
regards two important offices:
There’s a sale of housekeeping goods going on inside this week.
exLiquor Commissioner—Whitman Sawyer by exhibitor lour months prior to
Don’t
of Portland.
satisfy yourself as to the quality and magnitude of the stock from
hibitions:

Bitters, the
Dr. Siegert’s Angostura
world renowned South American appetiser
and iuvigorutor, cures dyspepsia,diarrhoea,

BRIEF

Is

Augusta, Setember 12.—In

so

Baby cried,

prescribed:

Chadbourne

Reappointed—Some Surprises
Quarters.

Mother sighed,
Doctor

Commissioner

NEW

PREMIUMS.

St.

TO THE

WHITE MOUNTAINS.
leaving

Portland at 8.45 a.
Regular Train
SATURDAY, Sept. 14th.
(51.60 the round trip from Portland,
Cumberland Mills and South Windham.
The Portland & ; Rochester and Boston &
Maine will also join In this excursion at rates
as follows:
Hollis Ctr., $2.05: 6aco River,
$1.95; Buxton Cltr.. $1.85; Gorham, $1.70;
Saco and Bidddford, $2.16;
Old
Orchard,
$2.00; Pine Point, $1.90; Scarboro Beach,
$1.80.
All are invited to join.
F. E. BOOTHBY,
PAYSON TUCKER.
G. P. &T. A.
V. P. & Geu’l Man.
It
Bv

m.

